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Abstract

Traditionally rolling contact fatigue observed in bearing field applications was subsurface

initiated. However, despite an improvement in the properties of steel, some factors such

as downsizing in bearing design, extreme loading of bearings as well as demanding

application conditions (start-stop cycles) have led to an increase in cases of surface

damage related to surface initiated fatigue, which essentially comes from surface distress.

Possible causes leading to surface initiated fatigue are: material and surface properties,

marginal lubrication and lubricant chemical composition. Lubricants are formulated

products composed of a base oil and an additive package designed for a specific

application. Extreme-pressure (EP) and antiwear (AW) additives are chemically active,

they react with the steel surfaces in contact to form a protective additive-derived layer,

thus reducing friction and controlling wear. However, certain EP/AW additives that

increase the performance of other machine elements, such as gears, can be detrimental for

bearings running in the same lubrication environment.

Therefore, there is a need to gain a fundamental understanding of the mechanisms of

interaction of the lubricant additives affecting bearing performance and to predict the

bearing performance in terms of lubrication environment and application conditions.

Antiwear and extreme pressure additives form a protective layer on the surface of the

contacting steel surfaces. Therefore, in order to identify the plausible mechanisms that

govern the detrimental effect of additives on bearing performance, it is necessary to

identify the parameters affecting the additive-derived layer formation and the tribological

properties of this layer, as they are directly related to the additive reactivity towards the

surface.

To identify these parameters this thesis has been divided into three areas of study; the

lubricant composition, the operation conditions relevant for bearing applications, and the

properties of the contacting surfaces.

The work on the effect of lubricant composition on additive-derived reaction layer

formation, especially when related to ZDDP chemistry, has mainly been focused on the
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different formulations of the additive and the inherent properties due to the different

chemical structures, concentrations and interaction with other additives present in the

lubricant. The role of the base oil has not been sufficiently addressed, however the

relevance of synthetic base oils has brought a new focus on the effect of the interactions

between the base oil and additive molecules on tribological performance. The polarity of

the base oil was selected as the key parameter to study.

Several operating conditions (in terms of lambda ratio, temperature and additive

concentration) have been previously studied. It has been shown that low lambda ratio,

meaning high metal to metal contact, high temperature and high additive concentration

lead to a high reactivity of the additives and therefore to thicker reaction layers. However,

the majority of these studies have been performed under pure sliding conditions or at high

slide-roll ratios (SRR > 50%), corresponding to typical operating conditions for gears.

The behaviour of the additives when the slide-roll ratio ranges from between 0 to 10%,

conditions that can be found in bearing applications, has hardly been addressed.

Finally, the influence of the surface on the activation and reactivity of the additive was

studied using different counterparts (steel and stainless steel), all present in bearing

applications.

The nature and properties of the derived reaction layers, as a function of base oil-additive

interaction, operating conditions and contacting materials, in terms of thickness,

morphology, nanomechanical properties and chemical composition, were studied using a

series of surface analysis techniques.

Zinc dialkyldithiophosphate (ZDDP) and low viscosity model oils as well as commercial

basestocks, with similar physical properties but different polarities were selected for this

study. The influence of base oil polarity, operating conditions and contacting surfaces on

the additive performance was studied at the nanoscale level using Atomic Force

Microscopy and the tribological performance was evaluated using a ball-on-disc test rig

under mixed rolling-sliding conditions in the boundary lubrication regime. An in-situ

interferometry technique was used to monitor the additive-derived reaction layer

formation, and the chemical composition, morphology and nanomechanical properties
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were studied using X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy, Atomic Force Microscopy and

Nanoindentation respectively.

The polarity of the base oil influences the tribological performance of ZDDP additives in

rolling-sliding lubricated contacts. The same additive presents differences in friction and

wear performance as a function of the type of oil it is blended in. 

The polarity of the oil influences the growth rate and reaction layer thickness of ZDDP

antiwear layers. The polarity of the molecules determines the way they approach and

attach to the surface, influencing the final reaction layer thickness, as well as the structure

and characteristics of the reaction layer. A thinner layer is formed when the additive is

blended in the polar oil, due to the higher affinity of the polar base oil molecules for the

steel surface, that limit the access of the additive molecules to the surface and therefore

their ability to attach and react with it to form a protective reaction layer.

The morphology of the reaction layers derived from polar base oils solutions consist of

large, smooth pads, identified as features with load carrying capacity. The formation of

this type of structure, and the nanomechanical properties of the layer, explain the better

wear performance exhibited by those layers.

A model for the formation of the reaction layer, consisting of three stages: activation,

wearing-out and equilibrium, is proposed.

Regarding the operating conditions, shear was identified as a fundamental parameter for

the activation of additives on rubbing steel surfaces and the properties of the derived

reaction layer.

The influence of different metallic materials was studied using different steel/stainless

steel pairs. The results show how different metallic materials lead to the formation of

layer, similar in thickness but with very different topographies. The presence of extensive

cracks on the layers formed on the stainless steel surface indicates that the nature of the

oxides present on the surface influence the adhesion properties of the reaction layer.
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Appended papers and contributions 

This thesis is composed of an integrating part consisting of six chapters, and six appended

papers. The first part is a concise presentation of the motivation, objectives and main

results of this research, with references to the specific papers that contain the actual

contributions.

Paper A
[1] A. Naveira Suárez, M. Grahn, R. Pasaribu and R. Larsson. The influence of base oil

polarity on the tribological performance of zinc dialkyldithiophospate additives.

Tribology International, 2010. 43(12): p. 2268-2278.

Paper A contains the results of how base oil polarity influences growth rate and reaction

layer thickness of ZDDP antiwear layers. The polarity of the molecules determines the

way they approach and attach to the surface, influencing the final reaction layer thickness,

as well as the structure and characteristics of the reaction layer. A thicker layer is formed

when the additive is blended in the non-polar oil, due to the higher affinity of the polar

base oil molecules for the steel surface, which limits the access of the additive molecules

to the surface and therefore their ability to attach and react with it to form a protective

reaction layer. Morphology of the reaction layers derived from polar base oil solutions

consist of large, smooth pads, identified as load carrying capacity features. The formation

of this type of structure, and the nanomechanical properties of the layer, could explain the

better wear performance exhibited by these layers.

Paper B
[2] A. Tomala, A. Naveira Suárez, I.C. Gebehuber and R. Pasaribu. Effect of base oil

polarity on micro and nanofriction behaviour of base oil + ZDDP solutions.

Tribology - Materials Surfaces and Interfaces, 2009. 3(4): p. 182-188. 

Paper B develops an atomic force microscopy (AFM) technique to estimate the

microscopic values of friction coefficients showing how the oil polarity contributes to the

differences in friction behavior of different base oil solutions due to the addition of

ZDDP. Atomic force microscopic force distance curves indicate the existence of a soft
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surface layer when ZDDP is added to the base oil for any additive concentration.

Micromechanical properties of this layer are important in relation to the formation action

of the antiwear film during severe tribological stresses.

The AFM analyses were performed in collaboration with Mrs. Agniezska Tomala at

Vienna University of Technology.

Paper C
[3] A. Naveira Suárez, A. Tomala, R. Pasaribu, R.Larsson and I.C. Gebeshuber.

Evolution of ZDDP-derived reaction layer morphology with rubbing time.  Scanning,

2010. 32(5): p. 294-303. 

Paper C deals with the formation and evolution of a ZDDP-derived reaction layer with

rubbing time and the correlations with tribological performance. The topography of the

layer at different rubbing times, analyzed using atomic force microscopy (AFM), evolves

from an initial slight coverage of the surface, to the growth of a thick layer over the wear

track, verifying the in situ interferometry findings. When rubbing progresses further, the

additive-derived layers experience a constant roughening and hardening. These processes

may be responsible for the observed increase in friction and wear protection with rubbing

time of the additive-derived reaction layers, in both the macro and the nano scale.

The AFM analyses were performed in collaboration with Mrs. Agniezska Tomala at

Vienna University of Technology.

Paper D
[4] A. Naveira Suárez, A. Tomala, M. Grahn, M. Zaccheddu, R. Pasaribu and R. Larsson.

The influence of base oil polarity and slide-roll ratio on additive-derived reaction layer

formation. Accepted for publication in Proceedings of the Institution of Mechanical

Engineers, Part J, Journal of Engineering Tribology.

Paper D presents a study of the influence of operating conditions on the formation of

ZDDP antiwear layers, focusing on slide-roll ratios ranging from -10 to 10 %, typical for

bearing applications. The results show how the slide-roll ratio, once present, has a minor

effect on the limiting thickness of the layers, but it does affect their topography, therefore
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influencing the friction and wear performance. The results also show how shear is a

fundamental parameter in the initial activation of the additive towards the surface.

The effect of the polarity of the base oil on the interaction of ZDDP additive with the

steel surface is further studied, using commercial base oils.

Paper E
[5] A. Naveira Suárez, M. Zaccheddu, R. Pasaribu and R. Larsson. The importance of

shear in the functionality of ZDDP in lubricated contacts - An experimental and

Molecular Dynamics simulation study. Submitted to Tribology Letters.

Paper E presents a dual approach to understanding how base oil polarity influences the

molecular behaviour of ZDDP additives and their tribological performance. Molecular

Dynamics simulations were performed to give a molecular explanation to the behaviour

of the ZDDP molecule when blended in base oils with different polarities. If only

temperature and pressure are taken into account in the simulation, the ZDDP does not

adsorb on the surface, but the ZDDP molecule has a larger surface affinity if blended in

the polar base oil. This is probably because the first lubricant layer has non zero dipole

moments which attracts the ZDDP. However, when shear is applied, under the same

temperature and pressure conditions, the ZDDP molecules demonstrate a higher surface

affinity for the steel if they are dissolved in non-polar oil and can then adsorb on the

surface. This indicates that shear is a key parameter for the tribological activation of the

additives. The high affinity of the polar base oil molecules for the steel surface limits the

access of the additive molecules to the surface. Therefore the ability of the additives to

attach and subsequently react with the rubbing steel surfaces is also limited, resulting in

thinner reaction layers, as observe in the experimental results.

The Molecular Dynamics simulations were performed by Dr Maurizio Zaccheddu at SKF

Engineering and Research Centre.

Paper F 
[6] A. Naveira Suárez, F. Elam, R. Pasaribu and R. Larsson. ZDDP-derived layer

formation on steel/stainless steel contacting surfaces surfaces in roling/sliding conditions.

Submitted to Tribology Letters.
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Paper F is concerned with the influence of different pairings of materials (steel and

stainless steel) on the formation of ZDDP-derived reaction layers in rolling-sliding

conditions. The results show how the material of the counter surface affects the growth

rate as well as the topography and chemical compostion of the layers formed on the steel

surface, affecting tribological performance.

This thesis is composed of an integrating part, consisting of six chapters, and six

appended paper. The first part is a concise presentation of the motivation, objectives and

main results of this research, with references to the specific papers that contain the actual

contributions.
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CHAPTER 1 

1. Introduction

The first section of this chapter presents a short introduction to tribology and the related
fields of friction, wear and lubrication. The second section describes the basic
composition of commercial lubricants, with special attention given to the different types
of base oils and their properties, and summarizes the main categories of lubricant
additives. The characteristics and functionalities of extreme pressure and antiwear
additives are discussed, focusing on zinc dialkyl dithiophosphates. The third section
describes the nature and properties of the additive-derived reaction layers formed on
contacting steel surfaces in terms of morphology, nanomechanical properties and
chemical composition, and the possible mechanism leading to reaction layer formation.
The last section summarizes the effects of extreme pressure and antiwear additives on
bearing performance and presents the objectives of the thesis.

1.1. Tribology

Tribology is defined as “the science and technology of interacting surfaces in relative

motion”, and covers the fields of friction, wear and lubrication, including the interactions

between solids, liquids and gases [1].

1.1.1. Friction

The friction force is the resistance encountered when one body is moved over another.

Amontons’ (1699) four empirical laws of friction [1] are:

� there is a proportionality between the maximum tangential force before sliding

and the normal force when a static body is subjected to increasing tangential load,

� the tangential friction force is proportional to the normal force in sliding,

� the friction force is independent of the apparent contact area,

� the friction force is independent of the sliding speed.

These laws are valid for a large variety of tribosystems including metals under both dry

and boundary lubricated conditions, but are limited, especially if dealing with polymers.
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The second law established the proportionality between normal load (P) and tangential

force (F) [2] as follows: 

F = �·P (1.1)
where � was later assigned the term “coefficient of friction”.

1.1.2. Wear

Wear is defined as the gradual loss of material of a solid, caused by the mechanical stress

of bodies in motion. Different types of wear can occur depending on the interacting

contact surfaces, the environment and the operating conditions.

Adhesive wear, commonly known as scuffing, galling, or seizure, occurs when two

bodies or counterparts are in direct contact via asperities which plastically deform and

adhere to each other, causing severe wear when motion continues and the asperity bonds

are broken. Abrasive wear takes place when counterparts (2-body abrasive wear) or hard

particles (3-body abrasive wear) remove material of a softer counterpart, resulting in

scratches and furrows. The process of abrasive wear involves both plastic flow and brittle

fracture. Erosive wear, related to abrasive wear, occurs due to impacting particles, carried

by a gas or flowing liquid, and cavitation wear is caused by fast flowing liquids. Fatigue

wear can be subsurface or surface initiated. Subsurface initiated fatigue occurs due to

repetitive stresses under either sliding or rolling conditions. The materials weaken, due to

structural changes in the material, leading to subsurface cracks that propagate and result

in flaking, spalling and peeling. Surface initiated fatigue comes from surface distress,

causing micro-cracks, micro-spalls and micro-pitting. Corrosive wear takes place if the

material suffers corrosion by the surrounding medium. When atmospheric oxygen is the

corroding agent, oxidative wear occurs [1-3].

Tribochemical wear involves chemical reactions between the solid surfaces and

surrounding lubricant or environment. The chemical reactions can cause a weakening of

the surface layer, enhancing the effect of other wear mechanisms.

Dry and lubricated wear
Dry wear occurs when no lubricants are present. It is dominated by the material

properties of the two contacting surfaces and is relatively severe. Oxidative and

tribochemical wear are likely to occur in dry conditions.
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A linear relationship between wear volume and time or sliding distance, as shown in

Figure 1.1(a) can be described as:

DL
HWK v

�
�

� (1.2)

where K is the wear coefficient, Wv is the wear volume, H is the hardness, L is the load

and D is the sliding distance. The amount of wear in a dry system is dominated by

material properties and can be measured as the volume of materials removed as a result of 

physical interactions between two surfaces in contact.

In lubricated wear, the wear is controlled by the lubricating film. In a well-lubricated

system, the wear quickly reaches a steady state (sometimes approaching an asymptotic

value) once the lubricating mechanism is established, as illustrated in Figure 1.1(b). The

measured wear in a lubricated system corresponds to the material removed as a result of

the lubricated interface.

Hertzian line

W
ea

rv
ol

um
e,

W
v

Time or sliding distance Time or sliding distance Load or speed

Figure 1.1 Comparison of different wear behaviour as a function of time or load [1]

Figure 1.1(c) illustrates a typical wear transition curve from a well-lubricated system. As

a function of load or speed, the wear goes through a transition from a mild regime to a

more severe regime, which can be due to:

� the introduction of third-body wear at the interface,

� the asperity flash temperature reaching a critical temperature that the lubricating

film cannot support, 

� or the onset of a different dominant wear mechanism such as corrosion or fretting

as load and speed or their combination reaches a critical value.
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1.1.3. Lubrication

To reduce friction and to prevent wear, the surfaces of the counterparts in motion are

often separated by a lubricant film. This is in most cases an oil-based solution, but water-

based lubricants are gaining in importance. For lubricated systems, the Stribeck curve

(see Figure 1.2) describes the dependence of the friction coefficient on the dynamic

viscosity, �, the speed, �, and the normal load, L. Three regimes can be distinguished:

Hydrodynamic lubrication regime. The surfaces are completely separated by a thick

lubricant film (1-1000 �m) preventing contact between the surfaces, and the load is

carried by the lubricant film. The friction coefficient is low and arises from the shear

forces in the viscous lubricant. The friction coefficient is calculated from Reynold’s

equation where the friction coefficient increases as load increases, viscosity decreases or

sliding speed increases.

Mixed lubrication regime. The lubricant films are thin (0.01-1 �m) and some asperities

from the two surfaces are in contact. The load is carried mainly by the lubricant film, but

also by the asperities in contact. The two surfaces are separated from each other, partly by

hydrodynamic forces and partly by thin layers of lubricant adhering to the surface

contours. It is an intermediate state in which the strict laws of hydrodynamic lubrication

are no longer fully applicable.

Boundary Lubrication
Friction coefficient dependent on
non-hydrodynamic characteristics

Mixed Lubrication
Increasing coefficient of friction caused
by partial contact between the surfaces

Hydrodynamic Lubrication
Friction coefficient determined
by hydrodynamic theory

viscosity • speed
normal load

Fr
ic

tio
n

C
oe

ffi
ci

en
t,
�

Low speed
High load

High speed
Low load

Lubricant film thickness

Figure 1.2.Stribeck curve, dependence of the friction coefficient on viscosity, speed and load for
a lubricated sliding system (from [2])
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Boundary lubrication regime. The average lubricant film (1-100 nm) is less than the

composite surface roughness and the surface asperities come into contact under relative

motion. The load is mostly supported by the asperities in contact and the bulk fluid

viscosity of the lubricant has little or no effect on friction and wear. Under boundary

lubrication, asperities from both contacting surfaces collide. Depending on the contact

conditions and material properties, these collisions produce localized elastic and plastic

deformations, and in some cases, fractures. Energy dissipation usually accompanies such

collisions, producing friction and heat. The local temperature can be very high but short-

lived and is commonly referred to as flash temperature. Freshly abraded (nascent)

surfaces also possess very high surface energy and active sites. Both flash temperatures

and nascent surfaces can induce direct chemical reactions between the lubricant

molecules and the surface. Boundary lubrication conditions typically result in high

friction coefficients, influenced by the underlying surface as well as by the chemical

constitution of the lubricant, and high wear.

1.2. Lubricants

Lubricants are formulated products composed of a base oil (or base stock), and various

specialty additives designed for specific performance needs. The base oil functions as a

solvent for the additives, which control the bulk and surface properties. Additive levels in

lubricants range from 1 to 25 wt.% depending on the application [4]. The functions of a

lubricant include the reduction in friction and wear, the cooling of components and the

removal of wear debris.

1.2.1. Base oil

The base oil, which can have different origins, either mineral or synthetic, must be

viscous enough to maintain a lubricant film under the required operating conditions but

should be as fluid as possible to remove heat and to avoid power loss due to viscous drag.

It should also be stable under thermal and oxidative stresses, have low volatility and

possess some ability to control friction and wear by itself. Also important is the ability of

the base oil to dissolve the additives but to be inert toward the surfaces in contact.
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Mineral Oil 
Mineral oils are the most commonly used basestocks in lubrication. They are composed

of either straight or branched carbon chains, with 20-40 carbon atoms in each molecule,

sometimes containing aromatic or aliphatic rings. These basestocks also contain a small

percentage of compounds containing heteroatoms, such as sulfur, nitrogen, or oxygen,

substituted in the various hydrocarbon structures. The heteroatoms are a small fraction of

the basestock mixture, ranging from 0.5 to 4 wt.%, but they have a significant influence

on base oil stability and can affect the lubricating properties as they may interfere with

the lubricant additives, physically or chemically.

The fundamental differences between mineral oils derived from crude oil and refining

processes, are based on chemical forms, sulfur content and viscosity.

There are three basic chemical forms of mineral oil, as illustrated in Table 1.1:

� Paraffinic oil : Straight or branched chain hydrocarbons

� Naphthenic oil : Hydrocarbons containing cyclic carbon molecules with no

saturated bonds

� Aromatic oil : Hydrocarbons containing benzene type compounds

Table 1.1. Chemical structures of mineral oils

PARAFFIN

Straight Branched
NAPHTHENE AROMATIC

Mineral oils are categorised based on the relative proportions of paraffinic, naphthenic

and aromatic components present.

C H

C

H

C

H2
C

HH

H

CH

CH2

CH2H2C

H2C

H2C

C

H

H

H
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The sulfur content in the oil varies with the source of the crude oil and ranges in

concentration from 0 - 8 wt,%. Small amounts of sulfur in the oil are desirable to improve

lubrication and oxidation properties, and even reduce wear [5].

The viscosity of mineral oils depends on the degree of refining. Commonly used oils vary

from 5 to 700 cSt, depending on the application conditions.

Synthetic oil 
The structure of synthetic oils, such as carbon chain and functional groups, can be

designed to have specific properties. Synthetic oils are used for more demanding

applications, such as where insulating, thermally or chemically resistant lubricants are

required [6], and therefore they are also more expensive. There are three basic types of

synthetic oils (Table 1.2): 

� Synthetic hydrocarbon lubricants

� Silicon analogues of hydrocarbons

� Organohalogens

Poly-�-olefins

Olefins or alkenes are unsaturated hydrocarbons with the general formula (-CH2-)n. They

consist of a straight carbon chain with an unsaturated carbon at the end of the chain. The

presence of the unsaturated carbons allows oligomerization to form lubricating oil.

Among the most important characteristics are their high viscosity index (120-170), low

volatility and good oxidation stability. However, without double bonds and aromatic

structures, the PAOs ability to dissolve additives is low. 

Esters

Natural and synthetic esters are structurally similar. Synthetic esters are produced by the

reaction between an alcohol and a fatty acid. Monoesters have one ester group, diesters

have two ester groups, and polyesters have several ester groups (usually three).

Monoesters have low viscosities and high volatility. Diesters have a good viscosity index

and good low temperature properties, but fairly low viscosities (7-46 cSt). Polyesters

have similar properties to diesters, but with a wider range of viscosities.
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Table 1.2. Chemical structures of common synthetics oils

Hydrocarbon synthetic oils 

Poly-�-olefins

Esters

� Diesters

� Phosphate esters

� Silicate esters

� Polyglicol esters

� Fluoro esters

� Fatty acid esters

� Neopentyl polyol esters

Cycloaliphatic

Polyglycols

Silicon analogues of hydrocarbons

Silicones

Silahydrocarbons
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Table 1.2. Chemical structures of common synthetics oils (continued)

Organohalogens

� Perfluoropolyethers

� Chlorofluoroethylenes

� Chlorotrifluoroethylenes

� Perfluoropolyalkylethers

1.2.2. Base oil decomposition

Mineral base oils are hydrocarbons and therefore they tend to oxidize, thermally

decompose, and polymerize. Hydrocarbons oxidize via a free radical mechanism,

following primarily four steps: initiation, propagation, branching, and termination [7].

The hydrocarbons react with oxygen and form polar species such as carboxylic acids

which adsorb onto the metal surface and react with the metal, forming organometallic

compounds which are soluble in oil [8]. Upon oxidation, base oil molecules can proceed

in two different reaction directions:

� formation of smaller molecules through beta carbon scission and/or

decomposition,

� formation of high molecular weight polymerized products, via hydrogen

abstraction, which forms conjugated bonds. The conjugated molecules then

polymerize through aldol condensation reactions.

When the condensation reactions take place, the conjugated double bonds of the products,

which are characteristic of condensation reactions, allow further polymerization to higher

molecular weight products [9]. When the molecular weight reaches the solubility limit,

the reaction products become insoluble and are deposited on the surface.
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Base oils have different chemical compositions and react differently under oxidation

conditions. The base oil will affect the formation rates of organometallic compounds [10].

Analysis of the constituents of a base oil indicate that saturate compounds constitute

about 80% of the base fluid, aromatic constituents account for about 19%, while polar

compounds occur at approximately 1% [11]. Several base oils were separated using high

performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) into saturates, aromatics, and polar fractions.

Each fraction was studied using micro-oxidation tests and the formed organometallic

compounds were analyzed using GPC-GFAA [12].

Figure 1.3. Comparison of organometallic reaction product formation for different base oil
components (from [13])

The results, shown in Figure 1.3, indicate that the polar fraction has the lowest rate of

organometallic compound formation rate, followed by aromatics. The saturate fraction

contained the highest amount of metal-containing reaction products.

Operating conditions also have an important influence on the decomposition processes

of base oils in dynamic systems. The dependence of base oil decomposition on sliding

speed and load, for an additive-free synthetic hydrocarbon, was studied using a ball-on-

disc type sliding tester installed in a vacuum chamber [14]. Intensities of the molecular
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and fragment ions originating from the reaction products were monitored by a quadrupole

mass spectrometer (Q-MS). Small area X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was used

to analyse the wear scar after the sliding tests, which were run at different sliding speeds

and loads.

Figure 1.4. Desorption of hydrogen during the sliding process due to surface contamination
removal (from [14])

Figure 1.4 shows the desorption of hydrogen during the sliding contact. Initially, no

obvious gas desorption was observed except for hydrogen. The surface of the steel disc

was covered with oxides, chemisorbed water and organic compounds. Hydrogen

desorption at the initial stage did not occur due to a catalytic decomposition of the

lubricant, but due to the thermal decomposition of surface hydroxyl groups and

chemisorbed water. Hydrogen desorption then decreased gradually with the removal of

the contaminant layer. Subsequently, the hydrogen desorption rate increased sharply and

became stable, as the contaminant and oxide layers were removed and the nascent surface

with active sites was generated. The removal process of the surface layers can be

considered the induction period for the decomposition of the lubricant. Q-MS showed

that hydrogen and gaseous hydrocarbons (CH3
+, C2H3

+, C3H7
+ and C2H3

+) were the main

volatile products of the decomposition of the lubricant adsorbed to the nascent steel

surface after the removal of layers. As shown in Figure 1.5(a), desorption of hydrogen by

mechanical activation increased proportionally with the sliding velocity at any load, when

the load was higher than the critical load for the mechanical activation of the hydrocarbon

decomposition. Also, the desorption rate of hydrogen increased linearly with the cube

root of the load, as shown in Figure 1.5(b).
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Figure 1.5. Dependence of desorption rate of hydrogen on the mechanical conditions (a) sliding
speed and (b) load for an additive-free synthetic hydrocarbon, multialkylated cyclopentane (MAC)
(from [14])

A decomposition mechanism of hydrocarbon oil on the nascent surface of bearing steels

was proposed [15], as illustrated in Figure 1.6. 

Figure 1.6. Decomposition mechanism of hydrocarbon oil on nascent bearing steel surfaces
(from [15] )

Initially, active sites on the nascent surface are generated by rubbing as defects are

generated on nascent surfaces by mechanical contact. The adsorption of hydrocarbon oil,

followed by C-C bond rupture, leads to the unzipping of the molecule chains in contact

with the nascent surface and so the molecular weight of the oil molecule is reduced. As a

result, hydrogen and gaseous hydrocarbons are formed. The molecules decompose by the

catalysis of the active sites. Since saturated hydrocarbon molecules cannot chemisorb

even on nascent steel surfaces, the decomposition should be affected by heat generated in

the contact. Organic deposits formed on the nascent surface will be removed easily even
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with a low friction force, and the corresponding load is the critical value for the activation

which is mentioned above.

Different metal surfaces also affect base oil oxidation. Certain metals, such as iron,

chromium, copper and nickel accelerate the rate of hydrocarbon oxidation. Figure 1.7

illustrates how different metals exhibit different degrees of catalytic activity on lubricant

oxidation [16], with low carbon steel showing a major impact on base oil oxidation in

comparison with more inert surfaces such as stainless steel.

Figure 1.7. Effect of metal surfaces on tribochemical reaction rates of di-2-ethyhexyl sebacate in
air at 225°C (from [16])

Gates et al. [17] showed, using gel permeation chromatography-graphite furnace atomic

absorption spectroscopy (GPC-GFAA), that the metal-containing material formed when

lubricants are oxidized on metal surfaces under static oxidation conditions, are high

molecular weight organometallic compounds.

Figure 1.8(a) shows the molecular weight distribution of organometallic compounds on

steel and copper surfaces and the amount of organometallic compounds as a function of

molecular weight. Under identical reaction conditions, the steel surface formed a large

quantity of high molecular weight products and produced a large quantity of organo-iron

compounds.
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Figure 1.8. Formation of organometallic compounds as detected by GPC–GFAA system (a) in air
at 225°C for 10 min on iron and copper discs using purified paraffin oil and (b) from a
microsample four-ball wear test (from [17])

Figure 1.8(b) shows the results when the same analysis is applied to a dynamic wear

system (four-ball tester) lubricated with refined mineral oil. The obtained reaction

products were organo-iron compounds, similar to the products obtained in the static

oxidation tests.

1.2.3. Lubricant additives

Lubricant additives are added to the base oil to optimize the performance of the lubricant

in a certain application. Lubricant additives can be categorized as chemically active or

chemically inert. Chemically active additives, such as dispersants, detergents, antiwear

and extreme-pressure additives, oxidation inhibitors, and rust and corrosion inhibitors,

interact chemically with metals (forming protective layers) and polar oxidation and

degradation products, making them innocuous. Chemically inert additives, such as

emulsifiers, demulsifiers, pour-point depressants, foam inhibitors, and viscosity

improvers, improve the physical properties that are critical to the effective performance

of the lubricant [4].

Most lubricant additives, except perhaps some viscosity improvers and pour-point

depressants, consist of an oleophilic hydrocarbon group and a hetero atom (N,O,S, and
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P)-based polar functional group (Figure 1.9). The hydrocarbon group must have a

sufficient chain carbon length to achieve the required solubility characteristics of the

additive. The additives that require greater solubility in oil (dispersants, detergents, and

viscosity improvers) usually contain large hydrocarbon groups. Those that require either

lower solubility or greater surface activity (foam inhibitors and extreme-pressure) contain

small hydrocarbon groups. The performance of the additive is strongly dependent on a

proper balance of polar and non-polar characteristics [4].

Figure 1.9. Additive structure scheme (from [4])

To modify the properties of the lubricant, a large variety of additives are added.

Viscosity modifiers, such as polymers, are added to change the viscosity of the oil and to

improve the flow properties in cold lubricants by decreasing the pour-point and thus

decreasing the crystallisation temperature.

Corrosion inhibitors protect the surfaces from reactive or oxidative species in the

solution by adsorbing onto the surface and sterically hindering the reactive species’

interaction with the surface. Detergents and dispersants, e.g. amphiphiles, attach to

oxidative or degradation products or to dirt particles, which results in oil-soluble species.

This prevents deposition on the surface.

The oil might oxidize by thermally activated dissociation of a hydrogen atom from the

hydrocarbon chain or be induced by the presence of nascent iron. The resulting radical

carbon chain reacts with dissolved oxygen to form peroxides, which in turn induce

further radical formation and further oxidation. This leads to a higher acidity and lowers

the viscosity of the lubricant. To prevent these effects, antioxidants like metal

deactivators, radical inhibitors or peroxide decomposers are added.

Silicone polymers are added in very low amounts to minimize foaming by decreasing the

surface tension.
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The friction and wear modifiers are probably the most important additives. In the

boundary lubrication regime, the asperities are in direct contact and thus high friction and

wear occurs. To reduce the direct contact of the surfaces, protective films should thus be

formed on the surface. There are three kinds of these additives:

The friction modifiers, also called adsorption or boundary additives, are used to inhibit

stick-slip by physical adsorption onto the surface, forming thin layers which prevent

adhesion and microwelding. Usually amphiphiles with polar head groups such as alcohols,

esters, unsaturated and saturated acids bound on aliphatic chains are used. They adsorb

onto the surface and prevent the direct contact of the surfaces. Usually these additives

only work under low loads and at temperatures below 80°C. At higher temperature the

additives desorb upon thermal activation. Another group of friction modifiers is that of

organomolybdenum compounds (e.g. MoDTC). 

In the mixed and boundary lubrication regimes, antiwear additives are used to react with

the surface to form a protective layer, which ensures that sporadic asperity contact does

not lead to severe wear. Typically, these additives are phosphorus based, with zinc

dialkyl dithiophosphates (ZDDP) being the most frequently used in engine oils and thus

one of the major sources of phosphorus and sulfur in engine oils. Other additives are

tricresyl phosphate and other phosphate esters or phosphorotionates.

Under severe boundary lubrication conditions, extreme-pressure additives react with

the surface to prevent microwelding, for example, in slowly moving and heavily loaded

gears. These additives are sulphur based, including dibenzylsulfide, phosphosulfurised

isobutene, trichloroacetone or molybdenum disulfide.

Extreme-pressure and antiwear additives
The lubricating performance of the oil in the mixed and boundary lubrication regimes is

controlled by the extreme pressure (EP) and antiwear (AW) additives, therefore the

performance enhancing properties of these additives are very important since, if oil lacks

lubricating ability, excessive wear and friction can occur [4]. The main elements, which

are responsible for the extreme-pressure and antiwear action, are sulfur and phosphor

respectively [18]. The solubility of additives is a major issue in additive technology,
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because having these additives in solution with the lubricant is essential to transport them

close to the rubbing steel surfaces.

The structure of additives can be described as a functional core, or polar moiety,

including the main elements, e.g. sulfur and/or phosphorus, and a tail (non-polar moiety),

e.g. alkyl chains, which provides solubility in the base oil. 

The functional core of the additives is generally composed of elements of different

electronegativity. This leads to an unequal charge distribution that leads to polarity. The

ability of the additives to adsorb and subsequently react, following tribochemical

reactions, to form protective layers on the surface depends on their polarity [19]. The

alkyl chain length and the degree of branching influence how the molecules cover the

surface and the resulting packing density. If the tails are widely branched the near surface

concentration and ordering of the molecules may be much lower than when unbranched

additives are present [4].

The additives’ molecules aggregate to form micelles in base oil (reverse micelle, i.e.,

polar groups inside and the hydrocarbon tails outside). There is a critical micelle

concentration (CMC), below which the molecules exist in an individually solvated state.

The CMC depends on the molecular structure, molecular weight, and molecular

configuration.

EP/AW additives can be divided into four main groups by chemical composition: sulfur

compound type, phosphorus compound type, chlorine compound type and organo-

metallic compound (sulfur-phosphorus compound) type. Examples of widely used

EP/AW additives [20] are summarized in Table 1.3.
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CH2 C S

CH3

CH3

S CH2 C

CH3

CH3

Table 1.3. Examples of commonly used extreme-pressure and antiwear additives [20] 

Sulfur compound type

Sulfurized fatty oil

Sulfurized terpene

Sulfurized olefin

Sulfide

Phosphorus compound type

Phosphite
Phosphate

Amine phosphate

Organo-metallic compound type

Dialkyldithiophosphate

Dialkyldithiocarbamate

Naphtanate

The effect of additives on base oil decomposition under dynamic wear conditions was

studied using a four-ball tester. The decomposition products were analysed using gel

permeation chromatography-graphite furnace atomic absorption spectroscopy (GPC-
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GFAA) [17]. The amount of detected organo-iron compounds is much less than when the

base oil is tested alone, but the presence of organo-iron compounds could be rapidly

detected. However, as the tests progressed and a boundary lubricating layer was formed

on the steel surface, the molecular weight decreased, as illustrated in Figure 1.10,

suggesting that mechanical shearing of the organo-iron compounds takes place during the

rubbing contact. The presence of the antiwear additives, such as ZDDP, may also

influence the rate of organometallic compound formation and polymerization reaction

rate.

Figure 1.10. Organometallic iron reaction product distribution as a function of wear test duration
(from [17])

The effect of additives (sulfur-containing additive, nitrogen-containing additive,

phosphorus-containing additive, phosphate-containing ionic liquid) on the critical load

and the induction period for decomposition of the base oil was investigated using a ball-

on-disc type sliding tester installed in a vacuum chamber. Intensities of the molecular and

fragment ions originating from the reaction products were monitored by a quadrupole

mass spectrometer (Q-MS). The efficiency of additives in decreasing the decomposition

of the lubricant was nitrogen-containing additive < sulfur-containing additive <

phosphorus-containing additive < phosphate-containing ionic liquid. The effect of

additives on the induction period and the critical load is illustrated in Figure 1.11. 
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Figure 1.11. Effect of additives on the critical load and the induction period (from [14])

The induction period (removal process of the surface layers consisting of oxides,

chemisorbed water and contaminants present in the initial steel surface) clearly increased

when additives were introduced. The order of efficiency of the additives was sulfur-

containing additive < nitrogen-containing additive < phosphorus-containing additive <

phosphate-containing ionic liquid. According to Pearson’s HSAB principle [21], since

the metallic iron is covered by an iron oxide layer, once the contaminants present on the

surface are removed, the base oil and additive molecules come into contact with the oxide

layer. Fe3+ is a hard acid, so will strongly react with a hard base. The anionic moieties of

the ionic liquids are hard bases, and the phosphorus-containing additive is also a hard

base, both reacting in a similar way with Fe3+. The reaction products are difficult to

remove with mechanical processes, therefore being more effective at prolonging the

induction period.

The critical load is the minimum load required to mechanically remove the additive-

derived layer formed on the surface. Therefore, the efficiency of the additives at

increasing the critical load is linked to the properties of the derived layers. The layers

derived from phosphate-containing ionic liquid and phosphorus-containing additives,

consisted mainly of iron phosphate, which is difficult to remove, resulting in high critical

load.

These results suggest that additives which can originate from iron salts, such as iron

phosphate or iron sulfide, deactivate the nascent surface, decreasing the decomposition

rate and increasing the critical load.
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1.2.4. Organo-metallic compound type: Zinc dialkyl dithiophosphates

Metal dialkyl dithiophosphate compounds (MDTPs) have been used in lubricating oils

due to their multifunctional performance as antiwear, extreme-pressure, friction

modifying, antioxidant and corrosion resistant additives. Dialkyl dithiophosphates of

different metals such as molybdenum [22], cadmium [23], copper [24], titanium,

gadolinium [25], iron, antimony and other metals have been introduced in lubricants, zinc

dialkyl dithiophosphates (ZDDP) being the most widely used [26-30].

Table 1.4. Chemical formulae of primary, secondary and aryl zinc dialkyldithiophosphates

Primary alkyl ZDDP

Secondary alkyl ZDDP

Aryl ZDDP

ZDDPs consist of a polar organometallic core, usually a zinc atom with two

dithiophosphate esters, surrounded by an alkylated side. They can be classified by their

chemical structure, based on the tail chain of the phosphates, into three groups. These

groups are: Primary alkyl ZDDP, with single carbon chains bound on the oxygen atoms,

Secondary alkyl ZDDP, with branched carbon chains bound to the oxygen atoms, and

aryl ZDDP, with an aromatic ring bound to the oxygen atom on which an aliphatic chain

is bound (Table 1.4). The difference in tail composition determines to a large extent the

solubility of the additive in the oil. 
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ZDDP can exist in neutral or basic form [31] and their different antiwear properties have

been studied [32]. Basic ZDDP can convert to the neutral form and ZnO at elevated

temperatures [33]. Neutral ZDDP exists in equilibrium between monomer and dimer in

solution [34], as illustrated in Figure 1.12. They can also exist as trimers or oligomers

depending on the state of the ZDDP (crystalline or liquid), the concentration of ZDDP in

the solvent, and the presence of additional compounds [33].

Figure 1.12. Equilibrium between dimeric and monomeric forms. Adapted from [35] 

1.3. Additive-derived boundary lubricating layers

Metal surfaces are usually covered with a metal oxide layer and organic contaminants

containing polar groups, such as -OH-. Under boundary lubrication conditions, when

metal surfaces are sheared, deformed and/or abraded, fresh nascent surfaces are exposed

inside the contacts. Fresh metal surfaces have high surface energy and high reactivity

towards oxygen, moisture and organic molecules present on the surface. Functional

additives in formulated oils will compete for those active sites on tribological surfaces.

The metal surfaces will react with the nearby lubricant additives through tribochemical

reactions to lubricate the rubbing surfaces, by forming a lubricating layer with nearby

molecules. To form a lubricating protective layer, the additive molecules must interact

strongly with the surface. Too much reactivity, however, can cause corrosion and

chemical wear.

There are several mechanisms by which the boundary lubricating layers can function:

sacrificial layer, low shear interfacial lubricating layer, friction modifying layer, shear

resistant layer, and load-bearing solids. The sacrificial layer operates based on the
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principle that the reaction products provide an easily removable, low shear interfacial

layer against rubbing. The layer is removed instead of the surfaces being worn by the

shearing motion of the surfaces. For such layers to be effective, the rate of layer

formation must to be higher than the rate of removal to protect the surface. A common

example is the oxide layer in the case of mild wear of steels under dry sliding conditions

[36]. The low shear interfacial lubricating layer is another lubrication mechanism. The

reaction products and the unreacted molecules form an ordered structure, and the sliding

of the two surfaces is accomplished by the two weakly bonded adsorbed layers in the

ordered structure. Friction modifiers such as fatty acids function in this way. Another

possibility is to have a strongly adhered, bonded layer which is shear resistant by itself.

Under certain conditions, the lubricant will behave like a solid, exhibiting limiting shear

and shear band fracture [37].

Wear mechanism under lubricated conditions
The wear mechanism under boundary lubrication consists of two distinct parts:

mechanical and chemical. The primarily mechanical wear mechanisms are plastic shear

and abrasion. Fatigue-induced third body abrasion is also an important mechanism in a

well-lubricated system under long cyclic stresses. Lubricating layers effectively delay the

wear process by redistributing the stresses over a larger area, as well as by wearing

themselves to remove the strain. The boundary lubricating layer thickness required for a

particular system depends on the mechanical properties of the materials, surface and the

size of the third-body particles that the layer has to accommodate. The wear prevention,

or wear rate, solely depends on the micro/nanomechanical properties of the layer and its

formation rate. The chemical wear mechanism in boundary lubrication depends on the

reactivity of the chemicals towards the surface. The ability of the molecule to react with

the surface is also an indicator of a potential corrosion problem, as the formation of an

effective boundary lubricating film may be described as a form of controlled corrosion.

Effective layers have strong adhesive and cohesive strength, are thick enough in relation

to the composite surface roughness of both surfaces in contact, and are easily sheared by

mechanical shearing forces, providing sacrificial wear protection.
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These mechanisms operate in different regimes controlled by the lubrication environment

and operating conditions. What works for one system may not work for another system,

and within the same system, what works in one set of operating conditions may not work

for another set of conditions, and not all the reaction layers are protective [38].

Depending on the nature of the solid surfaces, different types of layers can be formed:

protective, corrosive or degradation reaction products [13].

EP/AW additives lubricate contacting surfaces by the formation of a protective layer.

Effective layers have strong adhesive and cohesive strength with the thickness equal to or

greater than the composite roughness of the surfaces. The layers function by providing

easily sheared layers that are swept away by mechanical shearing forces, thus protecting

the substrate (sacrificial wear protection). For this mechanism to be effective, the overall

layer formation rate has to be equal to or greater than the layer removal.

Therefore, in order to identify the plausible mechanisms that govern the interaction

between the additives and the steel surface, it is necessary to identify the parameters

affecting the additive-derived layer formation and the tribological properties of this layer,

as it is directly related to the additive reactivity towards the surface.

1.3.1. Additive-derived thermal layer

Reaction mechanism
ZDDPs decompose at temperatures between 150°C and 250°C to form insoluble

polyphosphates, polythiophosphates, volatile mercaptans, hydrogen sulfide and olefins

[39]. ZDDP interacts weakly with steel surfaces at ambient temperature [40],.However,

as a ZDDP-derived thermal layer forms at a lower temperature than the temperature of

thermal decomposition of the molecule, the iron surface is assumed to have a catalytic

effect on the ZDDP decomposition, [41]. A specific chemical reaction by adsorbed

species at metal surfaces might be expected because iron, and other metal oxides, is a

Lewis acid and should thus catalyse the thermal degradation reaction. Also, the zinc in

ZDDP is known to exchange with other available metal ion,s including iron, to form

dithiophosphates which are significantly less thermally stable than ZDDP itself,

accelerating its decomposition. Therefore, to elucidate the mechanism leading to the
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formation of a thermal layer, it is necessary to differentiate any surface-specific thermal

reaction from the bulk degradation reactions.

The decomposition of ZDDP in oil solutions is induced by an isomerization of the

original molecule (movement of the alkyl group from the oxygen to the sulfur) and the

subsequent intramolecular (cis) elimination of an oleofin from the isomer, according to

the hard and soft acids and bases (HSAB) theory. The reactions of thermal layer

formation involve replacing P-S, P=S and C-O bonds by C-S bonds, P-O and P=O bonds

[42]. The isomer reaction product is assumed to be a precursor to the formation of long-

chain polyphosphate layers on the steel surface [43]. The formation rate of thermal layers

on steel surfaces by ZDDP increases with temperature [42], the concentration of the

additive in solution [44] and the decomposition time of the solution [43]. The type of

ZDDP also influences the layer formation. Primary ZDDP and its basic analogue

decomposed rapidly compared to the secondary and aryl, according to the thermal

stability ordering [45, 46].

Thickness, topography and nanomechanical properties
The transparent, solid, thermal layers appear to grow as separate patches to form mound-

like structures, which subsequently coalesce to form a smoother structure (Rrms�20 nm)

with increasing immersion time [46, 47]. The thickness of the layers also gradually

increases with immersion time, growing to a thickness of up to 200 nm [43]. 31P NMR

was used to study the ZDDP solution after the immersion tests. The results showed that

the thermal layers continue to thicken once all ZDDP has been decomposed in solution,

indicating that the growth originates from decomposition products [46]. An indentation

modulus of E�35 GPa and hardness of H�1.5 GPa [47] has been reported for thermal

layers formed during static immersion tests.

Chemical composition
The chemical composition of the thermal layers consist of a thin, outer layer of

polyphosphate (�10 nm thick) grading to pyro- or orthophosphate in the bulk [48, 49],

and showing little evidence of iron, with zinc being the main cation [44]. The mixture of

short- and long- chain poly(thio)phosphates is determined by the temperature of the
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solution [41]. Zinc sulfides, zinc sulfates and small amounts of unreacted ZDDP have

also been detected using XANES [46].

1.3.2. Additive-derived reaction layer

Reaction mechanism
ZDDP reaction layers form at lower bulk temperatures than thermal layers, with the rate

of layer formation increasing with temperature and only in the rubbing tracks, where

actual contact occurs [50]. A number of reaction mechanisms have been proposed for the

formation of the ZDDP-derived reaction layers, based mainly on thermal [45], catalytic

[29] (chemisorption on metal or hydrolytic) and oxidative [51] (by reaction with

hydroperoxides or peroxy radicals) decomposition of ZDDP.

Thermal decomposition occurs at temperatures between 150 and 250°C and is dependent

on the alkyl groups present. The products of the thermal degradation of ZDDP are

volatile compounds such as alkyl sulphides, mercaptans and oleofins, and a white

precipitate of low sulphur containing zinc pyrophosphate.
1H and 31P nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy found evidence of an

exchange between O and S in ZDDP molecules, with the alkyl groups, which are initially

bonded to oxygen atoms in ZDDP, being transferred to the sulphur atoms [45]. This O/S

exchange is a property of organic thiophosphates. Organic thiophosphates react with a

nucleophile, followed by an autocatalytic realkylation.

Dithiophosphates (RO)2PSS are stronger alkylating agents than thiophosphates and self-

alkylation can occur twice to give the O/S exchange isomer ditionylphosphate

(RO)2POO-.
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This alkylation reaction leads to a transalkylation in which the groups are exchanged

between different molecules in a heated ZDDP solution. The RS groups formed in the

thionyl or dithionyl phosphates are displaced by the attack of a phosphoryl group from a

neighbouring molecule to form a polyphosphate.

The dithiphosphate should polymerise to form polythiophosphates.

A thermo-oxidative decomposition of ZDDP is proposed [51] as a four-step process

describing the mechanism of ZDDP from solution, under mild wear conditions, to

reaction products on a steel surface. Initially ZDDP is adsorbed onto the metallic surface.

The ZDDP reacts with the metallic surface to form species of phosphates and

phosphothionic moieties bound to the metal surface. Phosphate film precursors are

formed from antioxidant reactions of ZDDP. As a final step, condensation of the

phosphate/phosphothionate species occur, which are then terminated by zinc-containing

compounds or other metal ions in solution.

ZDDP decomposes in an oil solution by a hydrolytic mechanism to ultimately form zinc

polyphosphate and a mixture of alkyl sulfides (H2S, RSH, RSR, RSSR, RSSSR). These

two products are the precursors of the antiwear process of the ZDDP [28, 29].

The hydrolysis reactions in simplified form are:

RO-P- +H2O �   ROH + H+ -O-P- (1)

ROH � R’=CH2 + H2O (2)

RO-P- � R’=CH2 + H+-O-P- (3)

There is formation of an alcohol followed immediately by dehydration by the phosphate

acid group to olefin. Thus, as can be seen from the sum of reactions (1) and (2), water

acts as a catalyst for the overall reaction (3).
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A number of side reactions are involved, such as polyphosphate formation generating

water; sulphur release, consuming water and sulphur-oxygen interchange (probably

intramolecular). Further studies of water removal from the reaction [29] confirm that the

ZDDP breakdown is water catalysed.

However, there is general agreement on some points of ZDDP tribolayer formation.

ZDDP adsorbs chemically or physically to the metal/oxide surface. Any decomposition

product of ZDDP is also adsorbed. An oxidative process, the result of the reaction with

oxygen or peroxides in solution, follows and leads to the degradation of ZDDP molecules

degradation. Phosphates and thionates are formed. The principle point of discussion is the

formation process of the polyphosphate layer.

Thickness, topography and nanomechanical properties
The reaction layers initially form as separate patches on steel surfaces and gradually

develop to form a continuous pad-like structure, as illustrated in Figure 1.13. A three-

stage process can be used to describe the evolution of the layer morphology. In the first

stage, the layer growth mechanism begins with distinct nucleation events on active sites,

defined by micro-asperity contacts, at the steel surfaces leading to distinct, segregated

pads. In the second stage as rubbing progresses, the pads continue to grow and coalesce

to form a complete layer formed over the surface. Atomic force microscopy (AFM)

investigations on the nature of additive-derived reaction layers have shown that they are

highly anisotropic [52], but several common characteristics can be identified: large wear

pads, smaller antiwear pads and lower valleys between the antiwear pads. In the final

stage, the continuous rubbing of the surfaces causes the disintegration and spreading of

the tribolayer to form progressively smaller pads [53]. Nanoindentation was used to study

the nanomechanical properties of the different features identified in the layer [54], as they

would likely dictate the macroscopic antiwear performance of the additive-derived

reaction layers. The larger antiwear pads, elevated flat regions, correspond to local

regions which carried the load during the surface contact, with elastic moduli and

hardness values higher than those of the surrounding area. The results showed that the

elevated pad regions exhibited a great elastic capacity which contrasted with the elastic-

plastic behaviour of the valleys. The pads are solid-like and they have an indentation
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modulus E* of 90 GPa and hardness H of 3.5 GPa [53], as measured by means of

interfacial force microscopy (IFM). ZDDP-derived-tribolayers have a lower elastic

modulus than the steel substrate and should therefore strain plastically under load before

the substrate does, proving the sacrificial nature of the reaction layer. The thickness of the

layer also decreases with rubbing time [55]. In lubricated contacts, the rubbing time

affects the morphology of ZDDP-derived layers, but nanoindentation studies have shown

that the nanomechanical properties, such as indentation modulus and hardness, of the

layers are barely affected.

Figure 1.13. Topographic evolution of pad-like structure of ZDDP tribolayers using contact mode
SFM of tribolayers [53]

The morphology of the layers is also dependent on the type of ZDDP [52]. The alkyl

ZDDP-derived layers provide effective antiwear protection, with large smooth pads (10-

20 �m in length) elongated in the sliding direction present on the layer. The larger pads

are consistently higher than the surrounding features and presumably support a

considerable amount of load. Those pads have a high indentation modulus at the centre

(209 GPa) and show a significant resistance to plastic flow. The aryl ZDDP-derived

layers are composed of smaller streaks and no area shows an indentation modulus

(50 GPa in the streaks) comparable to the observed values at the centre of the elongated

pads of alkyl ZDDP-derived layers. All the streaks seem to be elongated in the sliding

direction, which implies the load is more uniformly supported across the layer surface,

therefore offering less wear protection.
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The thickness and distribution of reaction layers formed by ZDDP additives on lubricated

contacts is controlled by several parameters, including load, temperature, sliding speed,

slide-roll ratio [56] and additive concentration [57]. The thickness of the layers formed

from ZDDP is affected by the operating conditions, with increasing temperature [58] and

higher pressure [59] leading to thicker layers.

The roughening of the reaction layer occurs in parallel to its growth, and increases with

temperature and rubbing time.

The mechanism and kinetics of the formation and removal of the additive-derived layers

are key points in the understanding of the tribological performance of these additives as

thick layers have been proved to enhance friction in mixed lubrication conditions [60]

and influence wear [61].

ZDDP-derived reaction layer thickness is difficult to quantify since ZDDP forms patchy,

uneven films [52, 62]. Thus, to characterize layer thickness, many values should be

considered, such as maximum and mean layer thickness, the average and root mean

square roughness and the average slope.

Measurements of additive-derived layer thickness have been performed using a wide

range of techniques, showing that ZDDP forms relatively thick layers on rubbed surfaces.
31P radiotracing showed layers formed on rubbed cast iron surfaces stabilized at

approximately 120 nm thickness and X-ray fluorescence (XRF) found that ZDDP layers

on rubbed surfaces were several hundred monolayers thick.

X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS), Auger Electron Microscopy (AES) and

Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy (SIMS), measured an estimated layer thickness of 50-

100 nm [27, 63].

Electrical contact resistance (ECR) was employed to show the formation of insulating

films. This method allows the layer in the lubricated contact to be monitored, but does not

provide a measurement of the layer thickness as there is no direct relation between

contact resistance and film thickness [27]. Energy Dispersive X-ray Analysis (EDS)

found that ZDDP layers form up to 140 nm thick [64]. Ellipsometry can be used to

monitor layer thickness and refractive index of ZDDP boundary layers, found layers of

80 nm under moderate loads, high temperatures and high concentrations of ZDDP [65].

X-ray Absorption Near Edge Structure (XANES) was used to monitor layer growth
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related to rubbing time with a layer of 100 nm initial thickness, that decreased and

leveled out after a long running period [66].

Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) has been used lately as a tool to calculate layer

thickness. It is determined from scans which transverse the edge of the contact. The

height of the non-rubbed region is used as a reference base line, which is subtracted from

the height within the wear track to provide the ZDDP-derived layer thickness [67]. Two

assumptions are made: first that there is negligible wear of the metal surface below the

ZDDP layer within the wear scar and second, that there is a negligible ZDDP layer

outside the wear track. Both assumptions can cause the film to appear thinner than it

actually is. A method for chemical removal of the ZDDP-derived reaction layer using a

solution of ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) as a solvent [67], has been developed

to address these assumptions. Spacer Layer Interferometry Imaging (SLIM) [68, 69] has

been used to show that ZDDP forms a rough, solid-like layers that grows during rubbing

time to stabilize at 100 nm [50], and increased friction under mixed lubrication conditions,

connected with a roughening of the ZDDP reaction layers compared with the fresh steel

surface [55]. However, it was found that even very smooth layers caused friction to

increase [60] and that ZDDP reaction layers inhibit the entrainment of liquid lubricant

into rolling-sliding contact, causing an increase in the friction [70].

Chemical composition
The chemical structure of ZDDP antiwear layers formed between two rubbing surfaces is

highly complex. Different surface sensitive techniques such as X-ray photoelectron

spectroscopy (XPS), Auger electron spectroscopy (AES), extended X-ray absorption fine

structure (EXAFS) analysis, etc. have been employed to analyze the rubbing derived

layers.

Examination of ZDDP tribofilms by X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) has shown a

phosphate structure coordinated by zinc and iron cations from ZDDP and the substrate

[41, 49]. Auger electron spectroscopy was used to show that the surface layer of

phosphate is placed on top of a chemisorbed iron sulfide layer at the layer/metal interface
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[71]. Using internal reflectance (IR), the antiwear layer largely consisted of short-chain

amorphous phosphates with metal cations [51, 72].

Reaction layers formed from ZDDP on a rubbing steel surface are composed of a mixture

of short and long chains of polyphosphate, chemically inter-grown with the metal oxide

surface [73] and have a high chemical and mechanical stability. Further studies using X-

ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) found that the film has a layered structure,

with longer-chain polyphosphates on top [74] and short-chain polyphosphates in the bulk,

grading from pyro- to ortho-phosphates [66]. The ratio of P/Zn decreases with increasing

polyphosphate layer depth, suggesting a decrease of chain length in the zinc

polyphosphates [75]. The chain length of the phosphate decreases due to the promotion of

a depolymerisation process. This process arises because the exchange of Zn+2�� with Fe+3

��needs more negative charges to balance the reaction, and this requires a shortening of the

chain length [76]. As a result, short chain mixed Fe/Zn polyphosphates become

concentrated in the bulk of the reaction layer. In the outer part of the layer, Zn is the main

cation, but there is an increasingly higher presence of Fe towards the steel surface [77]

(see Figure 1.14). X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy using a synchrotron source (SR-XPS)

was used to investigate the top ~ 10 nm of the zinc/iron polyphosphate layer and no

substantial iron was found in that area of the layer, suggesting the formation of Zn

ultraphosphates [75].

Zinc/iron sulfides and/or oxides present as inclusions [30] have also been detected.

DSIMS analysis found evidence a mixing of sulfides and phosphates at the submicron

scale throughout the whole layer thickness, with more lateral heterogeneities of the

sulfide phase in the bulk of the reaction layer than at the interface reaction layer/steel

substrate. It was suggested that the mechanical properties of the phosphate glass could be

modified by the presence of the sulfide species [78]. Sulfidation experiments reported

that a porous FeS2 layer was formed on Fe3O4, while a dense FeS layer was formed on

iron, the reaction rate being faster on Fe3O4. Therefore, FeS2 was identified as the most

probable form of sulfide in ZDDP-derived reaction layers [79]. XANES analysis of the

composition of formed sulfide species present on a layer from ZDDP on steel, showed

that the friction coefficient is lower when FeS2 is formed [80].
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Figure 1.14. Scheme of ZDDP-derived reaction layer. Adapted from [30] 

Zinc or iron sulfide may be present on the metal surface [81]. The sulfide-rich interface is

believed to play an important role in promoting adhesion between the metal substrate and

the phosphates [81]. However, other studies have disputed the existence of this sulfide-

rich interface [77]. A two layer structure for ZDDP-derived tribofilms has been

developed using a multi-technique approach (AES/XPS/XANES). The ZDDP solid-like

tribolayer has a thin long-chain polyphosphate layer superposed on a thicker, short-chain

mixed iron and zinc polyphosphate layer with gradient concentration, containing

embedded nanocrystallites (ZnO and ZnS). No oxide or sulfide layer was found in the

interface between the phosphate and the steel surface. It was suggested that the phosphate

glass digest most of the original metal oxide, as well as the abrasive iron oxide particles

generated during the rubbing process [77]. According to the HSAB (hard-and-soft acid-

base) model, where a hard base reacts preferentially with a hard acid and a soft base with

a soft acid [21], the formation of mixed zinc and iron phosphates is the result of the

reaction between the hard-base PO4
3- and the hard-acid Fe3+.

Under extreme pressure conditions, the reaction layers from ZDDP consist mainly of

short chain iron pyrophosphates [59], and contain a greater amount of sulfur. Sulfur is

present mostly as iron sulfates, with small amounts of iron and zinc sulfides [82].

Increasing temperature induces the formation of longer polyphosphate chains [58].
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The wear debris generated during the rubbing process is a mixture of Fe and Fe oxides

[83]. Under mild pressure conditions, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis

showed that the oxide particles are mainly Fe3O4, while under extreme pressure

conditions, there is a larger concentration of abrasive Fe2O3 together with Fe3O4 [84].

Heuberger [58, 85] summarized the reactions that may take place in the near-contact, off-

contact and contact areas (Figure 1.15) under pure sliding conditions.

Figure 1.15. Scheme of reactions in the contact, near-contact and off-contact areas of a
tribological contact lubricated with a ZDDP solution. Adapted from [86]

1.4. Molecular basis of lubrication

The properties of substances are determined by the properties of their constituent atoms

and molecules. Atomic and molecular interaction (bonding force) and molecular shape

must be taken into account. Atomic and molecular interactions can be classified by the

bond strength as covalent bond > ionic bond > metallic bond > van der Waals force.

Off-contact area 
- Below 100°C: Adsorption of

ZDDP and reaction products
- Above 130°C: Thermal layer

formation

Contact area
- Tribological energy leads to

partial removal of reaction layer
with wear

- Frictional heating and shear
stress leads to the formation of
reaction layer from the adsorbed
molecules

- Reaction layer transfer to the ball

Near-contact area 
- Frictional heating leads to

thermal decomposition and
phosphate layer formation

- At 80°C: Alkylated sulfur reacts
with Zn and ZnS, which is
deposited
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Other interactions of an intermediate nature, such as hydrogen bonds and polar

interaction between dipoles, strongly influence lubricant properties.

Covalent bonds

Van der Waals
forces

Hydrogen bonds

Metallic bonds

Ionic bonds

Bond Strength

D
ire
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io
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Figure 1.16 Directionality and strength of interface atomic and molecular interactions (from [87])

Lubricant bulk characteristics, such as viscosity, are largely determined by molecular

geometry [88]. Tribological phenomena must be understood in terms of molecular

geometry and intermolecular interaction.

Under boundary lubrication conditions, the tribological properties of the lubricant at the

contact interface are determined by strength and the directionality of the interface bonds.

Metal oxide coatings can act as lubricating layers, causing a reduction in the friction

coefficient, the relationship between the thickness of the oxide layer and the coefficient

of friction [89] is illustrated in Figure 1.17. The reduction of the friction coefficient when

the oxide layer reaches a certain critical thickness results from the prevention of a direct

contact between metal surfaces by an oxide layer. The bonds of oxides are of covalent or

ionic nature, and therefore stronger than metallic bonds. However, the reduction of the

coefficient of friction is also dependent on the number of bonds.

Figure 1.17 Lubricating action of metal oxide layers as a function of the layer thickness (from [89])
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Direct observation of nano-scale atomic and molecular movements would, therefore,

contribute greatly to an understanding of macroscopic friction and wear phenomena. The

nature of the friction force under boundary lubrication is based on interactions between

atoms or molecules at the interface, thus a reduction in the coefficient of friction can

result from the weakening of interface bonds or a reduction in the number of interface

bonds. Since metal bonds have no directionality, atoms located close to the interface

establish bonds rather easily; therefore the number of interface bonds increases and so

does the friction force. In covalent bonds, established by the metal oxides, the bond

extremities on the surface are closed by stable elements, reducing the force of the

interactions with the surface. Also covalent bonds are directional, no bonds can be

established if counterpart atoms do not approach a certain direction (binding angle).

1.5. Objectives

Lubricating oils are designed and optimized for a specific application. For example, an

antiwear/extreme pressure additive package that enhances the performance of other

machine elements such as gears, can be detrimental for the bearings running in the same

lubrication environment.

Wan et al. [90] conducted a series of experiments with a commercial EP/AW additive

package (S-P based) using a four-ball test rig and bearing life test machines.

While the 4-ball tester showed a high weld load and low wear rate for the oil+additive

blend, the rolling-bearing fatigue tests showed that under marginal film lubrication

conditions (lambda = 1.2), the EP/AW additive package blended lubricating oil reduced

the bearing fatigue life by a factor of 4.5 compared with the base oil alone, as seen in

Figure 1.18. The reduction in bearing life is primarily attributed to the high chemical

reactivity of the EP/AW additives in the base oil.
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Figure 1.18 Effect of EP additive package on the life of 6309 DGBB IR [90] 

In another study, [91] tapered roller bearings were tested using lubricants containing S-P

additives with modified sulfur extreme pressure (sulfur EP) components [91]. Three SAE

20 mineral oil lubricants containing S-P additives of different reactivity were selected for

evaluation. The EP components were alkyl polysulfides with the general formula R-(S)n-

R. The sulfur EP compound expected to be least active (LA) was an alkyl disulfide (n =

2), the sulfur EP compound with standard activity (SA) had n > 2, and the most active

(MA) sulfur EP had an even larger sulfide chain length on average. Test lubricants were

blended such that each contained approximately the same overall sulfur and phosphorus

content. Surface layers and near-surface material (depth <5 00nm) were observed at the

nanometre scale in cross-section using transmission electron spectroscopy (TEM).

The antiwear layer appeared bright in the TEM images, suggesting it was less dense

and/or containing more amorphous content than the sampled near-surface material. The

antiwear layer for the MA-S sample was �40-80 nm thick in the examined regions

(Figure 1.19). Several shallow cracks (depth �50-80 nm) extended into the near-surface

material, travelled in a uniform direction, and appeared to contain antiwear layer material.
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Figure 1.19. TEM image from the MA-S cone specimen surface layer (antiwear layer) and cone
near–surface material showing shallow surface cracks [91]

Although nanometre scale surface damage was found in the MA-S sample (lubricant with

the highest sulfur EP activity), the longest average test life was obtained using the MA

lubricant.

ZDDP used in engine oils is the primary source of P, S and heavy metal Zn in the exhaust

gases. Moreover, the zinc in ZDDP can easily hydrolyze and deposit as activated Zn

complexes on the surfaces of parts within the engine.

The friction and wear behaviour of tribological systems lubricated with oils containing

ZDDP have mainly been studied as a function of the additive structure, concentration,

interaction with other additives or operation conditions, but the effect of the base oil on

ZDDP’s tribological performance has hardly been addressed [92-94]. When considering

an additive molecule approaching the steel surface in a lubricating oil, it must be

considered that the steel surface is already completely covered with oil molecules. Hence,

it can be stated that the additive molecule has to compete with the oil for a place on the

steel surface. The polarity of a molecule can be used to measure its affinity towards the

steel surface. When the polarity of the molecule is low, its affinity towards the surface is

low, while when the polarity of the molecule is high, its affinity towards the steel surface

is also high. Parameters, like polarity, that describe the base oil-additive interactions, are

needed in order to have a good running in, friction and wear models of lubricated

contacts.

The previous studies have shown the need to gain a fundamental understanding that will

enable:

• identification of the mechanisms of interaction of the lubricant additives

affecting bearing performance, and,
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• prediction of the bearing performance in terms of the lubrication environment

and of the application conditions.

Antiwear and extreme pressure additives form a protective layer on the surface of the

contacting steel surfaces. Therefore, in order to identify the plausible mechanisms that

govern the detrimental effect of additives on bearing performance, it is necessary to

identify the parameters affecting the additive-derived layer formation and the tribological

properties of this layer, as it is directly related to the additive reactivity towards the

surface.

To identify those parameters, this thesis has been divided into three areas of study;

lubricant composition, operating conditions and the properties of the contacting surfaces.

The work on the effect of lubricant composition on additive-derived reaction layer

formation, especially when related to ZDDP chemistry, has been mainly focused on the

different formulations of the additive and the inherent properties of the different chemical

structures. The role of the base oil has not been sufficiently addressed, however the new

relevance of synthetic base oils (green oils) has brought a new focus on the effect of the

interactions between the base oil and additive molecules on tribological performance. The

polarity of the base oil was selected as the parameter to study. 

Several operating conditions (in terms of lambda ratio, temperature and additive

concentration) have been previously studied [50, 95, 96], Showing that a low lambda

ratio, meaning high metal to metal contact, high temperature and high additive

concentration, leads to a higher reactivity of the additives, and therefore, to thicker

reaction layers. However, the majority of these studies have been performed under pure

sliding conditions or at high slide-roll ratios (SRR > 50%), corresponding to typical

operating conditions for gears. Therefore the need to study the behaviour of the additives

when the slide-roll ratio ranges between 0 and 10%, as found in bearing applications [56].

Finally, the influence of the surface on the activation and reactivity of the additive was

studied using different counterparts (steel and stainless steel), all present in bearing

applications.
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A series of surface analysis techniques were used to study of the derived reaction layers,

in terms of thickness, topography, mechanical properties, and chemical composition. The

nature and properties of the layers are important as they will determine their tribological

performance.
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CHAPTER 2 

2. Materials and methods 

This chapter outlines the materials and experimental methods applied in this thesis. The
first section presents the test samples and sample preparation methods for the
tribological tests. The physical and chemical properties of the lubricants, base oils and
additive used in the study are also summarized. The second section presents the set-up
and experimental conditions for the tribological tests. A description of the different
surface analysis techniques used to characterize the additive-derived reaction layer,
including the measurement conditions and main analysis parameters, are presented in
the third section of the chapter.

2.1. Materials

The samples used for the tribological tests, described in Section 2.1.1, were selected to

have material and surface properties matching bearing applications.

The base oils tested (low viscosity reference oils and commercial base oils) were selected

because of their very similar physical properties but different polarities. This allows the

influence of base oil polarity on the tribological performance of the additive and reaction

layer formation in lubricated contacts to be studied.

2.1.1. Test samples

The steel balls used for the tribological and static immersion tests were of AISI 52100

steel with a hardness 59-66 HRC, elastic modulus of 220 GPa and an average roughness

(Ra) of 10 nm. The rings were washers (WS 81212) from SKF Cylindrical Thrust Roller

Bearings (CTRB) of ASI 52100 steel and Ra=100 nm.

The stainless steel balls used for the tribological and static immersion tests were of

AISI 440C with a hardness 57-60 HRC, elastic modulus of 220 GPa and an average

roughness (Ra) of 10 nm. The rings were made of the same material with an average

roughness of 100 nm.
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The elemental composition of the steel and stainless steel specimens is summarized in

Table 2.1. Usual tolerances for the composition are ± 0.1% and both phosphorus and

sulfur have to be lower than 0.025% (EN ISO 683-17).
Table 2.1. Elemental composition (wt%) of steel AISI 52100 and stainless steel AISI 440C
specimens

Cr Ni Mn Mo Si C S Cu
AISI 52100 1.350 0.250 0.450 0.100 0.350 1.050 0.015 0.030

AISI 440C 16.330 0.370 0.340 0.430 0.350 1.070 0.008 0.070

The rings were assembled in a holder, which was the attached to the rotating shaft of the

WAM5 ball-on-disc test rig. The specimens were cleaned prior to testing by successive

immersion first in an ultrasonic bath of petroleum ether for 10 min and then acetone for

10 min.

2.1.2. Base oils and additives
Initially, in order to study the influence of base oil polarity on tribological performance,

two low viscosity model base oils were selected. A polar base oil, diethylene glycol

diethyl ether (DGDE) and a non-polar oil, n-hexadecane (HeD), both supplied by Acros

Organics, NJ, USA, were used.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.1. Molecular structures of (a) diethylene glycol diethyl ether (b) n-hexadecane and (c)
iso-butyl-zinc dithiophosphate
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.Iso-butyl-zinc dithiophosphate (A&S Chemie, Tubingen, Germany), which was 99%

pure, was employed in simple solution in both base oils without other additives present.

The molecular structures of the base oils and additive molecules are presented in

Figure 2.1. 

Two additional, fully synthetic, commercial oils were used: an ester oil, polar, and a poly-

�-olefin (PAO), non polar. PAO was chosen due to its purity instead of mineral oil which

has a relatively high concentration of sulfur that might interfere with the additive. The

physical properties and sulfur and phosphor content of the base oils and the additive used,

obtained by X-ray fluorescence (XRF) analysis before testing, are summarized in

Table 2.2.

Table 2.2 Base oil properties

BASE OIL TYPE

Code   Description

Kinematic
viscosity at

40°C

(mm2/s)

Kinematic
viscosity at

100°C

(mm2/s)

Sulfur
content

(wt%)

Phosphorus
content

(wt%)

DGDE
Diethylene glycol
diethyl ether

3.0 1.3 <0.00005 <0.00005

HeD n-hexadecane 1.9 1.7 <0.00005 <0.00005

Ester Fully synthetic 26.8 5.2 0.00052 <0.00030

PAO Fully synthetic 24.6 5.1 0.00055 <0.00030

ZDDP
Iso-butyl-zinc
dithiophosphate - - - - - - - - 23.400 11.300

NOTE1: The results for all elements are <0.0002 %

It is assumed that the addition of the additives does not significantly change the viscosity

of the bulk solution.

The ZDDP solutions were prepared by dissolving the ZDDP in the different base oils

using mechanical stirring followed by an ultrasonic bath. The temperature of the lubricant

solution remained below 40°C during the dissolving procedure.
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2.2. Static immersion tests: Thermal layer

Thermal layer formation was studied by immersing fresh, clean steel and stainless steel

balls in base oil-additive solutions heated to different temperatures, T = 25, 50, 90

(temperature of the tribological tests), 120 and 150°C, for 24 hours. At the end of the

24 hour immersion test, the balls were removed from the solution and assembled in the

WAM ball-on-disc test rig without any rinsing. The spacer layer interferometry method,

described in Section 2.5, was used to obtain a map of the reaction layer thickness at

several positions on the surface of the ball.

2.3. Tribological tests: Reaction layer

The friction and wear performance of the selected lubricants, under different operating

conditions, has been studied using a ball-on-disc test rig. The friction and wear depend

directly on the chemical and physical properties of the atoms and molecules at the

interface between the contacting surfaces in lubricated contacts. Therefore, a series of

tests were performed, using atomic force microscopy, to address the influence of atomic

interactions in the friction response of the lubricants at the nanometer scale.

2.4. Macro-tribological tests

The SKF-WAM5 ball-on-disc test rig (Wedeven Associates, Inc., Edgmont, PA, USA)

enables to perform a variety of tests to evaluate the tribological performance of

additive/base oil blends at controlled contact conditions. The ball and the disc are

independently driven giving the possibility to simulate pure rolling and various slide-roll

ratios (slip ratio). The rig is computer-controlled, which enables the ball and disc speeds,

the load, and the test temperature to be controlled and varied in any desired

programmable sequence (Figure 2.2). 
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Figure 2.2 Schematic representation of WAM5 ball-on-disc test rig

The effect of base oil polarity on the different additives behaviour is studied in mixed

rolling-sliding contact to match closely with the conditions found in bearing applications.

In rolling-sliding conditions, wear is evenly-distributed around the tracks of both

specimens which avoids the change in contact geometry that occurs during pure sliding

tests, and thus only a slight change in contact pressure occurs [55].

A series of tribological tests were performed to monitor the evolution of the reaction

layer with rubbing time, using the spacer layer interferometry method, described in

Section 2.5. The traction force was recorded during the experiment and the wear rate was

measured at the end of the tests.

The tribological tests using low viscosity model base oils were carried out at applied

loads of 100, 300 and 600N, resulting in maximum Hertzian contact pressures of 1.3 GPa

(contact diameter 0.38 �m), 1.9 GPa (contact diameter 0.54 �m) and 2.4 GPa (contact

diameter 0.69 �m) respectively, at a constant slide-roll ratio of 5%. The slide-roll ratio

(SRR), or slip ratio, is defined as sliding speed � �sU divided by the entrainment speed, or

rolling speed � �eU :

�
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where bU and rU are the ball and ring surface speeds in contact respectively. The specific

film thickness or lambda ratio (the ratio of the central lubricant film thickness to the

composite surface roughness of the two surfaces in contact) is set constant at 0.4.

Therefore, as lambda ratio values at or below unity indicate asperity contact; the system

is operating in the boundary lubrication regime. The entrainment speed is set at 0.50 m/s

and the operating temperature to 90°C. 
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The tribological tests using commercial base oils were carried out at an applied load of

300N for the 20 mm balls employed, resulting in a maximum Hertzian contact pressure of

1.9 GPa (contact diameter 0.54 �m). The slide-roll ratios investigated ranged from -10 to

10%.

The specific film thickness or lambda ratio is set constant at 0.4, as for the tests with low

viscosity model base oils, and the entrainment speed is accordingly set to 0.25 m/s. The

surface speed of the ball, the analysed specimen through this work, is different for the

range of SRR tested. In order to have the same number of rotations for all the specimens,

the rubbing time is adjusted accordingly (Table 2.3).

Table 2.3 Slide-roll ratio and speed conditions

SRR Entrainment speed, U
(m/s)

Ball surface speed, UB

(m/s)
Ring surface speed, UR

(m/s)
-10% 0.25 0.238 0.263

-5% 0.25 0.244 0.256

-2% 0.25 0.248 0.253

-0.5% 0.25 0.249 0.251

-0.05% 0.25 - - - - - - - -

0% 0.25 0.250 0.250

0.05% 0.25 - - - - - - - -

0.5% 0.25 0.251 0.249

2% 0.25 0.253 0.248

5% 0.25 0.256 0.244

10% 0.25 0.263 0.238

The influence of slide-roll ratio on friction behaviour was initially screened with friction

force curves. For these tests, the entrainment speed and load are set to the same values

used in the rubbing tests, while the slide-roll ratio ramps from -15% to 15% and back,

over a period of 10 minutes.

2.4.1. Nano-tribological tests
Measurements were performed with an AFM MFP-3D atomic force microscope (by

Asylum Research, Santa Barbara, CA, USA) in contact, constant force mode using non

conductive silicon nitride cantilevers with a spring constant k = 0.2 N/m and a resonant

frequency f0 = 38 kHz (Veeco Instruments, Santa Barbara, CA, USA).
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The main measurement parameters were: a scan size from 5x5 to 80x80 �m² (512 scan

points and 512 scan lines), a scan rate from 0.5 to 2 Hz, scan angle of 90o, and a set point

from 10 nN to 50 nN in contact mode. The recorded data was both trace/retrace of height,

deflection, and lateral force.

Force curves (cantilever spring force as a function of z-piezo extension) were also

determined at fixed positions on the specimens. Away from the specimen the lever

maintains its free deflection and first makes contact with the surface at S (“snap-in”). In

air, this initial contact is frequently with a surface layer of adsorbed water vapour or other

contaminants, and is accompanied by formation of a meniscus around the tip-surface

contact. Retraction of the lever results in an increasing cantilever spring force acting

against the meniscus-related and other adhesive forces, until the “pull-off” force (P) is

reached, when the cantilever jumps back to its free deflection position. Hysteresis during

contact indicates that some plastic deformation has occurred whilst load was applied to

the surface, due to the presence of a relatively soft surface film.

In order to compare the conditions in the AFM tests with ball-on-disc experiments, the

AFM single asperity contact pressure was estimated. The radius of the tip used for these

measurements was 20 nm, at a maximum applied load of 50 nN, corresponding to a

contact pressure of approximately 100 MPa.

Friction calculations
Bhushan introduced two methods to measure friction [97]. For the present measurements

the lateral force technique was used since it is described as more reliable and objective.

The sample is scanned perpendicularly to the long axis of the cantilever beam and the

lateral force signals in trace and retrace (LT, LRT) are recorded.

In this arrangement, as the sample moves under the tip, the friction force will cause the

cantilever to twist. Therefore the signal intensity between the left and the right detectors

will be different, denoted as FFM signal [(L-R)/(L+R)].

This signal can be related to the degree of twisting, hence to the magnitude of the friction

force. By changing the set point parameter in the feedback loop, the normal force applied

between probing tip and sample surface can be changed.

The scan sizes were 5�m by 5�m, consisting of 512 scan lines with 512 scan points each.
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First, the average value of all of the 512 lines with 512 points for Lateral Trace (LTVavg)

and Lateral Retrace (LRTVavg) from every scan were calculated. To obtain the friction

force value (FFV), these two mean values have to be subtracted from each other and

divided by two. 

2
avgavg LRTVLTV

FFV
�

� (2.2)

Measurement of the friction force values was repeated ten times in every environment to

obtain representative and repeatable results.

Assuming that the friction in the nanoscale follows Amonton's law, the friction force is

given by: 

� �0FSPFFV ��� μ (2.3)
Where � is the friction coefficient, the set point (SP) is the applied load and F0 is a force

constant. Following the procedure suggested by Beake et al. [98], the force constant is

nearly equal to the pull-off force determined from the force distance curves.

� �0FSP
FFV
�

�μ (2.4)

Usually, the FFV and SP values are given in Volts [V] as acquired from lateral force

measurements. However, the results can be easily compared with each other because

findings in Volts are related to the forces between tip and surface. In order to obtain

commonly used units (Newton [N]), the lateral force needs to be calibrated by the

determination of the slope of deflection vs. LVDT. The calibration delivers an accurate

value of the inverse optical lever sensitivity (InvOLS) describing the sensitivity of the

detector-cantilever combination. With knowledge of an accurate value of InvOLS, it is

possible to calculate FFV and SP in Newtons:

FFV [V] � InvOLS [nm/V] � spring constant [nN/nm] = FFV [nN] (2.5)

SP [V] � InvOLS [nm/V] � spring constant [nN/nm] = SP [nN] (2.6)

2.5. Additive-derived reaction layer formation 

Thick ZDDP-derived reaction layers enhance mixed lubrication friction [55] and

influence wear [61], therefore the study of the thickness and formation rate of the reaction

layers is necessary to understand their tribological performance. In situ spacer layer
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interferometry was used to monitor ZDDP-derived reaction layer thickness on a steel ball

surface. The interferometry principle is presented in Figure 2.4. 

The tests to monitor the reaction layer formation are carried out by rolling-sliding a steel

ball on a lubricated steel disc. The ring is heated until the test temperature is reached,

while both ball and ring, wetted in lubricant, are rotating with no applied load.

When the desired operating temperature of 90°C is reached, the system is loaded and

relative positions of the ball and the ring corrected to give pure rolling. Once pure rolling

is achieved, the system is tared and the first rubbing test is carried out for a pre-

established duration. The steel ball is loaded against the steel ring and the two are rubbed

together in mixed rolling-sliding at low rolling speed under boundary lubrication

conditions. This generates an additive-derived reaction layer on the wear track of both the

steel ball and steel ring [50]. Motion is then halted and a spacer layer and chromium-

coated glass disc are loaded against the wear track on the steel ball. The lubricant is

squeezed out from the contact, but any solid-like reaction layer remains. The test

arrangement is shown schematically in Figure 2.3. 

STEEL BALL
STEEL RING
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Lubricant
supply
system

Thermocouple

Thermocouple

3CCD Camera

Microscope

Spacer Layer
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Figure 2.3 Schematic diagram of the spacer layer imaging method set-up on WAM5

When white light shines into the contact, part of the beam is reflected from the semi-

reflective chromium layer while some passes through the silicon dioxide layer and any

transparent reaction layer present on the ball before being reflected back from the steel

surface. Since the two beams of light have travelled different distances, upon

recombination they undergo optical interference, so that some component wavelengths

gain and some lose intensity, depending on the optical path difference. The result is a

coloured interference image of the contact, where the colour at each point represents the
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composite effect of the path difference at that point on the intensities of all of the various

wavelengths of the white light used. If this interference is frame-grabbed by a colour

camera, the RGB (red-green-blue) colour of each pixel can be converted, via a suitable

layer thickness/colour calibration [68, 99, 100], to a map of the reaction layer thickness

present between the ball and flat [101].

Figure 2.4 Principle of spacer layer interferometry

The glass disc in then removed and the sliding/rolling of the steel ball on the steel disc

continues. This procedure is repeated over the total test time to obtain a series of

interference images and thus maps of the variation of additive-derived reaction layer

thickness on the ball over time.

2.6. Additive-derived reaction layer characterization

A series of surface analysis techniques have been used to characterize the additive-

derived layers in terms of thickness, morphology, nanomechanical properties and

chemical composition.

2.6.1. Scanning Electron Microscopy and Energy Dispersive X-ray

Spectroscopy

Morphology and elemental chemical composition of the ZDDP-derived reaction layers

were characterised with a Zeiss Supra 55 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) with a

15kV electron beam voltage in the secondary electron mode, equipped with Oxford
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Instruments Inca system for Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS). EDS spectra

were collected at different locations inside and outside the wear track.

2.6.2. Atomic Force Microscopy

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) allows the study of surfaces at the nanoscale and has

become a [62] widely-used tool in tribology to study dry lubricant films (i.e. coatings)

and also layers formed by liquid lubricants [52, 53, 102] providing information on the

topography of reactions layers formed by the lubricant. Topography and friction can be

obtained by recording simultaneously lateral and height signals from the scanning tip. By

recording pull-off forces, the adhesion, elastic and viscoelastic properties of the sample

can be investigated.

Atomic force microscopy and lateral force microscopy (LFM) were used to analyze the

sample topography and nano-friction and nano-wear behaviour of the additive-derived

reaction layers after the tribological tests. Measurements were performed with an AFM

MFP-3D atomic force microscope (Asylum Research, Santa Barbara, CA, US) in contact,

constant force mode in ambient conditions.

The topography of the layers was investigated in contact, constant force mode using non

conductive silicon cantilevers with a spring constant k = 38 N/m and a resonant

frequency of f0 = 300 kHz (Olympus Corporation, Japan). Images were captured

continuously at a scan rate of 0.25 Hz, scan angle of 0° and a set point of 1 V over a

80 x 80 �m2 area (512 scan points and 512 scan lines). The recorded data was both

trace/retrace of height, deflection and lateral force. The surface roughness parameters Ra

and Rrms were obtained by processing the images.

The nano-friction behaviour of the ZDDP-derived layers was investigated using silicon

nitride tips (Veeco Instruments, Santa Barbara, CA, US) on a V-shaped triangular

cantilever with a low spring constant. Silicon tips on an aluminium coated cantilever

(Olympus Corporation, Japan) were used to perform nano-wear tests. The important

features of both cantilever types used for the study are listed in Table 2.4. The cantilevers

were calibrated for topography mode and pull-off force mode using a silicon chip. The

scan area was 5 x 5 �m2. Images were recorded in contact, constant force mode, i.e. the

feedback electronics and the corresponding software was used to keep the cantilever at
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constant deflection while measuring the sample topography. In order to obtain the

maximum LFM signal (torsion motion), the sample was scanned along the direction

perpendicular to the cantilever long axis. The lateral force was evaluated from the

difference in the torsional signals (displayed as output voltage) of forward and reverse

scans on the lateral force (friction) loop, as described in Section 2.4.1. For each applied

force, 512 lateral force loops on an area of 5 �m2 were obtained from different regions.

For wear measurement, all samples were scratched 40 times using a silicon tip on an

aluminium-coated cantilever with a very high spring constant (42 N/m). The load applied

to the cantilever was 22 mN (equal to a set point of 8 V), the scratching speed was 25

mm/s, scanning direction was perpendicular to the cantilever long axis and perpendicular

to the rolling-sliding direction on the layer. After the scratching, the topography of the

scratched area was measured. The extent of wear was estimated by determining the

average depth and width of the scratched area.

Table 2.4 Cantilever properties

Cantilever V-type
VEECO

Cantilever
OLYMPUS
OMCL-HA

Cantilever properties
Topography

Nano-friction tests 
Topography

Nano-wear (scratching) tests 

Material Si3N4 Si coated with Al 

Cantilever Spring constant 0.1 N/m 42 N/m 

Cantilever arm
(Length/Width)

140 �m / 18 �m 160 �m / 50 �m

Resonance frequency 38 kHz 300 kHz 

Full tip opening angle 35° - - - - 

Tip radius 10 nm <10 nm 

2.6.3. Nanoindentation

Nanoindentation measurements allow for the characterization of the nanomechanical

properties of the reaction layers.

Nanoindentation experiments were performed with a TI 900 TriboIndenterTM (Hysitron

Inc., Minneapolis, MN, US). Indents were made with a Berkovich diamond tip (Hysitron
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Inc., Minneapolis, MN, US) at a penetration depth of 20 nm and a loading rate of 10

�N/s. The nanomechanical properties of the layers were evaluated from their force-

displacement curves. The elastic modulus (E) and hardness (H) were calculated with

Hysitron analysis software, using an algorithm based on the Oliver and Pharr method [54,

103].

2.6.4. X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) provides not only elemental information (except

H and He) but also allows the oxidation state of the elements to be assessed and provides

quantitative information and thicknesses of multilayer films in the nanometre range.

When the energy of the irradiating X-rays exceeds the binding energy ( bE ) of an electron

bound to an atom, it can leave the atom and travel through the material to the surface. The

kinetic energy ( kinE ) of the emitted electrons is analyzed and by knowing the energy of

the irradiating X-rays (h�) and the spectrometer work function ( Sφ ), the binding energy

of the electron can be calculated as:

Skinb EhE φν ��� (2.7)

The binding energy is the difference between the initial and final states of the

photoelectron process. Each atom possesses several energy levels from which the

photoelectron can be emitted, corresponding to the different kinetic energies of the

emitted electrons. Thus, each element has a unique set of binding energies which allows

the elements present on the surface to be identified. Variations in the elemental binding

energies (the chemical shifts) arise from differences in the chemical potential and

polarizability of compounds. These chemical shifts can be used to identify the chemical

state of the elements present in the surfaces that are being analyzed.

Acquisition settings
The X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy measurements were conducted in a PHI 5000

VersaProbe TM X-ray photoelectron spectrometer (Ulvac-PHI Inc, Chanhassen, MN, US)

with a monochromatized Al K� X-ray (1486.6eV) source. The X-ray source utilizes a

focused electron beam scanned upon an Al anode for X-ray generation and a quartz

crystal monochromator that focuses and scans the generated X-ray beam upon the sample
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surface. The system is equipped with a Spherical Capacitor Analyzer (SCA), which

consists of an input lens, a spherical capacitor analyzer, and a multichannel detector. The

analyser was operated in the fixed-analyser-transmission mode.

Two set of acquisition parameters (spot size, pass energy, step size and time per step)

were used for the XPS analysis. The first set was required for the survey spectrum, while

the second one was used for acquiring detailed spectra, as presented in Table 2.5.

Table 2.5 Acquisition parameters for XPS analysis

Spot size
[�m]

Pass energy
[eV]

Energy step
[eV]

Time per step
[ms]

Survey 100 187.85 1 50
Detailed scan 100 46.95 0.05 100

Data processing and curve-fitting
Data was processed with CASA XPS software (Casasoftware Ltd., UK). The detailed

spectra were fitted with Gaussian-Lorentzian curves and a Shirley background. Full width

half maximum (FWHM), peak position and area ratios could be constrained to reference

values. All of the binding energies were referred to the aliphatic carbon, C1s, signal taken

at 285.0 eV.

Chemical state of elements
XPS has been widely used to investigate thermal and tribological reaction layers derived

from the additive package present in lubricating oils [48], providing information about

the chemical state of the main elements present in the reaction layer.

Oxygen (1s) 

The O1s signal can be used to separate contributions arising from oxygen bound in an

oxide or in a phosphate group. The O1s signal of an oxide can be found at approximately

530 eV, while oxygen bound in a phosphate is reported at 531.6-533 eV [58, 59, 104,

105]. The signal from a phosphate group [106] can be further separated into bridging

oxygen (BO) which links two phosphate groups together (P-O-P) at 532.9-534.0 eV, and

non-bridging oxygen (NBO) which terminates the phosphate group (P-O-, POH, P=O) at

531.5-532.0 eV [105, 107, 108], as illustrated in Table 2.6. Polyphosphates of different
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chain lengths are thought to have different mechanical and rheological properties.

Important parameters for the characterization of (poly)phosphate chains are the P/O

atomic ratio, which is equal to n/(3n+1), and the ratio of bridging oxygen to non-bridging

oxygen, which is equal to (n-1)/2(n+1), where n is the phosphate chain length. The

estimation of the chain length therefore provides information on the structure of the

formed layer [77].

Table 2.6. Phosphate glasses characterization parameters [106] 

NAME CHAIN LENGTH (n) BO/NBO Charge/P

Orthophosphate 1 0 3
Pyrophosphate 2 1/6 2
Polyphosphate >3 1/6<x<1/2 2>x>1
Metaphosphate Infinite ½ 1
Ultraphosphate Crosslinked >1/2 <1

XPS can give both P/O and BO/NBO ratios, however, there are certain limitations. The

decomposition of the O1s photopeak into the two corresponding contributions can be

difficult mainly due to the linewidth of the peaks compared to the chemical shift. Some

difficulties may arise because sulfur may partially substitute for oxygen, O-P-S instead of

O-P-O. XPS core level data from the layer clearly shows some sulfur in the sulfide form

(S2-) but it cannot easily separate the metal sulfide from the thiophosphate due to the

weak chemical shift [107].

Phosphorus (2p)

Phosphorus is usually in an oxidized state [104]. The reported binding energy value of the

2p3/2 peak varies between 133.0 eV and 134.5 eV [107]. It was shown that this variation

can be used to distinguish orthophosphates and metaphosphates from each other. This

width is due to the spin-orbit splitting of the 2p3/2 and the 2p1/2 electron level, which are

separated by 0.85 eV, and leads to a broadening of the signal.

Sulfur (2p)

The S2p signal is rather broad due to spin-orbit splitting. Signals from tribostressed

surfaces are generally found in the sulfide position at approximately 162.0 eV. When the

signal is found at 169.0 eV, it can instead be assigned to sulfate [48, 77, 104, 107, 109]. It
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has been pointed out that from the S2p position alone, it is not possible to determine if the

sulfide signal is due to zinc sulfides, iron sulfides or organic sulfide species.

Zinc (2p, 3s, LMM)

The most intense signal from zinc is the 2p3/2 signal. Small differences in the chemical

shift of the Zn2p peak can be observed between the chemical structures which are found

in the ZDDP-derived reaction layers (ZnO, ZnS, Zn (poly)phosphates) [77] and also the

peak position of the Zn3s signal varies slightly [48].

Iron (2p)

Iron spectra show two main peaks with maxima of Fe2p3/2 at 711 eV and of Fe2p1/2 at

724 eV (due to the spin-orbit splitting) [77]. The Fe2p spectra can be used to estimate the

reaction layer thickness by Ar+ ion sputtering [109]. The three main components

identified in ZDDP-derived reaction layers correspond to metallic Fe, and iron oxides,

Fe(II) and Fe(III) [44, 86]. On the higher binding energy side there is a peak that can be

assigned to iron phosphate [44]. However, iron is not always detected on reaction layers

derived from ZDDP [77].
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CHAPTER 3 

3. The effect of base oil polarity 

This chapter presents the effect of base oil polarity on the tribological performance of
ZDDP additives in lubricated steel-on-steel contacts, and on the properties of the
additive-derived reaction layer. The first section concentrates on the influence of base oil
polarity on friction, wear, reaction layer formation and the characteristics of the
additive-derived reaction layers. The results were obtained using low viscosity model oils
and presented, in terms of topography, nanomechanical properties and chemical
composition. A summary of the results obtained from Molecular Dynamics simulations on
the effect of base oil polarity on the physical interactions between the additive and the
steel surface are also presented. The second section extends the previous results using
commercial base oils by using a viscosity typical of gearbox oils. The properties of the
additive-derived layers are also analysed using a series of surface analysis techniques.

3.1. Low viscosity model base oils

Low viscosity model base oils, diethylen glycol diethyl ether and n-hexadecane, have

similar physical and chemical properties, but different polarities. They were initially

selected to address the influence of base oil polarity on tribological performance, and

formation and properties of reaction layers. The molecular structures of the model base

oils are known. Therefore, Molecular Dynamics simulations could be used to gain a

further understanding of the effect of base oil on the functionality of lubricant additives

on steel surfaces [Paper A].

3.1.1. Tribological performance: Friction and wear

A series of ball-on-disc tests using low viscosity model base oil/ZDDP solutions were

carried out to study the influence of base oil polarity on the friction performance of

ZDDP additives.

The rubbing tests were performed under the conditions described in Section 2.4, an

entrainment speed of 0.5 m/s, temperature of 90°C and a slide-roll ratio of 5%, to address
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the tribological performance of ZDDP additive when blended with oils which have

different polarities. At the beginning of each test, corresponding to the running-in phase,

the coefficient of friction decreases as a function of time, eventually reaching a steady-

state value. The average steady-state coefficients of friction for the different solutions at

different normal loads are summarized in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1. Steady state coefficient of friction after 1 h rubbing time for polar base oil diethylen
glycol diethyl ether and non-polar oil n-hexadecane with different contents of ZDDP 

Diethylen glycol diethyl ether n-hexadecaneAdditive
concentration

[wt %] P=1.3 GPa P=2.4 GPa P=1.3 GPa P=2.4 GPa 

0% ZDDP 0.125±0.02 0.100±0.01 0.080±0.01 0.060±0.01
2% ZDDP 0.140±0.01 0.105±0.01 0.120±0.02 0.080±0.02
5% ZDDP 0.135±0.02 0.110±0.02 0.110±0.01 0.085±0.01

The results show how the coefficient of friction for both base oils increases when ZDDP

is added. Previous studies have shown how ZDDP, and other phosphorus-based antiwear

additives, cause a significant increase in friction in thin film, high-pressure, lubricated

contacts [24, 60, 70]. However, the degree of friction increase is highest when the ZDDP

is blended in n-hexadecane, a non-polar base oil. The concentration of ZDDP in the blend

has a minor effect on the overall friction behaviour.

The antiwear properties of the reaction layers derived from the base oil/ZDDP solutions

at different slide-roll ratios were also investigated. The width of the wear track on the

balls was measured using a calibrated microscope, and the results of the wear track width

(WTW) are summarized in Table 3.2. 
Table 3.2. Wear track width (WTW) after 1 h rubbing time for polar base oil diethylen glycol
diethyl ether and non-polar oil n-hexadecane with different contents of ZDDP 

Diethylen glycol diethyl ether n-hexadecaneAdditive
concentration

[wt %] P=1.3 GPa P=2.4 GPa P=1.3 GPa P=2.4 GPa 

0% ZDDP 388.6±2.3 441.1±1.7 256.3±2.3 442.7±1.6
2% ZDDP 385.1±1.6 555.2±1.6 402.9±2.2 602.5±1.7
5% ZDDP 407.7±2.1 551.2±2.5 408.5±1.9 605.3±2.0
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The measured WTW at a normal contact pressure of 1.3 GPa (contact diameter 380 �m)

is ~400 �m for the three DGDE solutions. For the HeD solutions, in the absence of ZDDP

the wear track width is significantly lower, ~250 �m, whereas when ZDDP is added, the

values of the WTW increase to ~400 �m. Once present, the concentration of ZDDP in the

blend has a minor effect on wear for the studied operating conditions [110]. Increasing

contact pressure leads to higher wear; however the width is smaller than the Hertzian

contact diameter of 690 �m. The increase in wear observed when ZDDP is added,

particularly to the non-polar base oil, has been observed in previous studies under pure

sliding conditions [66]. At high concentrations of ZDDP (2–5wt%), the wear track width,

which was almost constant at lower concentrations of ZDDP (0.1–1wt%), increased

significantly. This behaviour can be attributed to the formation of a layer that cannot

withstand the load and breaks away, which results in a higher wear rate due to third-body

wear. The influence of the topography of the layers on the wear behaviour is further

explained in Section 3.1.3. 

3.1.2. Reaction layer formation

The formation of an additive-derived reaction layer was studied to explain the differences

observed in tribological performance, in terms of friction and wear, when the ZDDP

additive is blended with different base oils.

In-situ spacer layer interferometry has been used to monitor the formation of reaction

layers derived from ZDDP solutions on steel surfaces. A series of interference images of

the centre of the wear track derived from the base oil/ZDDP solution are shown in Figure

3.1 and Figure 3.2. 

Figure 3.1. Series of interference images from wear track for DGDE + 5wt%ZDDP, at 0.5 m/s,
90°C, SRR=5% and 2.4 GPa

Figure 3.2. Series of interference images from wear track for HeD + 5wt%ZDDP, at 0.5 m/s, 90°C,
SRR=5% and 2.4 GPa

0 min     1 min      5 min    10 min   30 min   40 min    50 min   70 min   160 min

0 min     1 min      5 min    10 min   30 min   40 min    50 min   70 min   130 min 
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The development of a patchy ZDDP antiwear reaction layer on the wear track during

rubbing, indicated by the dark areas within the contact, can be clearly seen in Figure 3.2.

It is also significant that for the non-polar base oil solution (HeD+5wt%ZDDP), the

reaction layers develop more rapidly and are thicker than the reaction layers derived from

the polar base oil solution (DGDE+5wt%ZDDP). Line profiles obtained from the images

showed that the initial layer thickness follows a similar tendency at different loads for the

two solutions. The initial reaction layer is typically 8–12 nm and the profile is very

smooth. A significant difference can be seen for the non-polar solution at higher load,

where already after a very short rubbing time, a rougher profile can be observed. A

general trend is also seen regarding the profiles at intermediate times, as they show a

characteristic patchy shape of peaks and grooves which correspond to the uneven

formation of the the reaction layer at the early stages. The layer then stabilizes to give a

thicker and slightly smoother layer. From the interference images, reaction layer

thickness values were determined at each position across a horizontal profile of the

contact. From these values, the mean reaction layer thickness at the centre of the contact

was calculated (Figure 3.3).
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Considering the mean reaction layer thickness, the two solutions clearly have different

behaviours. The layer derived from the non-polar solutions (HeD+5wt%ZDDP) shows

rapid growth in the early stages of rubbing, where the maximum reaction layer thickness

is reached. As rubbing progresses, the reaction layers reach stable values of thickness

slightly lower than that of the maximum reached previously, consistent with the findings

of Topolovec-Miklozic et al. [62]. The layer formed reaches a ‘‘limiting thickness’’, as a

consequence of the equilibrium between reaction layer formation and removal. However,

the polar solutions formed very thin reaction layers, and the initial rapid reaction

observed for the non-polar base oil solutions was not observed due to the low thickness

values. Both oil types show the same behaviour when load is increased. The reaction

layer forms more rapidly and is thicker, resulting in the mean reaction layer thickness

being approximately 10–25% higher. A thicker layer is formed when the additive is

blended with the non-polar base oil, due to the higher affinity of the polar base oil

molecules to the steel surface. This limits the access of the additive molecules to the

surface and therefore their ability to attach and react with it to form a protective reaction

layer.

3.1.3. Reaction layer characterization

The properties of the additive-derived reaction layer were studied using several surface

analysis techniques to address their influence on tribological performance.

Topography

Scanning Electron Microscopy and X-Ray Diffraction Spectroscopy analysis performed

on the steel balls at the end of the tribological tests showed that the traces of elements

present in the additives (Zn, P and S), are only present inside the wear track, as can be

seen in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4. SEM micrograph inside the wear track and the corresponding EDS spectrum of the
selected area of the steel ball lubricated with DGDE with 2 wt % ZDDP 

EDS spectra showed no traces of the additive components outside of the wear track

(Figure 3.5). 

Figure 3.5. SEM micrograph outside the wear track and the corresponding EDS spectrum of the
selected area of the steel ball lubricated with DGDE with 2 wt % ZDDP 

A series of AFM images 80x80 �m2, of the central region of the reaction layer formed on

the wear track are displayed in Figures 3.6-3.8, together with the corresponding line

profiles taken transverse to the rolling–sliding direction. A reaction layer is formed only

on the wear track and not on the non-contact area. The rolling–sliding direction is from

bottom to top of the displayed images.

Figure 3.6 shows the reaction layer topography for the two types of base oil, DGDE and

HeD, when tests were run with pure base oil and no additives present. The base oil

DGDE presents a total coverage of the initial surface as no surface finishing marks are

visible and a relatively homogeneous layer with no distinctive features can be observed in

the wear track. However, the reaction layer derived from HeD presents a slight coverage

of the initial surface, as the original surface finishing marks are still visible on the rubbed

surface which also indicates that little wear has occurred. The polarity of the base oil
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molecules determines their affinity towards the steel surface. When the polarity of the

molecule is low, i.e. HeD, its affinity towards the surface is low, while when the polarity

of the molecule is high, its affinity towards the steel surface is also high, i.e. DGDE.
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Figure 3.6 Topography of representative 80x80 �m2 area at the centre of the reaction layer
formed on the wear tracks by (a) DGDE and (b) HeD 

Figure 3.7 shows the topography in the centre of the reaction layers for the solutions of

the two types of base oil when 2 wt% ZDDP is added. Both reaction layers are non-

homogeneous and much rougher than the layer derived from the base oils alone. In the

reaction layer derived from the solution DGDE+2 wt% ZDDP, it is possible to identify

large elevated pads (10–15 mm in length), elongated in the rolling–sliding direction. The

lower regions between these pads exhibit an agglomeration of smaller pads (1–5 mm in

length), which are not elongated in the rolling–sliding direction. The large pads are higher

than the surrounding features and are flat and relatively smooth, and hence primarily

support the load during the contact [102]. In the reaction layer derived from HeD +2 wt%

ZDDP it is possible to identify elevated areas composed of small streaks, the bigger

features being elongated in the rolling–sliding direction. The structure suggests that load

is more evenly distributed across the reaction layer.
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In Figure 3.8, the reaction layer derived from DGDE+5wt% ZDDP presents large,

smooth, elevated pads (20–30 mm in length). These pads form discontinuous strips that

are elongated in the rolling–sliding direction. The smaller pads observed in the previous

blend are not present here with the surface being more homogeneously covered. This is

observed as a reduction in roughness of the reaction layer, which can explain the friction

reduction with respect to the 2 wt% blend. The topography of the reaction layer derived

from HeD+5 wt% ZDDP is remarkably different. It appears more homogeneous, and

considering the image, the surface is completely covered by pads that seem to have

collided together while growing.

The polarity of the base oil molecules determines their affinity towards the steel surface.

When the polarity of the molecule is high, i.e. DGDE, its affinity towards the surface is

high, resulting in a complete coverage of the wear track. However, when the polarity of

the molecule is low, i.e. HeD, its affinity for the steel surface is also low, leaving the steel

surface mostly uncovered.

When ZDDP is added to the base oils, the ZDDP-derived reaction layers are non-

homogeneous, and are much rougher than the layers derived from the base oils alone.

This has a direct impact on the friction properties of the layers.

The AFM measurements have also revealed how the layers derived from the non polar

base oil/additive (HeD+ZDDP) do not present pad-like structures, typically observed on

effective antiwear layers generated from thiophosphate additives. This suggests that over

the duration of the rubbing experiment, a large fraction of the layer may be mechanically

removed due to its inability to support the load [111].

Nanomechanical properties

To evaluate the nanomechanical properties of the two different layers, the

nanoindentation hardness, H, and the reduced elastic modulus, Er, were determined from

the load-displacement curves. The hardness was calculated by dividing the maximum

indentation load by the corresponding projected contact area, obtained from the area

function evaluated at the maximum indentation depth. Using the the Oliver and Pharr [54,

103] approach, the reduced elastic modulus was estimated from the slope of the
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unloading portion of the indentation curve, evaluated at the maximum indentation load,

and the projected contact area, which was also estimated for this maximum load. The

elastic modulus is proportional to the force required to deform the sample elastically, and

the hardness is a measure of the resistance of the material to plastic flow. As an indicator

of the overall deformation behaviour of the layer, the reduced elastic modulus to hardness

ratio, Er/H, was used to evaluate the resistance of the layers to plastic flow [112].

Example images of the reaction layer derived from the DGDE+5 wt% ZDDP and HeD+5

wt% ZDDP solutions are presented in Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10. 

Figure 3.9. Imaging obtained from the (a) lateral force and (b) height signals of indentation points,
inside and outside the reaction layer formed on the wear tracks by DGDE+5 wt%

Figure 3.10. Imaging obtained from the (a) lateral force and (b) height signals of indentation
points, inside and outside the reaction layer formed on the wear tracks by HeD+5 wt%ZDDP 

The nanomechanical properties at selected points (inside and outside the reaction layer),

including the Er/H ratio, are summarized in Table 3.3. 

*1

*2
*0

(a) (b)

*1

*2
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Table 3.3. Nanomechanical properties of the additive-derived reaction layers

Diethylen glycol diethyl ether n-hexadecane

Position Er [GPa] H [GPa] Er/H Er [GPa] H [GPa] Er/H

Point 0 229.8 10.8 21.2 222.2 12.2 18.6
Point 1 207.3 11.5 17.9 192.1 6.9 28.0
Point 2 215.8 12.5 17.2 168.0 6.4 26.1

The values obtained for Point 0 on both samples, outside of the wear track, correspond to

previously reported values of reduced elastic modulus and hardness for AISI 52100 steel

substrate [52]. The values for Points 1 and 2, taken inside the reaction layer derived from

the HeD+5 wt% ZDDP, correspond to values that have been reported for phosphate

layers [112, 113]. The reaction layer derived from the DGDE+5 wt% ZDDP has also

been analysed, but due to its small thickness, between 10 and 20 nm, the substrate is

expected to greatly influence the results.

The ZDDP and non-polar base oil (n-hexadecane) solutions have shown a higher wear,

measured as wear track width, than when ZDDP is blended with a polar base oil

(diethylene glycol diethyl ether). The ZDDP-derived reaction layers formed from the

non-polar solutions are thicker but softer, as shown by the nanoindentation results. This

will lead to a larger contact area during the tribological tests, causing higher wear.

Atomic force microscopy experiments were performed under oil to establish the

feasibility of imaging and friction force measurements. They were also performed to

investigate the possibility of using the AFM tip to simulate a single asperity contact in a

tribological situation, thereby providing a route to study additive-derived layer formation

processes and explain the differences observed in the macro-tribological tests.

Atomic force microscopy distance curves indicate the existence of a soft surface layer

when ZDDP is added to the base oil for any additive concentration.

Chemical composition

Survey and detailed high-resolution spectra of the reaction layer on the ball were

measured using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). Survey spectra were used for

peak identification and to check for the presence of contaminants. Detailed spectra of
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phosphorus 2p, together with zinc 3s, sulfur 2p, carbon 1s, oxygen 1s, iron 2p and zinc

2p3/2, were measured to identify the different chemical states of the species.

The survey and detailed spectra acquired on the reaction layer produced from

DGDE+ZDDP are shown in Figure 3.11.

In the survey spectra, peaks at binding energies of 1023 eV and 1046 eV were detected

for Zn2p3/2 and Zn2p1/2 respectively. O1s was measured at 532 eV, Zn LMM Auger peak

at 499 eV. Peaks of Fe2p, C1s, S2p, S2s (not labelled at 287 eV), P2p, P2s (not labelled

at 141 eV) and Zn3s were also detected. Below 100 eV, numerous peaks of Fe (3s, 3p

and 3d), Zn (3p and 3d), O (2s and 2p), P (3s and 3p) and C2p were measured, but those

at a lower binding energies were overlapping in the valence band region.

The signals of phosphorus, sulfur, iron and zinc 2p orbitals exhibit two peaks, 2p3/2 and

2p1/2. The splitting arises from the interaction of the electron angular momentum, due to

its spin, with its orbital angular momentum. The area of the 2p3/2 peak is always twice that

of the 2p1/2 peak, since the 2p1/2 peak is at a higher binding energy. The model curves used

for fitting the experimental peaks were linked to each other: the ratio of 2p1/2/2p3/2

contributions were fixed at 0.5 and the difference in energy was maintained equal to 1.25

eV for sulfur and 0.85 eV for phosphorus. 

The C1s peak at 285.3 eV was referred to 285 eV signal from aliphatic carbon (C–C, C–

H), thus shifting all peak values. The second contribution was found at 286.7eV. A third

contribution was found at 289.0 eV and can be assigned to the C–S bond. O1s consists of

three peaks, all fitted with a fixed FWHM of 1.70 eV. A very small peak was detected at

530.1 eV, which can be assigned to iron or zinc oxide. Two main contributions were

found: a peak at 532.0 eV due to non-bridging oxygen (NBO), which can be assigned to

phosphorus bound in a (poly)phosphate [114], and a peak at 533.8 eV [105, 114],

bridging oxygen (BO), which can be assigned to P–O–C or P–O–P bonding environments.

The S2p peaks were fitted with a doublet with a fixed area ratio and a delta between the

2p3/2 and the 2p1/2 of 1.25 eV. The first peak was detected at 162.6 eV, corresponding to

oxidation state -2, S(II), and can be assigned to sulfides [48, 77, 114]. The peak found at

168.9 eV corresponds with values reported for an oxidation state of -6, S(VI), which can

be assigned to sulfate groups [58]. The P2p peak was fitted with a doublet with a fixed
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area ratio of 0.5 and a delta of 0.85 eV. The peak position was found at 134.2 eV, a value

corresponding to phosphates [114, 115]. The Zn3s peak was found at 140.4 eV, while the

peak maximum of Zn2p3/2 was found at 1022.8 eV.
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Figure 3.11. XPS survey and detailed spectra of C1s, O1s and P2p with Zn3s, S2p, Fe2p and
Zn2p of the reaction layer derived from the DGDE+ZDDP solution

The detailed spectra acquired on the reaction layer produced from HeD+ZDDP are shown

in Figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.12. XPS survey and detailed spectra of C1s, O1s, S2p and P2p with Zn3s, Fe2p and 
Zn2p of the reaction layer derived from the HeD+ZDDP solution

The C1s main peak was found at 285.2 eV and referred to 285 eV signal from aliphatic

carbon (C–C, C–H), thus shifting all peak values. O1s consists of two peaks. They were

all fitted with a fixed FWHM of 1.8 eV. The peak at 532.0 eV was assigned to non-

bridging oxygen (NBO), and a peak at 533.5 eV to bridging oxygen (BO). The values

calculated according to the recorded signal indicate the presence of polyphosphates. The

S2p peak was detected at 162.4 eV and can be assigned to sulfides. The P2p peak was

found at 134.4 eV, indicating phosphate bonding. The Zn3s peak is found at 140.6 eV,

while the peak maximum of Zn2p3/2 was found at 1023.2 eV.
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The results obtained for the layer derived from HeD+ZDDP (Figure 3.12) are very

similar to those obtained for the layer derived from DGDE+ZDDP, indicating that base

oil polarity may not have a great influence on the chemical composition of reaction layers.

The only significant difference comes from the presence of sulfates in the layer derived

from the additive blended in polar base oil. This presence has been associated with

additive-derived layers with poor antiwear performance [111]. The sulfate species are

suggested to be generated during the rubbing process when the additive-derived layer

fails to withstand the load.

3.1.4. Molecular processes

Classical Molecular Dynamics [116] simulations were utilized to give a molecular

explanation for the behaviour of the ZDDP molecule when blended with base oils with

different polarities [Paper E]. Molecular Dynamics (MD) allows the physical interactions

in the system formed by the base oil, the additive and the rubbing steel surfaces to be

simulated. MD enables access, in-situ and in real time, to the contact area and explicitly

takes into account molecular structures and molecular interactions.

Initial diffusion studies were performed to determine if the polar/non polar nature of the

base oil could also change the diffusion properties of the ZDDP additive in solution. The

simulation cell used is presented in Figure 3.13(a).

(a) (b)

Figure 3.13. (a) Simulation cell of ZDDP in bulk oil (HeD) and (b) simulation cell of HeD+ZDDP
enclosed between two iron oxide slabs

ZDDP is a surface-active additive so changing its diffusion coefficient will affect its

capability to reach the surface and therefore, could also affect its tribological properties.

According to the MD results, the diffusion coefficients when the additive is blended with

the non-polar base oil have the same order of magnitude as the coefficients calculated for
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the polar base oil, since the molecular conformation of ZDDP is similar in either base oil.

Therefore, the behaviour of ZDDP in the bulk oil was not significantly altered by the base

oil polarity.

The next step was to enclose the oil containing ZDDP molecules between two iron oxides

slabs (hematite Fe2O3), to build a new simulation cell as shown in Figure 3.13(b). If only

temperature and pressure are taken into account in the simulation, the ZDDP adsorbs on

the surface, but the ZDDP molecule has a larger surface affinity if blended with the polar

base oil (DGDE). This is probably because the first lubricant layer has non-zero dipole

moments which attracts the ZDDP.

Introducing shear to the confined system changes the behaviour of the molecules towards

the surface. Without shear, the molecules are not able to touch the surface, but, when

shear is applied, they do adsorb. The external shear might provide the molecules with the

necessary kinetic energy to overcome the energetic barrier represented by the Van der

Waal forces at short distances.

There are significant differences between the behaviour of ZDDP when blended with the

two oils. When ZDDP is blended with DGDE (polar base oil), the additive molecule

never attaches to the surface, it only touches the surface and then it is re-dissolved into

the lubricant film, as shown in Figure 3.14.

Figure 3.14. Cross sections of individual snapshots of the trajectory of a single ZDDP molecule in
DGDE (polar base oil) solution between two iron oxide slabs with applied shear at a set contact
pressure of 2 GPa and temperature of 400 K (The base oil molecules are not shown)

When ZDDP is blended with HeD (non-polar base oil), the ZDDP molecules showed a

much greater affinity to the iron oxide surface, since they tend to attach to it at higher

pressures (> 1 GPa), as illustrated in Figure 3.15. For both oils, the simulation results

showed how increasing shear and load helps the molecule to reach the surface.
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Figure 3.15. Cross sections of individual snapshots of the trajectory of a single ZDDP molecule in
HeD (non-polar base oil) solution between two iron oxide slabs with applied shear at a set contact 
pressure of 2 GPa and temperature of 400 K (The base oil molecules are not shown)

MD simulations showed that under the same conditions of temperature and pressure, the

ZDDP molecules demonstrate a higher surface affinity for the steel if they are dissolved

in non-polar oil and can adsorb on the surface. This indicates that shear is a key

parameter for the tribological activation of the additives.

3.2. Commercial base oils

Two commercial base oils with similar chemical and physical properties (see Section

2.1.2.), but different polarity, were selected to validate the results obtained for low

viscosity model oils on the influence of base oil polarity on ZDDP tribological

performance [Paper D].

3.2.1. Thermal layer formation

Investigations were conducted into the thermal and thermo-oxidative decomposition of

ZDDP in an oil solution. Further work studied how additive degradation products

contribute to the formation of a reaction layer on rubbing steel surfaces.

Steel balls were immersed for 24 hours in base oil/ZDDP solutions heated at different

temperatures. Spacer layer interferometry was used to measure the thickness of the

transparent, solid reaction layer formed thermally on the steel surface. Figure 3.16 and

Figure 3.17 show the thermal layer formation, with the corresponding interferometry

images at the tested temperatures. The rate of thermal layer formation increases with

temperature, with P-S, P=S and C-O bonds replaced by C-S, P-O and P=O bonds [45]. A

very thin layer of approximately 15 nm develops at 90°C, the temperature of the
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tribological tests. A significant layer only develops at temperatures of 120°C and above.

The figures also show the development of the thermal layer with increasing temperature,

and that the layer produced by ZDDP dissolved in PAO is much thicker than the layer

derived from the Ester oil/ZDDP solution. 
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Figure 3.16. Influence of bulk temperature on thermal layer formation after 24 hours static
immersion in a solution of 2% ZDDP in Ester oil
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Figure 3.17. Influence of bulk temperature on thermal layer formation after 24 hours static
immersion in a solution 2% ZDDP in PAO oil

3.2.2. Thermal layer characterization

The topography and chemical composition of the thermal layers formed during static

immersion tests on the steel surface were analysed.
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Topography and nanomechanical properties

The topography of the thermal layers was studied by atomic force microscopy (AFM).

Representative AFM images, 80 x 80 �m2, of the central region of the thermal reaction

layer formed on the steel surface at 150°C after 24 hours of immersion, are displayed in

Figure 3.18. 

A slight coverage can be observed on the surface when the steel ball is submerged in the

Ester + ZDDP, even though the initial surface, evidenced by shallow finishing marks, is

still visible. The thermal layer derived from the PAO + ZDDP exhibits a completely

different topography. The surface coverage is inhomogeneous and while part of the initial

surface can still be observed, irregular areas are covered by a thick layer (� 300 nm).

Previous studies have shown that thermal layers grow gradually and accumulate on the

surface with increasing immersion time [46], even though no obvious topographical

changes were observed in thermal layers immersed from 2 to 12 h.

The surface roughness data is reported as root mean square (Rrms). The average Rrms value

for the thermal layer derived from Ester+ZDDP is 16 nm, in agreement with values

previously reported [46]. However, the average Rrms value for the thermal layer derived

from PAO + ZDDP is 58 nm. This is a consequence of the irregular coverage, with pads

which are tens of nanometres high.
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Figure 3.18. AFM images and line profiles of thermal layers from 24h immersion tests at 150°C
for (a) Ester+ ZDDP and (b) PAO+ZDDP

The nanomechanical properties of the thermal layers were studied using nanoindentation.

An indentation modulus of E* � 35 GPa and hardness of H � 1.5 GPa [47] have been

previously reported for thermal layers. The results are listed in Table 3.4.

Table 3.4. Nanomechanical properties of the additive-derived reaction layers

Er [GPa] H [GPa] Er/H

Steel surface 227.2 12.2 18.6

Ester+ZDDP, 150°C 28.3 3.6 7.8

PAO+ZDDP, 150°C 47.3 1.6 29.5

Chemical composition

It has been found that ZDDP decomposes at temperatures between 150°C and 250°C to

form insoluble polyphosphates, polythiophosphates, volatile mercaptans, hydrogen

sulfide and olefins. The influence of base oil polarity on the chemical composition of the

ZDDP-derived thermal layers has been studied using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy.
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Survey and detailed (high resolution) spectra of the thermal layer covering the steel

surface after the immersion tests were recorded. In the survey spectra, only signals from

carbon, oxygen, sulfur, phosphorus and zinc were detected. Detailed spectra of carbon 1s,

oxygen 1s, sulfur 2p, phosphorus 2p and zinc 3s and zinc 2p, were performed.

The survey and detailed spectra of the thermal layer derived from the Ester+ZDDP

solution are shown in Figure 3.19.
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reaction layer derived from the Ester+ZDDP solution
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Three peaks were used to fit the C1s spectra, the main peak being found at 286.65 eV.

The sample charging, probably caused by the insulating character of the thermal layer,

was compensated for by referring the C1s peak at 286.6 to 285 eV from aliphatic carbon

(C-C, C-H), thus shifting all peak values. The second contribution can be assigned to C-S

bonds. In the O1s peak, two contributions were found. They were all fitted with a fixed

FWHM of 1.97 eV. The peak at 532.2 eV, non-bridging oxygen (NBO), can be assigned

to phosphorus bound in an orthophosphate, and the peak at 533.9 eV, bridging oxygen

(BO), can be assigned to P-O-C or P-O-P bonding environments [44]. The BO/NBO ratio

indicates the chain length of the phosphates present in the thermal layer. The values

calculated according to the recorded signal indicate the presence of polyphosphates. The

S2p peak was fitted with a doublet with a fixed area ratio and a delta between the 2p3/2

and the 2p1/2 of 1.25 eV. The peak detected at 162.9 eV, corresponding to oxidation state

-2, S(II), can be assigned to C-S bonded in sulfides [58, 59, 77]. The P 2p peak was fitted

with a doublet with fixed area ratio and a delta of 0.85 eV. The peak position was found

at 134.2 eV. This value is typical for a phosphate. The peak maximum of the Zn2p3/2 was

found at 1022.9 eV.

The survey and detailed spectra of the thermal layer derived from the PAO+ZDDP

solution are shown in Figure 3.20.

Three peaks were used to fit the C1s spectra, the main peak being found at 286.66 eV.

The sample charging, probably caused by the insulating character of the thermal layer,

was compensated for by referring the C1s peak at 286.65 to 285 eV from aliphatic carbon

(C-C, C-H), thus shifting all peak values. All the positions are corrected for sample

charging. The second contribution can be assigned to C-S bonds. In the O1s peak three

contributions were found. They were all fitted with a fixed FWHM of 1.70 eV. Initially, a

very small peak was detected at 530.34 eV, which can be assigned to (zinc) oxide. Two

main contributions were found: a peak at 532.34 eV, non-bridging oxygen (NBO), that

can be assigned to phosphorus bound in an orthophosphate, and a peak at 533.94 eV,

bridging oxygen (BO), that can be assigned to P-O-C or P-O-P bonding environments.

The BO/NBO ratio indicates the chain length of the phosphates present in the thermal

layer. The values calculated according to the recorded signal indicate the presence of
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polyphosphates. The S2p peak was fitted with a doublet with a fixed area ratio and a delta

between the 2p3/2 and the 2p1/2 of 1.25 eV. The peak detected at 163.3 eV, corresponding

to oxidation state -2, S(II), can be assigned to C-S bonding in sulfides or thiols if sulfur

substitutes for oxygen in a phosphate. The P2p peak was fitted with a doublet with a fixed

area ratio of 0.5 and a delta of 0.95 eV. The peak position was found at 134.3 eV. This

value is typical for a phosphate. The peak maximum of the Zn2p3/2 was found at 1023.12

eV.
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Figure 3.20. XPS detailed spectra of C1s, O1s, S2p and P2p with Zn3s, Fe2p and Zn2p of the 
reaction layer derived from the PAO+ZDDP solution
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The P/S and P/Zn ratio of both the ZDDP-derived thermal layers increased in comparison

to the pure additive. This effect is related to an enrichment of phosphorus in the contact

area compared to other elements present from the additive. The difference between the

sulfur content in the thermal layers is very significant , as it is very low in the

PAO+ZDDP derived layer. This may be due to the presence of sulfur in the intermediate

layer, as it can be present under, or mixed with, the phosphate layer. Since the

PAO+ZDDP derived layer is thicker than the Ester+ZDDP derived layer, it is not

detected in the upper layer analyzed by XPS. Sulfides normally formed close to the steel

surface and also FeO/ZnO and Zn sulfides are present as inclusions in the

(poly)phosphate layer.

The P/S ratio obtained for the Ester+ZDDP solution has a value similar to others reported

in literature [117], but the ratio for the PAO+ZDDP solution is much higher, with the

proportion of S in the layer dropping by an order of magnitude.

The differences between the thermal layer thickness and the chemical composition

indicate that the layer formation mechanism is strongly dependent on the decomposition

path and decomposition products of the ZDDP, and that both are dependent on the nature

(polarity) of the base oil.

It is therefore important to know if the chemistry of ZDDP in solution (due to

rearrangement and/or decomposition in solution) changes the chemistry and thickness of

the thermal/reaction layers and how the solution chemistry affects the mechanism of

thermal layer formation.

3.2.3. Reaction layer: Tribological performance

A series of rubbing tests were performed under the conditions described in Section 2.4, to

address the tribological performance of ZDDP additives when blended with oils which

have different polarities. Initially the pure base oils and base oil+2wt% ZDDP were tested

at SRR=-5 and 5%. The average steady-state coefficients of friction for the different

solutions at different normal loads are summarized in Table 3.5. 
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Table 3.5. Steady state coefficient of friction after 3 h rubbing time for high polarity ester oil and
low polarity PAO with different concentrations of ZDDP 

Ester PAOAdditive
concentration

[wt %] (-) 5%SRR (+) 5%SRR (-) 5%SRR (+) 5%SRR

0% ZDDP 0.069±0.007 0.078±0.003 0.054±0.005 0.078±0.005
2% ZDDP 0.108±0.001 0.109±0.001 0.110±0.001 0.110±0.001

The antiwear properties of the reaction layers derived from the base oil + ZDDP solutions

at different slide-roll ratios were also investigated. The results are listed in Table 3.6. 

Table 3.6. Wear track width (WTW) after 1 h rubbing time for polar base oil diethylen glycol
diethyl ether and non-polar oil n-hexadecane with different contents of ZDDP

Ester PAOAdditive
concentration

[wt %] (-) 5%SRR (+) 5%SRR (-) 5%SRR (+) 5%SRR

0% ZDDP 584.9±1.4 680.5±2.3 590.5±1.6 584.9±2.2
2% ZDDP 557.1±2.1 564.8±1.8 566.8±2.0 570.5±2.3

3.2.4. Reaction layer formation

The formation of an additive-derived reaction layer was studied using in situ spacer layer

interferometry. A series of interference images of the centre of the wear track derived

from the base oil+ZDDP solutions from the rubbing tests at different slide-roll ratios

were taken. From the interference images, reaction layer thickness values were

determined at each position across a horizontal profile of the contact. From those values

the mean reaction layer thickness at the centre of the contact was calculated.

The evolution of an average reaction layer derived from the Ester+ZDDP (high polarity

base oil) and PAO+ZDDP (low polarity base oil) solution as a function of SRR is shown

in Figure 3.21.
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Figure 3.21. Mean reaction layer thickness as a function of rubbing distance and slide-roll ratio at 
1.9 GPa, 0.25 m/s and 90°C 

It can be observed that the reaction layer initially develops rapidly, indicating a fast

reaction, then subsequently slows down as it grows to a stable thickness value (“limiting

thickness”). It is also remarkable how, independent of the reaction layer thickness values

reached in this initial stage, the layers reach a limiting thickness, very similar for all the

SRR tested (� 50-70 nm). The limiting thickness is determined by a balance between the

rate of growth, dependent on the additive concentration in base oil, contact temperature,

and the rate of removal, determined by wear [61]. The thickness of the layers at this stage

is slightly larger for the positive SRR, for both base oil+ZDDP solutions. This might be

due to the effect of the different roughness of the two specimens in contact. The ring has

a higher roughness (100 nm) than the ball (10 nm), therefore when the SRR is negative,

there are a higher number of roll-overs of the rougher surface on the reaction layer

formed on the ball. This could lead to a higher rate of removal and consequently to

thinner layers.
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3.2.5. Reaction layer characterization

The properties of the additive-derived reaction layer were studied using several surface

analysis techniques to investigate their influence on tribological performance.

Topography
A series of AFM images, 80x80 �m2, of the central region of the reaction layer formed on 

the wear track are displayed in Figure 3.22 and Figure 3.23. The images are presented

with the corresponding line profiles taken transverse to the rolling–sliding direction and

the root mean square roughness average (Rrms) calculated over the scanned area.
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Figure 3.22 Topography of representative 80 x 80 �m2 scanning areas, and corresponding line
profiles at the reaction layer formed on the wear tracks by (a) Ester+2 wt%ZDDP and
(b) PAO+5 wt%ZDDP, at 1.9 GPa, 0.25 m/s, 90°C and SRR=-5%

Figure 3.22 shows the layers formed by the base oil/ZDDP solutions for the rubbing tests

run at 1.9 GPa, 90°C, 0.25 m/s and SRR=-5%. The layer derived from the Ester+ZDDP

solution has an average thickness of 48 nm, as measured using spacer layer

interferometry, and it is smooth and homogeneous. The layer derived from the

PAO+ZDDP solution has a comparable thickness of approximately 55 nm, however its

topography is very different. Significant roughening occurs due to parts of the layer
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flaking off, as can be observed in Figure 3.22, which would contribute to the higher

friction and wear observed for the PAO+ZDDP derived layer in comparison with the

layer formed by the Ester+ZDDP solution. 
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Figure 3.23. Topography of representative 80 x 80 �m2 scanning areas, and corresponding line
profiles at the reaction layer formed on the wear tracks by (a) Ester+2 wt%ZDDP and
(b) PAO+5 wt%ZDDP, at 1.9 GPa, 0.25 m/s, 90°C and SRR= 5%

Under the same operating conditions, but a positive slide-roll ratio of 5%, the topography

of both of the reaction layers is very similar to that obtained for SRR=-5%. The main

difference can be identified in the reaction layer derived from PAO+ZDDP solution, as

seen in Figure 3.23. The flaking off of the layer is not as severe, but the same pattern of

layer removal in the rolling-sliding direction can be observed. The more prominent

damage observed in the layer when the slide-roll ratio is negative is due to the higher

number of roll-overs of the rougher surface of the ring (initial Rrms=100 nm) on the layer

formed on ball surface.
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Chemical composition

The influence of base oil polarity on the chemical composition of the ZDDP-derived

reaction layers has been studied using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. Survey and

detailed (high resolution) spectra were recorded from areas at the centre of the reaction

layers. In the survey spectra, only signals from carbon, oxygen, sulfur, phosphorus and

zinc were detected. Detailed spectra of carbon 1s, oxygen 1s, sulfur 2p, phosphorus 2p

and zinc 3s and zinc 2p, were performed.
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Figure 3.24. XPS survey and detailed spectra of C1s, O1s, P2p, Zn3s and S2p measured in the
reaction layer derived from SKF Ester+ZDDP at SRR=5%
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Chemical composition

The influence of base oil polarity on the chemical composition of the ZDDP-derived

reaction layers has been studied using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. Survey and

detailed (high resolution) spectra were recorded from areas at the centre of the reaction

layers. In the survey spectra, only signals from carbon, oxygen, sulfur, phosphorus and

zinc were detected. Detailed spectra of carbon 1s, oxygen 1s, sulfur 2p, phosphorus 2p

and zinc 3s and zinc 2p, were performed.
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Figure 3.24. XPS survey and detailed spectra of C1s, O1s, P2p, Zn3s and S2p measured in the
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Figure 3.25. XPS survey and detailed spectra of C1s, O1s, P2p, Zn3s and S2p measured in the
reaction layer derived from PAO+ZDDP at SRR=5%

The O 1s spectrum consist of three peaks. They were all fitted with a fixed FWHM of

1.65 eV. Initially, a very small peak was detected at 529.8 eV which can be assigned to

iron or zinc oxide. Two main contributions were found: a peak at 531.8 eV, non-bridging

oxygen (NBO) that can be assigned to phosphorus bound in an orthophosphate, and a

peak at 533.4 eV, bridging oxygen (BO), that can be assigned to P-O-C or P-O-P bonding

environments. The BO/NBO ratio indicates the chain length of the phosphates present in

the reaction layer. The values calculated according to the recorded signal indicate the

presence of polyphosphates.
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The S 2p spectrum has two contributions, and both peaks were fitted with a doublet with

a fixed area ratio of 0.5 and a delta between the 2p3/2 and the 2p1/2 of 1.25 eV. The peak

detected at 162.9 eV, corresponding to oxidation state -2, S(II), can be assigned to C-S

bonded in sulfides [58, 59, 77] or thiols if sulfur substitutes oxygen in a phosphate [115].

The peak found at 168.9 eV corresponds with values reported for an oxidation state of -6,

S(VI), which can be assigned to sulfate groups [58].

The P 2p peak was fitted with a doublet with a fixed area ratio of 0.5 and a delta of 0.85

eV. The peak position was found at 133.7 eV. This value is typical for a phosphate.

The Zn 3s peak is found at 140.5 eV, while the peak maximum of the Zn2p3/2 was found

at 1023.1 eV.

Both reaction layers are very similar with the main difference being the sulfur content

and the oxidation state of the sulfur. In the layer derived from the polar base oil, the

sulfur is present as a sulfide, whereas in the reaction layer derived form the non-polar

base oil, sulfides and sulfates are present.

The reaction layers for the negative slide-roll ratio tests of both base oils have a similar

composition to the layers formed for the positive slide-roll ratio. The main significant

difference is that the iron content for the negative SRR is very low, being almost

undetectable.

3.3. Concluding remarks

The polarity of the base oil influences the tribological performance of ZDDP additives in

rolling-sliding lubricated contacts. The same additive shows differences in friction and

wear performance as a function of the type of oil it is blended with. 

The polarity of the oil influences the growth rate and reaction layer thickness of ZDDP

antiwear layers. The polarity of the molecules determines the way they approach and

attach to the surface, influencing the final reaction layer thickness, as well as the structure

and characteristics of the reaction layer. A thinner layer is formed when the additive is

blended with the polar oil, due to the higher affinity of the polar base oil molecules for

the steel surface which limits the access of the additive molecules to the surface.
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Therefore, their ability to attach and react with the steel surface to form a protective

reaction layer is limited.

The morphology of the reaction layers derived from polar base oil solutions consist of

large, smooth pads, identified as load carrying features. The formation of this type of

structure, and the nanomechanical properties of the layer, could explain the better wear

performance exhibited by these layers.

Molecular Dynamics simulations were performed to give a molecular explanation to the

behaviour of the ZDDP molecule when blended with base oils with different polarities. If

only temperature and pressure were taken into account in the simulation, the ZDDP did

not adsorb onto the surface. However, the ZDDP molecule has a larger affinity for the

surface if blended with the polar base oil, probably because the first lubricant layer has

non zero dipole moment which attracts the ZDDP.

When shear is applied, under the same conditions of temperature and pressure, the ZDDP

molecules demonstrate a higher surface affinity for the steel if they are dissolved in non-

polar oil and can adsorb onto the surface. These results indicate the importance of shear

for the tribological activation of the additives. Further experimental work on the role of

shear in the activation of additives is presented in Chapter 4. 
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CHAPTER 4 

4. The effect of slide-roll ratio 

This chapter presents the experimental results of tribological performance of ZDDP
blended with base oils which have different polarities, as a function of slide-roll ratio.
Initially, friction force curves were performed using low viscosity model base oils and
commercial base oils. Friction and wear were evaluated during rubbing tests performed
at different slide-roll ratios, while the formation of reaction layers was monitored
simultaneously using an adapted spacer layer interferometry technique. After the rubbing
tests, the properties of the ZDDP-derived reaction layer were analysed.

4.1. Tribological performance: Friction and wear

The tribological performance of low viscosity model base oils and commercial base oils

was investigated as a function of slide-roll ratio [Paper D].

4.1.1. Low viscosity model oils

A series of ball-on-disc tests using low viscosity model base oils, with and without ZDDP,

were carried out to study the influence of base oil polarity on the frictional performance

of ZDDP additives in oil as a function of slide-roll ratio.

Friction force curves were obtained for diethylene glycol diethyl ether (polar) and

hexadecane (non polar), for both pure base oil and when containing 2 wt% ZDDP. The

friction measurements were obtained with a contact pressure of 1.9 GPa, a temperature of

90°C and entrainment speeds of 0.5 m/s for DGDE and 0.32 m/s for HeD, resulting in a

lambda ratio for both oil systems of 0.4 (boundary lubrication regime). The friction

coefficient results, as a function of base oil polarity and slide-roll ratio, are shown in

Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1. Friction curves for (a) pure base oils and (b) base oil+2wt%ZDDP, at 90°C, 1.9 GPa
and 0.5 m/s (DGDE solutions) and 0.32 m/s (HeD solutions)

The base oils were tested initially with no additive present. When the system was not

under pure rolling conditions (i.e. SRR�0%), the HeD (non-polar base oil) exhibited

lower friction than the DGDE (polar base oil). When the additive was added to the base

oils, the HeD+ZDDP solution had a higher friction coefficient than the DGDE+ZDDP

solution with increasing slide-roll ratio.

4.1.2. Commercial base oils

Friction force curves were obtained to monitor the frictional behaviour as a function of

slide-roll ratio, for the PAO and Ester base oils, with both pure oils and oils containing 2

wt% ZDDP. The friction measurements were carried out at a contact pressure of 1.9 GPa,

a bulk oil temperature of 90°C and an entrainment speed of 0.25 m/s. When the base oils

were tested with no additive present, the PAO exhibited lower friction than the Ester oil

when the system was not under pure rolling conditions (i.e. SRR�0%). When the additive

was added to the base oils, the PAO+ZDDP solution had a higher friction coefficient than

the Ester+ZDDP solution with increasing slide-roll ratio. It can also be observed that the

absolute friction coefficient is slightly higher for negative SRR for both solutions,

whereas the difference in the friction coefficient between both solutions is larger for

positive SRR. The results are plotted in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2. Friction curves for (a) pure base oils and (b) base oil+2wt%ZDDP, at 0.25 m/s, 90°C
and 1.9 GPa 

The friction coefficient increases very rapidly from 0 to 0.5% SRR, and is almost

constant for higher SRR values. The slide-roll ratio values selected for further analysis,

including reaction layer formation monitoring, cover pure rolling, the initial stage of the

rapid increase in friction (SRR=±0.05 and ±0.5 %) and the steady-state stage (SRR=±2,

±5 and ±10 %). 

Figure 4.3. Friction curves for (a) pure Ester and Ester+2wt%ZDDP solutions and (b) pure PAO 
and PAO+2wt%ZDDP solutions for SRR=0% to SRR=±0.5% 

Figure 4.3 displays close-ups of the initial region of rapid friction increase. It can be

observed that the frictional behaviour of both base oil/ZDDP solutions is very similar

when the conditions are close to pure rolling. These results indicate that in the absence of

shear, the base oil molecules, that initially attach to the steel surface [28], are primarily

responsible for the lubrication of the surface as the additive molecules have not yet been

activated.
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A series of 3 hour rubbing tests were performed at 1.9 GPa, 90°C, an entrainment speed

of 0.25 m/s and under representative rolling-sliding conditions, previously described in

Section 4.1. The tribological performance, in terms of friction and wear, of the ZDDP

additive when blended with oils of different polarities, was simultaneously analysed

during the rubbing tests.

The results, average steady-state friction coefficients for the base oil/ZDDP solutions at

different slide-roll ratios, are displayed in Figure 4.4. At the beginning of each test,

corresponding with the running-in phase, the coefficient of friction decreases as a

function of time, reaching a steady-state value afterwards. The average friction

coefficients of the Ester + ZDDP solutions are slightly lower than those of the PAO +

ZDDP.
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Figure 4.4. Steady state coefficient of friction after 3 h rubbing time for high polarity Ester oil and
low polarity PAO + 2wt.% ZDDP at different slide-roll ratios

The antiwear properties of the reaction layers derived from the base oil + ZDDP solutions

at different slide-roll ratios were also investigated. The wear track width (WTW) of the

balls was measured using a calibrated optical microscope.
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Figure 4.5 shows the values of the wear track width as a function of slide-roll ratio for

both base oil+ZDDP solutions.
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Figure 4.5. Wear track width as a function of base oil polarity and slide-roll ratio

The WTW for PAO+2wt% ZDDP solutions at different slide-roll ratios is always larger

than those of Ester+2wt% ZDDP, except for SRR = 5%, when it is slightly smaller. The

wear track increases with increasing slide-roll ratio for both solutions in either direction.

The WTW for both solutions is very similar at SRR=-10%, however the values at

SRR=10% are very different, with the WTW for Ester Oil+2wt% ZDDP being markedly

smaller than the corresponding WTW for PAO+2wt% ZDDP.

The higher wear exhibited by the layers formed from PAO+2wt% ZDDP, despite the

layer being thicker than the layers derived from Ester+2wt% ZDDP solutions, may be

due to the formation of a thicker layer which cannot withstand the load and breaks away,

as indicated by the morphology observed for those layers. The layers derived from the

Ester+2wt% ZDDP solutions at different slide-roll ratios show values of WTW lower

than the contact diameter, calculated from the Hertz theory for point contacts, at low SRR

(ranging from -2 to 2%). 

At low SRR, the energy input into the system is low, as is the activation rate of the

additive. Therefore, the lubrication of the contacting surfaces comes mainly from the base
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oil molecules. The higher polarity Ester base oil molecules have a higher affinity for the

surface than the PAO molecules, attaching to it strongly, and thus provide better

protection for the contacting surfaces. This explains the lower WTW for the Ester when

compared to the WTW derived from the PAO.

4.2. Reaction layer formation

The spacer layer interferometry technique, as described in Section 2.4, was used to obtain

a series of interference images of the centre of the wear track derived from the

PAO+ZDDP used in rubbing tests at different slide-roll ratios, ranging from -10 to +10 %.

The corresponding interference images are shown in Figure 4.6. In all the images, the

sliding direction is from bottom to top. It can be seen that a reaction layer, as evidenced

by the colour scale in the images, develops differently depending on the slide-roll ratio.

Figure 4.6. Series of interference images from wear track for ZDDP (PAO+2%wt ZDDP) at 0.25
m/s, 1.9 GPa, 90 °C at different negative slide-roll ratios

From the interference images, values for the reaction layer thickness were determined at

each position across a horizontal profile of the contact. From these values, the mean

reaction layer thickness at the centre of the contact was calculated. Figure 4.7 presents the

mean reaction layer thickness for negative slide-roll ratios. For clarity, the results for

SRR = -0.05% are not plotted as the reaction layer formation was negligible. From the

interference images, it can be observed that the reaction layer initially develops rapidly,
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indicating a fast reaction, then subsequently slows down as the reaction layer grows to a

stable thickness value (“limiting thickness”). However, independent of the reaction layer

thickness reached at the initial activation stage, the layers reach a limiting thickness that

is very similar (� 60-70 nm), regardless of the SRR used. The limiting thickness is

determined by a balance between the rate of growth, dependent on the additive

concentration in the base oil, contact temperature, and the rate of removal, determined by

wear [64]. These results show that a slide-roll ratio, once present, has only a minor effect

on the limiting thickness of the layer. The results also show that shear is a fundamental

parameter in the initial activation of the additive towards the surface.
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Figure 4.7. Influence of negative SRR on the growth of mean ZDDP-derived (PAO+ZDDP)
reaction layer thickness with rubbing distance calculated from images in Figure 4.6 

The overshoot in reaction layer thickness observed at the initial stage of the reaction has

also been reported at low SRR and high temperatures [50, 96]. It may indicate an initial

rapid reaction, which subsequently slows as the reaction layer develops, and could be

associated with processes catalysed by rubbing steel on steel surfaces.
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4.3. Reaction layer characterization

The reaction layers were analysed in order to gain further understanding of the

mechanisms of film formation and removal.

The topography of the reaction layers has been studied using atomic force microscopy

(AFM). A series of topographic images, 80x80 �m2, were taken at the centre of the

reaction layer formed on the wear track during the rubbing tests at different slide-roll

ratios. A reaction layer is formed only in the wear track and not in the non-contact areas.

The AFM images also show the corresponding line profiles taken transverse to the

rolling-sliding direction. The rolling-sliding direction is from bottom to top of the

displayed images.

Figure 4.8-4.10 correspond to the layers formed from the Ester + ZDDP solutions at

different negative SRR.

The layers are very smooth and even for SRR =-2 and-5 %, indicating a homogeneous

coverage of the surface. Only at SRR = -10%, the layer is rougher as shallow cavities

appear. However, the overall structure of the layer remains smooth and no other

distinctive features can be identified, as shown in Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.8. Topography of representative 80 x 80 �m2 scanning areas at the centre of the
reaction layer formed in the wear tracks by Ester+2 wt%ZDDP (SRR=-2%)
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reaction layer formed in the wear tracks by Ester+2 wt%ZDDP (SRR=-10%)

Figure 4.11-4.14 correspond to the layers formed from the PAO + ZDDP solutions at

different negative SRR.

At SRR = -0.5% (Figure 4.11) the surface is homogeneously covered, with no finishing

marks of the fresh surface present. However, no distinctive features can be identified on

the layer.

When the slide-roll ratio increases to SRR = -2% (Figure 4.12) a pad-like structure

develops. The pads, 10-15 �m in length, are higher and smoother than the surroundings,

and are orientated in the rolling-sliding direction. The pads have been previously

identified as the load carrying features of the layer [52, 102], and can therefore be

responsible for the antiwear protection.

At SRR = -5%, the overall structure of the layer is very similar to the one observed for

SRR = -2%, but it starts showing signs of wear. As shown in Figure 4.13, parts of the

layer start to flake off.
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At SRR = -10% (Figure 4.14), the flaking has increased across the whole reaction layer

surface, causing a severe roughening of the layer. The flaking has increased across the

whole reaction layer surface, causing a severe roughening which is directly related to the

friction and wear behaviour presented in Section 4.1.

4.4. Concluding remarks

The results show how shear once present, has a minor effect on the limiting thickness of

the layer, but it does affect layer topography, therefore influencing the friction and wear

performance.

The layers derived from the Ester + ZDDP solution were thinner and smoother than the

layers derived from the PAO + ZDDP solution. The Ester + ZDDP derived layers seemed

to be able to withstand the load at the different operating conditions which is reflected in

their lower values for friction and wear.

The layers derived from the PAO + ZDDP solution, despite being thicker than the layers

derived from the Ester + ZDDP solution, presented higher values of friction and wear. At

high SRR, the layer develops initially very fast, indicating that the additive molecules are

activated by shear and then approach the surface to react with the metallic interface and

to form the protective layer. However, those layers seem to suffer from a degradation

process, and despite having a similar thickness to the layers formed at lower SRR, they

do not offer adequate wear protection. Parts of the layers start to flake-off, in a process

that could lead to surface initiated damage on the steel substrate.

A study of the layer properties at different stages of formation, with a special focus on the

topography, mechanical properties and chemical composition, was performed to

investigate the origin of the wear process observed in the layers. The results are presented

in Chapter 5. 
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CHAPTER 5 

5. Reaction layer formation 

The ZDDP-derived reaction layer formation is further studied in this chapter. Tests were
run with different rubbing times to study the friction and wear of the reaction layers
through different stages of the formation process. The evolution of the topography and
mechanical properties of the ZDDP-derived reaction layer were studied using atomic
force microscopy. The chemical composition was analyzed with X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy.

5.1. Tribological performance: Friction and wear

A series of ball-on-disc tests using PAO + 2wt% ZDDP solution were carried out to study

the tribological performance of the additive-derived reaction layers at the different stages

of the formation process (as a function of rubbing time) [Paper C]. The tests ran for 5, 15,

30, 60 and 180 minutes, at 1.9 GPa, 90°C, 0.25 m/s entrainment speed and SRR=-10%.

The friction coefficient was continuously recorded during the tribological tests and from

this data the average friction coefficient was calculated. The antiwear properties and

average friction coefficient of the reaction layers derived from PAO + ZDDP solutions at

different rubbing times were also investigated. The wear track width (WTW) was

measured on the balls using a calibrated optical microscope. The results are summarized

in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1. Topographical parameters of the reaction layer formed with different rubbing times

Rubbing time
[min]

Average friction coefficient,
�

Wear track width
[�m]

5 0.086±0.002 540.1±4.4
15 0.092±0.001 503.7±2.5
30 0.089±0.002 508.3±2.6
60 0.083±0.005 574.3±2.5
180 0.098±0.003 589.9±2.0
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The initial wear track width measured after 5 min of rubbing corresponds to the Hertzian

contact diameter. Continued rubbing leads to lower WTW values that indicate how the

formation of a reaction layer protects the steel surface. However, even further rubbing

later leads to an increase of the wear track width, as observed after 60 and 180 min

rubbing time.

5.2. Reaction layer characterization

The properties of the additive-derived reaction layer were studied using several surface

analysis techniques to address their influence on tribological performance.

5.2.1. Topography

Interference images of the centre of layer derived from the PAO+ZDDP solution were

taken at the end of the rubbing tests. From the interference images, reaction layer

thickness values were determined at each position across a horizontal profile of the

contact. From these values the mean reaction layer thickness at the centre of the contact

was calculated. The results are summarized in Table 5.1. 

The properties of the additive-derived reaction layers at the different stages of the

formation process (as a function of rubbing time) were studied using atomic force

microscopy. The three-dimensional AFM images showing the topographies of the ZDDP-

derived layers are illustrated in Figure 5.1. The images are representative of the

morphology of the reaction layers after (a) 5 min, (b) 15 min, (c) 30 min and (d) 60 min

of rubbing. The AFM image corresponding to a rubbing time of 180 min is presented in

Section 3.2.5. Bright contrasts in the images depict regions of high topography and the

rolling-sliding direction is from bottom to top of the images.
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Figure 5.1. AFM images showing the topography of the investigated samples before nanowear
indentation with line profiles of height distribution after (a) 5 min, (b) 15 min, (c) 30 min and (d) 60
min rubbing time
Various topographical parameters, such as root mean square roughness (Rrms) and

minimum and maximum spot heights on the surface are given in Table 5.2. The average
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thickness of the ZDDP-derived reaction layer was measured using the previously

described spacer layer interferometry technique. Parameters describing surface roughness

include the autocorrelation function, which compares surface heights between different

points across the surface. The autocorrelation function, C(r), gives a full description of

roughness spacing, analogous to the height distribution for roughness height. Closely

related to the autocorrelation function is the roughness exponent �, also called the Hurst

parameter. It reveals how jagged a surface is with a given Rrms roughness and what the

lateral correlation length is. It usually ranges between 0.5 (exponential decay of C(r)—

more jagged surface) and 1 (Gaussian C(r)— less jagged) [25].

Table 5.2. Topographical parameters of the reaction layer formed with different rubbing times

Rubbing time
[min]

Average
thickness

[nm]

Root mean 
square

roughness,
Rrms
[nm]

Minimum
height
[nm]

Maximum
height
[nm]

Hurst
parameter, �

5 13±2 16.7 -279.403 138.731 0.778
15 53±1 14.9 -109.366 49.423 0.761
30 70±2 10.0 -211.205 45.665 0.774
60 79±1 34.9 -372.240 154.989 0.564
180 72±1 48.0 -138.251 216.618 0.815

The Rrms values displayed in Table 5.2 show how, in the initial stage of layer formation, a

slight smoothening of the layer occurs. This process can be attributed to the gradual

coverage of the first initial nucleation site, where asperity–asperity contact occurs. After

5 min rubbing time, the additive-derived reaction layer shows higher roughness values

than the layers formed after 15 and 30 min of rubbing. The topography images show a

partial coverage of the steel surface (as no surface finishing marks from the original steel

surface are visible) by a very thin reaction layer after 5 min rubbing time. Therefore, an

important influence on roughness is expected from the initial steel surface. When rubbing

progresses, a thicker layer develops, growing from distinct reaction events at micro-

asperity contacts on the steel surfaces, leading to the formation of segregated pads, as

seen in Figure 5.1(b). Further rubbing causes the pads to grow and coalesce to form a

complete reaction layer and a consequent smoothening of the layer, as observed in
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Figure 5.1(d). The roughening observed when rubbing continues is due to the evolution

of the reaction layer morphology [53].

Deflection displacement curves were recorded to understand the nature of the interaction

between the cantilever tip and the formed reaction layer. The results are displayed in

Table 5.3. The vertical separation between the point where the tip was touching the layer

and the point where the tip was pulled away from it, together with the spring constant of

the cantilever (0.1nN/nm) were used to calculate the pull-off (adhesive) force. With

increasing ZDDP-derived reaction layer thickness, the force needed to pull the cantilever

off the surface also increases. This is related to high adhesion and plastic deformation,

due to the presence of a soft surface layer formed by ZDDP.

Table 5.3 Pull-off forces values

Rubbing time
[min]

Deflection displacement
[nm]

Pull-off force
[nN]

5 199.10 ± 0.23 19.35
15 697.84 ± 0.86 67.83
30 951.82 ± 0.72 92.51
60 360.28 ± 0.41 35.01

The reaction layer developed on the steel surface after 5 min rubbing is thin (13.3 nm)

and does not cover the surface homogenously. The short deflection displacement curve is

due to the contact of the cantilever with asperities from the steel surface while engaging.

After 60 min, the additive-derived reaction layer becomes stable and harder, as suggested

by the nanowear results (see following section), as the adhesion forces are subsequently

reduced.

5.2.2. Nanowear properties

The nanowear properties of the layers were investigated. All samples were scratched 40

times using a silicon tip on an aluminium-coated cantilever with a very high spring

constant (42 N/m). The load applied to the cantilever was 22 mN (equal to a set point of 8 

V), the scratching speed was 25 �m/s and the scanning direction was perpendicular to the

cantilever long axis and wear track direction. The average wear volume was calculated
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using the average height of the horizontal and vertical profiles of the unworn area outside

the indentation region (plane). Volume analysis was used to estimate the volume enclosed

between this plane and the surface, inside the indentation region. The wear volume

calculations contain a measurement error due to the roughness of the layers; however,

despite this fact, it can be seen from the line profiles that the indentations caused by the

nanowear tests are greater than the initial roughness. Therefore, nanowear measurements

enable a valid comparison among the ZDDP samples.

A 5x5 mm2 area of the samples was scanned 40 times using a cantilever with very high

spring constant at Set point 8 V (22 mN).

The tests performed on the samples after 5, 15 and 30 min of rubbing caused clear

indentation areas, as can be observed in Figure 5.2-5.5. The wear volume calculations

indicate that the ZDDP-derived layer is initially softer, undergoing a hardening process

with rubbing time.

The indentation reaches the steel substrate for the 5 min rubbing sample, according to the

reaction layer thickness values presented in Table 5.2.
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Figure 5.2. AFM topography image after nanowear indentation with horizontal and vertical
profiles for wear volume calculation (V=0.272 �m3). PAO+ZDDP, 1.9 GPa, 90°C, 0.25 m/s, 5 min

The wear values calculated for samples after 15 and 30 min of rubbing are very similar,

showing the same behaviour tendency as the macroscopic measurements, despite the

difference in layer thickness. For both samples, the indentation created by the nanowear
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tests was between 20 and 30 nm in depth, and despite the uncertainty of the layer base

line, none of the indentations have reached the substrate.
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Figure 5.3.AFM topography image after nanowear indentation with horizontal and vertical profiles
for wear volume calculation (V=0.425 �m3). PAO+ZDDP, 1.9 GPa, 90°C, 0.25 m/s, 15 min

Figure 5.4.AFM topography image after nanowear indentation with horizontal and vertical profiles
for wear volume calculation (V=0.475 �m3). PAO+ZDDP, 1.9 GPa, 90°C, 0.25 m/s, 30 min

Wear tests of the samples did not show any evidence of indentation after 60 and 180 min,

as exemplified in Figure 5.5. 

The results obtained for the sample produced after 60 min of rubbing, where no

indentation was observed after the nanowear test, indicate a possible hardening process

occurring in parallel to the roughening process of the layer that has already been observed,
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with the development of pad-like features. Previous studies have shown how these

features are higher than the surroundings and present a higher hardness and elastic

modulus, which is attributed to the load carrying capacity of the layer [53, 97].

Figure 5.5. AFM topography image after nanowear indentation with horizontal and vertical
profiles for wear volume calculation (V=0 �m3). PAO+ZDDP, 1.9 GPa, 90°C, 0.25 m/s, 60 min

5.2.1. Chemical composition
The chemical composition of the ZDDP-derived reaction layers as a function of rubbing

time has been studied using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. Survey and detailed (high

resolution) spectra were recorded from areas at the centre of the reaction layers. In the

survey spectra, only signals from carbon, oxygen, sulfur, phosphorus and zinc were

detected. Detailed spectra of carbon 1s, oxygen 1s, sulfur 2p, phosphorus 2p and zinc 3s,

iron 2p and zinc 2p, were performed. A comparison of the sulfur, phosphorus, zinc,

oxygen and iron data is presented Figure 5.6. 
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Figure 5.6. XPS detailed spectra of P2p with Zn3s and S2p measured in the reaction layer
derived from the PAO+ZDDP solution at different rubbing times

The S 2p spectrum for the sample after 5 min rubbing has two contributions, and both

peaks were fitted with a doublet with a fixed area ratio of 0.5 and a delta between the

2p3/2 and the 2p1/2 of 1.25 eV. The peak detected at 162.4 eV, corresponding to oxidation

state -2, S(II), can be assigned to C-S bonded in sulfides [58, 59, 77] or thiols if sulfur

substitutes for oxygen in a phosphate [115]. The peak positions do not change with
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rubbing time. However at 180 min, a second peak is detected The peak found at 168.6 eV

corresponds with values reported for an oxidation state of -6, S(VI), which can be

assigned to sulfate groups [58].

The P 2p peak was fitted with a doublet with a fixed area ratio of 0.5 and a delta of 0.85

eV. The peak position was found at 133.8 eV. This value is typical for a phosphate. The

Zn 3s peak is found at 140.5 eV.

The presence of sulfates after 180 min rubbing, supports the topography results shown in

Section 4.3 where the AFM images have shown a significant degradation of the layer

[111].

The O 1s spectrum consists of three peaks, for the samples after 5, 15 and 180 min of

rubbing. They were all fitted with a fixed FWHM of 1.65 eV. Initially, a very small peak

was detected at 529.9 eV which can be assigned to iron or zinc oxide. For the samples

after 5 and 15 min rubbing, the presence of oxides and iron may correspond to a

contribution coming from the steel surface, as it is only partially cover by the reaction

layer after those rubbing times. Two main contributions were found: a peak at 531.8 eV,

non-bridging oxygen (NBO), which can be assigned to phosphorus bound in an

orthophosphate, and a peak at 533.3 eV, bridging oxygen (BO), which can be assigned to

P-O-C or P- O -P bonding environments. The BO/NBO ratio indicates the chain length of

the phosphates present in the reaction layer. The values calculated according to the

recorded signal indicate the presence of polyphosphates.

For the samples after 30 and 60 min of rubbing, only two peaks were detected in the

oxygen signal: a peak at 531.7 eV, non-bridging oxygen (NBO), and a peak at 533.3 eV,

bridging oxygen (BO). The BO/NBO ratio indicates the chain length of the phosphates

present in the reaction layer is a polyphosphate.

The presence of iron for the samples after 5 and 15 min of rubbing again indicates that

the surface is only partially cover by the reaction layer. When rubbing continues, no iron

signal is detected.
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Figure 5.8. XPS detailed spectra of O1s measured in the reaction layer derived from the
PAO+ZDDP solution at different rubbing times

5.3. Concluding remarks

The formation and evolution of ZDDP-derived reaction layer with rubbing time were

studied using a ball-on-disc test rig, spacer layer interferometry and atomic force

microscopy.
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The results showed that initially, a thin ZDDP-derived layer was formed after a 5 min

rubbing test and which then quickly developed on the rubbing surfaces with increasing

rubbing time. After 15 min and 30 min tests, the reaction layer thickness increased while

the wear track width (WTW) values were reduced. This indicates how the formation of an

additive-derived reaction layer protects the steel surface.

When rubbing continues, the additive-derived layer experiences a constant roughening

and hardening with increasing rubbing time, as indicated by the nano-wear tests, which

show no indentation of the layers after 60 and 180 min rubbing time. These processes,

together with the degradation of the layer, presented in Section 4.3, may be responsible

for the observed increase in friction and wear with increasing rubbing time of the

additive-derived reaction layers, in both the macro and the nano scale.
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CHAPTER 6 

6. The effect of metallic surfaces 

This chapter presents experimental results of the effect of different metallic surfaces on
tribological performance and reaction layer formation. The first section contains the
results for static immersion tests using steel and stainless steel samples. The tribological
performance of different pairings of materials is presented in the second section. In the
third section the formation of the reaction layer was studied using spacer layer
interferometry. The fourth section concentrates on the characterization of the reaction
layers, in terms of morphology and chemical composition.

6.1. Thermal layer formation 

The effect of different metallic surfaces on the thermal and thermo-oxidative

decomposition of ZDDP was studied using static immersion tests. Steel and stainless steel

balls were submerged in a PAO +2wt % ZDDP solution and heated at 50, 90, 120 and

150°C. The duration of the tests was 24 hours. A transparent, solid reaction layer formed

on the surface of the samples. Figure 6.1 shows the thermal layer formation, with the

corresponding interferometry images at the tested temperatures.

T = 50°C

T = 90°C

T = 120°C

T = 150°C

Figure 6.1. Influence of bulk temperature on thermal layer formation after 24 hours static
immersion in PAO+2wt% ZDDP
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Results from the static immersion tests, displayed in Figure 6.1, showed that a significant

layer only developed at temperatures above 120°C on the surface of the steel. It can also

be observed that the thermal layer developed to a higher thickness with increasing

temperature. The rate of thermal layer formation increases with temperature, with P-S,

P=S and C-O bonds replaced by C-S, P-O and P=O bonds [45]. However, for the

stainless steel ball, a thermal layer is only detected at 150°C. The slower rate of thermal

layer formation on the stainless steel may be due to the passive chromium-enriched layer

present on the surface.

6.2. Reaction layer: Tribological performance

A series of ball-on-disc tests using PAO, with and without ZDDP, were carried out to

study the influence on the friction and wear performance of ZDDP additives in oil as a

function of the contacting metallic materials.

Four different pairings of steel and stainless steel were tested (Table 6.1).

Table 6.1. Pairs of materials

Materials

Ball Ring

Steel Steel

Steel Stainless steel 

Stainless steel Steel

Stainless steel Stainless steel 

Friction force curves were obtained to monitor the frictional behaviour as a function of

slide-roll ratio with the PAO, both with pure base oils and oils containing 2 wt% ZDDP.

The friction measurements were carried out at a contact pressure of 1.9 GPa, a bulk oil

temperature of 90°C and an entrainment speed of 0.25 m/s. The results are plotted in

Figure 6.2. 
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Figure 6.2. Friction curves for PAO and PAO+2 wt % ZDDP solutions, at 0.25 m/s, 90°C and 1.9
GPa

The friction curve for a steel ball on a steel ring, displayed in Figure 6.2(a), shows a

significant increase in friction when ZDDP is added to the pure base oil, due to the

formation of an additive-derived reaction layer [67, 118]. When a stainless steel

counterpart replaces either one, or both, of the steel surfaces, friction increases for the

pure base oil tests. However, the effect of the addition of ZDDP is clearly minimized, due

to the passive layers present on the stainless steel surfaces.

In the initial region of rapid friction increase, close to pure rolling conditions, the friction

behaviour of both solutions, base oil with and without ZDDP, were very similar. This

indicates that in the absence of shear, the base oil molecules that initially attach to the

steel surface are primarily responsible for the lubrication of the surface as the additive

molecules have not yet been activated [Paper E].

The friction coefficient was monitored during the 3, 6 and 12 hour rubbing tests. The

average friction values when the system reaches steady-state are calculated. The antiwear

properties of the reaction layers derived from the base oil + ZDDP solutions were also

investigated. The results for friction are summarized in Table 6.2. 
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Table 6.2. Steady state coefficient of friction after 3, 6 and 12 h rubbing time for PAO+2 wt %
ZDDP solutions

Average friction coefficient, �PAO + 2 wt % ZDDP

3h 6h 12h

Steel ball/Steel ring 0.110±0.001 0.104±0.003 0.104±0.003

Stainless steel
ball/Steel ring

0.088±0.002 0.078±0.002 0.076±0.001

Steel ball/Stainless
steel ring 

0.089±0.003 0.094±0.003 0.096±0.009

Stainless steel
ball/Stainless steel

ring
0.087±0.006 0.088±0.009 0.083±0.009

The wear track width (WTW) was measured on the balls using a calibrated optical

microscope and is summarized in Table 6.3.

Table 6.3. Wear track width after 3, 6 and 12 h rubbing time for PAO+2 wt % ZDDP solutions

Wear track width
[�m]PAO + 2 wt % ZDDP

3h 6h 12h

Steel ball/Steel ring 566.8±2.1 557.9±2.1 576.7±2.1

Stainless steel
ball/Steel ring

569.9±1.8 597.7±2.1 594.7±2.1

Steel ball/Stainless
steel ring 

571.3±2.3 584.3±2.1 588.8±2.1

Stainless steel
ball/Stainless steel

ring
563.8±1.5 551.8±2.1 572.4±2.1
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As previously observed in the friction curves, the absolute friction coefficient is

remarkably higher for the steel/steel pair. For mixed steel/stainless steel or stainless

steel/stainless steel pairs, the absolute friction coefficients are very similar and

significantly lower.

No significant differences are observed in the wear track width for all the different

material pairs.

6.3. Reaction layer formation

A series of interference images of the centre of the reaction layer derived from the

PAO + ZDDP solutions were taken at different sliding distances. From the interference

images, reaction layer thickness values were determined at each position across a

horizontal profile of the contact. From these values the mean reaction layer thickness at

the centre of the contact was calculated.

The evolution of an average reaction layer derived from the PAO+ZDDP solution as a

function of the contacting materials is shown in Figure 6.3. 
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Figure 6.3. Mean PAO+ZDDP-derived reaction layer thickness with rubbing distance and
contacting materials

Figure 6.3 presents the results for the mean reaction layer thickness for the different pairs

of materials. For the steel/steel pair, as described in Section 4.1, the reaction layer
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develops initially very rapidly, indicating a fast reaction, then subsequently slows down

to reach a stable thickness value (“limiting thickness”) after 3 hours rubbing. The limiting

thickness is determined by a balance between the rate of growth, dependent on the

additive concentration in the base oil, contact temperature, and the rate of removal,

determined by wear [61]. Initially, an activation stage can be identified, with a rate of

layer formation higher than the removal rate.

The reaction layer formed on the stainless steel/stainless steel pair reaches a similar

thickness value to the steel/steel pair after 3 hours rubbing. However, the initial overshot

observed for the steel/steel pair does not occur. Instead the rate of formation at the early

stages of rubbing is low, which must indicate the need for an ‘induction period’ necessary

for the removal of the passive chromium oxide layers present on the stainless steel

surface. After the passive layers have been reduced or removed, the mechanism of layer

formation proceeds as for the steel/steel pair. The thickness increases slightly up to 6

hours rubbing and then stabilizes at ~ 70 nm when running from 6 up to 12 hours. 

For the mixed materials pairs, the layers formed on the surface of the balls reached very

similar values (~ 60-70 nm) of limiting thickness after 12 hours rubbing. 

6.4. Reaction layer characterization

The properties of the additive-derived reaction layer were studied using several surface

analysis techniques to address their influence on tribological performance.

6.4.1. Topography

High resolution scanning electron microscopy images of the reaction layers formed on

the rubbing surfaces were taken to investigate their topography and its possible effect on

friction and wear performance of these layers.

Figure 6.4 shows the morphology for the steel ball/steel ring pair. The surface is

uniformly covered by a patchy reaction layer, composed of pads (load-carrying capacity

features) elongated in the rolling-sliding direction. Few cracks can be detected in the

layer, indicating it is strong enough to withstand the load.
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Figure 6.4. SEM micrograph of the reaction layer formed on the wear track for the steel ball on
steel ring pair, after 3 hours rubbing time.

Figure 6.5 shows the morphology for the stainless steel ball/steel ring pair. A thin

reaction layer, of approximately 20 nm, is formed on the stainless steel ball. Two

different areas can be identified on the layer, seen as stripes in the rolling sliding

direction. The stripes are composed of larger pads and smaller streaks, this morphology

has been previously observed in flat on flat contacts and attributed to a non-uniform

contact.

Large pads area

Small streaks area
Wear debris

Figure 6.5. SEM micrograph of the reaction layer formed on the wear track for the stainless steel
ball on steel ring pair, after 3 hours rubbing time.
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Figure 6.6 shows the surface of the steel ball after 3 hours rubbing against a stainless steel

ring. Localized reactions occur on the surface, probably at asperity tips that have been

plastically deformed during contact.

Reaction layer

Steel substrate

Figure 6.6. SEM micrograph of the reaction layer formed on the wear track for the steel ball on
stainless steel ring pair, after 3 hours rubbing time.

Figure 6.7 shows the clear evolution of the reaction layer formed on the steel ball when in

contact with the stainless steel ring when the rubbing tests last 6 hours. The initial

localized thin patches of reaction layer, approximately 20 nm, formed after 3 hours,

evolved to a thicker layer (~65 nm) that covered the majority of the wear track.

Figure 6.7. SEM micrograph of the reaction layer formed on the wear track for the steel ball on
stainless steel ring pair, after 6 hours rubbing time.
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The reaction layer formed on the stainless steel ball when in contact with a stainless steel

ring reaches a thickness similar to the layer formed on the steel/steel contact,

approximately 70 nm, after 3 hours rubbing. The surface appears to be homogeneously

covered by the reaction layer, as can be observed in Figure 6.8.

Figure 6.8. SEM micrograph of the reaction layer formed on the wear track for the stainless steel
ball on stainless steel ring pair, after 3 hours rubbing time.

However, cracks ranging from one to several micrometers are present across the whole

layer. Examples of the layer’s cracks are displayed in Figure 6.9. The presence of these

cracks suggests that the layer is not strong enough to withstand the contact conditions

(flash temperature, contact pressure) and starts to break, generating wear debris.

Figure 6.9. Examples of delamination of the layer formed on the stainless steel ball, for stainless
steel ball on stainless steel ring pair, after 3 hours rubbing time
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6.5. Concluding remarks

The influence of different metallic materials was studied using different steel/stainless

steel pairs. The formation mechanisms were found to differ for the different metallic

materials. The presence of a stainless steel specimen has an important effect on the initial

stage of formation of the layer. In a steel/steel contact there is an initial fast reaction that

leads to the coverage of the steel surface and the layer reaching its maximum thickness.

In a steel/stainless steel or stainless steel/stainless steel contact, the rate of formation of

the layer on the surface at the initial stage is lower, what may indicate that the interaction

of the additives with the steel surface is delayed, or affected, by the passive chromium

oxide present on the stainless steel surface.

The results show how different metallic materials lead to the formation of layers that,

despite having a similar thickness, have very different topographies.

The presence of extensive cracks in the layers formed on the stainless steel surface

indicates that the nature of the layers formed on such a surface differs from those formed

on a steel surface. The oxides present on the stainless steel surface may influence the

adhesion properties of the reaction layer. A weaker adhesion of the layer to the surface

could be the reason for the faster degradation observed for those layers.
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CHAPTER 7 

7. Conclusions

The first part of this thesis focused on the effect of the composition of the lubricant on the

formation of ZDDP-derived reaction layers in rolling-sliding contacts. The base oil

polarity was identified as the key lubricant parameter to study.

The results presented in Chapter 3 showed how the base oil polarity influences the

transport of additives to the surface, thereby controlling the thickness of the reaction layer.

Figure 7.1 exemplifies the three different stages that can be identified in the reaction layer

formation process: Activation, wearing-out and equilibrium.
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Figure 7.1. Stages of reaction layer formation: (1) activation, (2) saturation, (3) wearing-out and
(4) equilibrium
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STAGE 1: ACTIVATION

Figure 7.2. Scheme of Stage 1: Activation

Initially, an ACTIVATION stage (Figure 7.2) can be identified as a rate of layer

formation higher than the removal rate. The additive molecules are activated by the

tribological energy and approach the surface. The growth mechanism begins with

reaction events at micro-asperity contacts at the steel surfaces, leading to the formation of

segregated pads. The reaction layer initially develops very rapidly, indicating a very rapid

reaction, with the rate of formation higher than the rate of removal. This suggests that the

layer formation may be strongly catalysed by chemical species generated or released

during rubbing [50], such as soluble Fe2+ or Fe3+. By ligand exchange, the iron ion

replaces the zinc in ZDDP to form a less thermally stable metal dithiophosphate. This

subsequently decomposes [114] at lower temperatures to form an iron phosphate glass in

a reaction similar to that which occurs for ZDDP at higher temperatures. The formation

of an iron phosphate layer on the steel surface predominantly occurs at the beginning of

the experiment, where there is substantial steel-steel contact as no, or hardly any,

protective layer has been formed. This would also establish the autocatalytic reaction so

that ZDDP required for ZDDP to decompose directly [50]. The results obtained from the

different metallic pairs, presented in Chapter 6, support this hypothesis. A lower layer

formation rate is observed at the activation stage when there is a stainless steel specimen

in contact. The passive chromium oxide present on the stainless steel surface would
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initially limit the release of iron ions, therefore slowing down the formation of the layer.

Progressive rubbing under boundary lubrication conditions could cause the removal of

the chromium oxide layer allowing the autocatalytic reaction described above.

The additive activation could also be triggered by triboelectronic processes, such as

exoelectron emission and a subsequent negative ion reaction [119].

SATURATION STAGE 2
WEARING-OUT

STAGE 3
EQUILIBRIUM

• Complete coverage of the
surface slows the rate of
reaction layer formation
• Maximum thickness of the
reaction layer

• Reaction layer reaches a
constant thickness value
(“limiting thickness”)
• Continuous rubbing
causes an evolution on the
reaction layer morphology
(further development of
distinctive features)

• Removal rate is higher
than the layer formation
(wear-out of the saturated
layer)

Figure 7.3. Scheme of saturation, wearing out and equilibrium stages

The reaction layer rapidly develops until reaching saturation. At this point, the steel

surface is completely covered by the reaction layer, which slows the rate of reaction layer

formation. The next stage involves the WEARING-OUT of the layer, where the rate of

formation is lower than the rate of removal. Due to the reaction layer thickness, the iron

(rich) phosphate layer is primarily worn away, and as there is no supply of iron ions

anymore, the new layer formed will have Zn2+ as counter ions. ZDDPs are more

thermally stable, thus the rate of formation is lower than the wear rate of the iron rich

layer. This leads to a decrease in the layer thickness until the final stage of

EQUILIBRIUM between the rate of formation and removal, is reached. At this

equilibrium stage, the layer reaches a constant thickness value or limiting thickness. The

reaction layer will have an iron concentration gradient, richer in iron close to the steel

surface and richer in zinc at the layer/oil interface. At this stage, the zinc rich top layer

will be mainly worn away during rubbing, and as there are few (or none) iron ions
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available, the new reaction layer will be formed with zinc as the counter ion, leading to a

an equilibrium between the rates of formation and removal.

It can be observed that the polarity of the base oil influences the reaction of the ZDDP

additive with the steel surface. A thinner layer is formed when the additive is blended

with the polar oil, due to the higher affinity of the polar base oil molecules for the steel

surface which limits the access of the additive molecules to the surface. Therefore, their

ability to attach and react with the steel surface to form a protective reaction layer is

limited.

The characterization of the reaction layers have shown how the base oil polarity

influences the topography and nanomechanical properties of the reaction layer The

presence of ZDDP leads to the development of non homogeneous, rough reaction layers.

However, the topography of the layers is very different depending on the polarity of the

base oil ZDDP is blended with.

Features with load carrying capacity were only observed on the layers derived from polar

base oil+ ZDDP solutions. This “pad-like” structure may contribute to the lower friction

and better wear protection exhibited by these layers.

The analysis of the chemical composition of the layers showed that the composition is

similar for layers derived from base oils with different polarities. Therefore, the

differences observed in their tribological performance are mainly of mechanical, and not

chemical, origin.

The results showed how a thick layer is not enough to guarantee effective wear protection,

and generally leads to higher friction levels. The desired characteristics of the layer are a

topography incorporating load carrying features which are hard enough to withstand the

load, and elastic enough to be easily shearable, therefore protecting the steel substrate.

The second part of this thesis focused on the influence of slide-roll ratio on the formation

and properties of reaction layers.

The results presented in Chapter 4 showed how shear is a fundamental parameter for the

initial activation of the additives towards the surface. The experimental results were

supported by the Molecular Dynamic simulations presented in Chapter 3. If only
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temperature and pressure were taken into account in the simulation, the ZDDP did not

adsorb onto the surface. However, the ZDDP molecule has a larger surface affinity if

blended with the polar base oil because the first lubricant layer has non zero dipole

moment which attracts the ZDDP.

When shear is applied, under the same conditions of temperature and pressure, the ZDDP

molecules demonstrate a higher surface affinity for the steel if they are dissolved in non-

polar oil and can adsorb onto the surface.

The experimental results showed that independent of the maximum reaction layer

thickness reached at the initial activation stage, the layers reached a limiting thickness

that was very similar regardless of the SRR used. The limiting thickness is determined by

a balance between the rate of growth which is dependent on the additive concentration in

the base oil and contact temperature, and the rate of removal which is determined by wear.

However, the topography of the layers formed at different slide-roll ratios varied greatly,

at the end of the tests. The layers derived from the polar base oil + ZDDP solution were

smoother and seemed to be able to withstand the load at the different operating conditions,

which is reflected in their lower values of friction and wear.

The layers derived from the non-polar base oil + ZDDP solution at low SRR covered the

surface homogeneously, covered but no distinctive features could be identified. When the

slide-roll ratio increased, a pad-like structure orientated in the rolling-sliding direction

developed. The pads have been previously identified as the load carrying features of the

layer [52, 102], and are therefore responsible for the antiwear protection. If the slide-roll

ratio increases further, the layers shows signs of wear as parts of them start to flake off. 

A study of the layer properties at different stages of formation, with a special focus on the

topography, mechanical properties and chemical composition, was performed to

investigate the evolution of the wearing process of the layer. The results presented in

Chapter 5 show that the degradation of the layer observed under certain slide-roll ratios

(Section 4.3), may be due to the constant roughening and hardening experienced by the

reaction layer with increasing rubbing time.
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The evolution of the shape of the features, together with the hardening they experience

can be the origin of the layer degradation. The stresses present at the edge of the features

are high enough to them to break off from the layer, leading to its the degradation and a

consequent increase in wear.

The influence of different metallic materials was studied using different steel/stainless

steel pairs. The results show how different metallic materials lead to the formation of

layers, similar in thickness but with very different topographies. The presence of

extensive cracks on the layers formed on the stainless steel surface indicates that the

nature of the oxides present on the surface influence the adhesion properties of the

reaction layer.
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CHAPTER 8 

8. Future work 

The main focus for the future work will be to extend the knowledge on the effect of

lubricant composition on tribological performance as a function of base oil polarity for a

variety of sulfur and phosphorus based ashless additives, potential candidates to replace

ZDDP in the formulation of commercial lubricants.

On-going work is concern with the effect of base oil polarity on the interactions of

friction modifiers and corrosion inhibitors with antiwear additives.

The second focus will be to study the effects of the reaction layer degradation on the steel

substrate and its possible connection with crack formation and/or crack propagation.

Finite elements simulations will be used to evaluate the stresses on the reaction layer/steel

interface as a function of topography and nanomechanical properties of the layers.

Focused ion beam (FIB) combined with scanning electron microscopy will be used for

direct observation of surface originated damage.
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a b s t r a c t

ZDDP blended in two base oils with different polarities were tested in mixed rolling–sliding conditions.

The results showed significant differences in friction and wear when the additive is blended in the

different oils. When ZDDP is blended in a non-polar base oil, the additive molecules have a better access

to the steel surface, leading to higher adsorption rates than when ZDDP is blended in a polar oil,

resulting in the formation of thicker ZDDP-derived reaction layers and influencing tribological

performance. These results indicate the importance of base oil polarity on the ability of ZDDP to reach

the surface and the influence on tribological performance.

& 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Commercially available lubricants contain base oil and func-
tional additive packages to achieve a desired performance for a
specific application. Antiwear additives are used to react with
surfaces in contact to form a protective layer, which ensures that
sporadic asperity contacts do not lead to severe wear [1].
Typically, these additives are phosphorus and sulphur based, zinc
dialkyl dithiophosphates (ZDDP) being the most widely used.
ZDDP was initially used as an antioxidant, but their excellent
antiwear properties were quickly recognized. It can also act as
mild extreme pressure agent and corrosion inhibitor. ZDDP
additives have been the object of a great deal of research due to
its multifunctional performance and complexity of mechanisms
that lead to it [2–4]. The antiwear function of ZDDP is linked to
the formation of sacrificial reaction layers on rubbing surfaces
from ZDDP decomposition products rather than from intact ZDDP
molecules. These additives may also reduce wear by preventing
hydroperoxides from accumulating in the oil.

A variety of mechanisms have been proposed [5], involving
oxidative (by reaction with hydroperoxides or peroxy radicals)
[6], catalytic (chemisorption on metal, hydrolytic [7]) and thermal
[8] decomposition of the ZDDP. The resulting reaction layers have
heterogeneous composition with the chemical structure of the

starting materials dictating their chemical composition [9,10] and
mechanical properties [11].

Examination of ZDDP-derived layers by X-ray absorption spectro-
scopy (XAS) shows the layers to be composed of a phosphate
structure coordinated by zinc and iron cations from ZDDP and the
substrate [5,9]. Auger electron spectroscopy was used to show that
the surface layer of phosphate is placed on top of a chemisorbed iron
sulfide layer at the reaction layer/metal interface [12]. Using internal
reflectance (IR), the antiwear layer was seen to consist largely of
short-chain amorphous phosphates with metal cations [6,13]. ZDDP-
derived reaction layers formed from secondary alkyl ZDDP on steel
surface are composed of a mixture of short and long chains of
polyphosphate chemically inter-grown with the metal oxide surface
[14] and have high chemical andmechanical stability. Further studies
using X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) suggested that
the film has a layered structure with short-chain polyphosphates in
the bulk, grading to pyro- or ortho-phosphates [15], and longer-chain
polyphosphates on top [10]. A two layer structure for ZDDP derived
reaction layers has been developed using amulti-technique approach
(AES/XPS/XANES) [16]. The ZDDP solid-like layer has a thin long-
chain polyphosphate layer superposed to a thicker short-chain mixed
iron and zinc polyphosphate layer with gradient concentration,
containing embedded nanocrystallites of metal sulphide precipitates
(ZnO and ZnS). No oxide or sulfide layer was found in the interface
between the phosphate and the steel surface.

Scanning force microscopy (SFM) and the related technique
interfacial force microscopy (IFM) have been used to examine ZDDP
derived layers formed by thermal decomposition and by wear testing,
showing different morphology and nanomechanical properties [17].
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Atomic force microscopy (AFM) investigations on the nature of the
antiwear reaction layers have shown that they are laterally and
vertically heterogeneous [18], but a common structure of ridge and
valley regions can be identified. The ridge regions are composed of
large pads, elevated flat regions elongated in the sliding direction,
identified as load bearing areas, which possess a higher indentation
modulus (E�S�85 GPa) and hardness than the surrounding valley
region, which is composed of smaller pads (E�S�30 GPa) [19]. The
large pads are also laterally heterogeneous, with the centre of the
pads being stiffer than the edges. However, recent studies at extreme
loads under boundary lubrication have shown that the formed
ZDDP-derived reaction layers can present modulus �220 GPa and
reach hardness values of 18 GPa [20,21], the surface of the layer being
harder and the bulk more compliant [22]. Chemical composition [18]
andmorphology of the reaction layers have been found to evolve with
rubbing time, from a patchy initial structure to a densely packed
series of pads that are concatenated in the sliding direction and form
an almost complete layer over the steel surface, whereas nanome-
chanical properties are mostly independent of rubbing time [23].

Several studies have proved ZDDP to have detrimental effects
on wear under certain operation conditions [24], and to cause an
increase in friction when the system is operating in mixed and
boundary lubrication regimes [25–27].

The friction andwear behaviours of tribological systems lubricated
with oils containing ZDDP have been mainly studied as a function of
additive structure, concentration, interaction with other additives or
operation conditions, but the effect of base oil in the ZDDP tribological
performance has hardly been addressed [28–30]. When an additive
molecule approaches the steel surface in a lubricating oil, it must be
considered that the steel surface is already completely covered by the
base oil molecules [31]. Hence, it can be stated that the additive
molecule has to compete with the oil for a place on the steel surface.
The polarity of a molecule can be used to measure its affinity towards
the steel surface. When the polarity of the molecule is low, its affinity
towards the surface is low while when the polarity of the molecule is
high, its affinity for the steel surface is also high.

Parameters, like polarity, that describe the base oil–additive
interactions are needed in order to have a good running in,
friction and wear model of lubricated contacts. The work
presented here shows an attempt to propose a base oil–additive
parameter useful in modelling base oil–additive interactions. The
results shows that the tribological performance of ZDDP is
different when blended in base oils with different polarities as
presented further in the following sections.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Lubricants and additives

In order to study the influence of base oil polarity on tribological
performance, two low viscosity model base oils were selected: a
polar base oil, diethylen glycol diethyl ether (DGDE) and a non-polar
oil, n-hexadecane (HeD), both supplied by Acros Organics, NJ, USA. A
fully formulated primary zinc dialkyl dithiophosphate (A&S Chemie,
Tubingen, Germany), with 99% purity, is employed in simple

solution in both base oils without other additives present; 2 and
5 wt% ZDDP solutions were prepared using an ultrasonic bath to
dissolve the additives in the base oils. A 2 wt% ZDDP concentration
was selected, to obtain a nominal composition of 0.2 wt% P, a level
present in commercial gear oils. A 5 wt% ZDDP concentration was
selected to study the effect of further phosphorus saturation on the
surface. The temperature of the lubricant solution remained below
40 1C during the dissolving procedure.

The physical properties of the base oils and the additive are
summarized in Table 1 and the molecular structures are
presented in Fig. 1. The dipole moments were calculated
optimizing the geometry using a semi-empirical approach (AM1
hamiltonian) and the simulation software Hyperchem.

2.2. Test conditions

WAM5 ball-on-disc test rig (Fig. 2; Wedeven Associates, Inc.,
Edgmont, PA, USA) was chosen to evaluate the tribological
performance of additive/base oil blends at controlled temperature,
load, speed and slide–roll ratio (SRR). The ball and the disc are
independently driven, giving the possibility to simulate pure rolling
and various slide–roll ratios. The effect of base oil polarity on
behaviour of ZDDP additives is studied in a mixed rolling/sliding
contact, with wear evenly distributed in the tracks of both
specimens [32]. After the disc was assembled, temperature was
raised to the set value, without applying load. When the system
reached the test temperature, load was applied, the ball–disc
relative position was corrected to pure rolling and the desired slide–
roll ratio was set subsequently. The disc was constantly lubricated,
using a recirculation pumping system attached to the test rig.

The steel balls (20 mm diameter) were of AISI 52100 steel with
hardness 59–66 HRC and an average roughness (Ra) of 10 nm. The
rings were washers (WS 81212) from SKF Cylindrical Thrust Roller
Bearings (CRTB) of AISI 52100 steel with hardness 59–66 HRC and
Ra¼100 nm. The rings were assembled in a holder and attached
to the rotating shaft of the test rig. The specimens were cleaned
prior to testing by successive immersion first in an ultrasonic bath
of petroleum ether for 10 min and then acetone for 10 min.

Base oil polarity effect on ZDDP behaviour was studied in mixed
rolling/sliding contact with a constant slide–roll ratio of 5% (the
slide–roll ratio, or slip, is defined as entrainment speed, or sliding
speed, US¼UB�UR divided by the rolling speed, U¼(UB+UR)/2,
where UB and UR are the ball and ring surface speed in contact,
respectively]. The tribotests were carried out at applied loads of 100
and 600 N, resulting in a maximum Hertz contact pressure of
1.34 GPa (contact diameter 380 mm) and 2.43 GPa (contact diameter
690 mm), respectively. The entrainment speed was set at 0.5 m/s.
Temperature for all the tests was set constant at 90 1C. The tests
were conducted for 1 and 5 h rubbing time. Under these conditions
the system was operating in the boundary lubrication regime.

2.3. Reaction layer characterization

A series of surface analysis techniques have been used to
characterize the additive derived layers in terms of chemical
composition, morphology and nanomechanical properties.

Table 1
Properties of the tested base oils and additive.

Code Description Viscosity at
40 1C (mm/s2)

Viscosity at
100 1C (mm/s2)

Density (kg/l) Dipole
moment (D)

DGDE Diethylen glycol diethyl ether 1.936 1.253 0.883 1.12

HeD Hexadecane 2.982 1.717 0.773 0

ZDDP Zinc dialkyl dithiophosphate – – – 2.91
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2.3.1. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

The surface chemistry of the wear tracks was studied with
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), analysing selected areas,
both at different locations inside and outside the reaction layer.

The X-ray source of the PHI 5000 (ULVAC-PHI, Chanhassen, MN,
USA) is a focused and monochromatic AlKa beam with a diameter
that can be chosen between 10 and 200 mm. The emitted electrons
are collected and retarded with an Omega lens system at an
emission angle of 451. After passing a spherical capacitor energy
analyzer, the electrons are collected by a 16-channel detector. The
system is equipped with a high performance floating-column ion
gun and an electron neutralizer for charge compensation. The
residual pressure was always below 5�10�7 Pa.

The identification of the wear tracks was performed using
scanning X-ray image (SXI), allowing the visualizing of desired
features in the sample.

Small-area XPS spectra were collected with a beam diameter of
100 mm and a power of 25 W in the constant-analyzer-energy
(CAE) mode, using a pass energy of 24.5 eV and a step size of
0.05 eV. Survey spectra were acquired with 187.5 eV pass energy
and a step size of 1 eV. The whole set of spectra (detailed and
survey spectra) was acquired within 60–80 min/area.

XPS data were processed with CASA XPS software (Casasoftware
Ltd., UK). The detailed spectra were fitted with Gaussian–Lorentzian
curves and a Shirley background. Minor charging was observed and
corrected by referencing the aliphatic carbon to 285.0 eV.

2.3.2. Atomic force microscopy

Measurements on rubbed and non-rubbed surfaces were per-
formed with an AFM MFP-3D atomic force microscope (by Asylum
Research, Santa Barbara, CA) in contact, constant force mode using

non-conductive silicon nitride cantilevers with a spring constant
k¼42 N/m and a resonant frequency f0¼300 kHz (Olympus). The
main measurement parameters were a scan size of 80�80 mm2 (512
scan points and 512 scan lines), a scan rate of 0.5 Hz, scan angle of 01
and a set point of 1 nN in contact mode. The recorded data weres
both trace/retrace of height, deflection and lateral force.

Force curves (cantilever spring force as a function of z-piezo
extension) were also determined at fixed positions on the specimens.
Away from the specimen the lever maintains its free deflection, and
first makes a surface contact at S (‘‘snap-in’’). In air, this initial contact
frequently has with a surface layer of adsorbed water vapour or other
contaminants, and is accompanied by formation of a meniscus
around the tip–surface contact [33]. Retraction of the lever results in
an increasing cantilever spring force acting against the meniscus-
related and other adhesive forces, until the ‘‘pull-off’’ force (P) is
reached, when the cantilever jumps back to its free deflection
position. Hysteresis during contact indicates that some plastic
deformation has occurred whilst load was applied to the surface,
due to the presence of a relatively soft surface layer.

2.3.3. Nanoindentation

Mechanical properties of the substrates and ZDDP-derived
reaction layers were investigated using a Hysitron TriboIndenters.
The three-sided diamond Berkovich indenter with an elastic
modulus (Ei) between 1000 and 1140 GPa, a Poisson ratio (ni) of
0.07 and a tip radius of curvature of 120 nm was used. A certain
preset force was applied and the resulting depth of penetration of
the indenter was recorded. Both the loading of the preset force and
the unloading were monitored. The applied load was calibrated to
obtain a penetration depth of 20 nm. The elastic modulus was
extracted using the Oliver–Pharr method from the unloading
section of the force–distance (f–d) curve [34].

2.4. Reaction layer formation

Spacer layer interferometry imaging principle [35] is an in-situ

(inside the tribometers, out of the contact) and post-mortem (after
friction) method [36] to monitor reaction layer formation [37]. Tests
were carried out by rolling/sliding a steel ball on a lubricated steel
disc, to produce a reaction layer on both ball and disc. After a set
running time, motion is halted and a spacer layer and chromium-
coated glass disc are loaded against the wear track on the steel ball.
The lubricant is squeezed out from the contact, but any solid-like
reaction layer formed in the wear track remains. The interference
images produced represent a map of the reaction layer present in the

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of WAM5 ball-on-disc test rig.

Fig. 1. Molecular structure of (a) diethylen glycol diethyl ether, (b) n-hexadecane and (c) primary zinc dialkyl dithiophosphate.
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contact. The colour code obtained is transformed by an algorithm to
reaction layer thickness values. The glass disc was then removed and
the sliding/rolling of the steel ball on the steel disc continued.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Friction and wear

A series of ball-on-disc tests using low viscosity model base
oil/ZDDP solutions were carried out to study the influence of base
oil polarity on friction performance of ZDDP additives. At the
beginning of each test, the coefficient of friction initially decreases
as a function of time, before reaching a steady-state value.
Average steady-state coefficients of friction for the different
solutions at different normal loads are presented elsewhere [38].
The results showed how the coefficient of friction for both
base oils increases when ZDDP is added to the base oils. Previous
studies have shown how ZDDP and other phosphorus-based
antiwear additives cause a significant increase in friction in
thin film, high-pressure, lubricated contacts [32,39,40]. However,
the degree of friction increase is higher when the ZDDP is
blended in n-hexadecane, a non-polar base oil. The concentration
of ZDDP in the blend has a minor effect on the overall friction
behaviour.

The antiwear properties of the reaction layers derived from the
base oil+ZDDP solutions at different slide–roll ratios were also
investigated. The wear track width (WTW; Table 2) was measured
from the balls using a calibrated microscope.

The measured WTWs at a normal contact pressure of 1.3 Gpa
(contact diameter 380 mm) are �400 mm for the three DGDE
solutions. For the HeD solutions, in the absence of ZDDP the wear
track width is significantly lower, �250 mm, whereas when ZDDP is
added the values of the WTW increase to �400 mm. Once present,
concentration of ZDDP in the blend has a minor effect on wear for
the studied operation conditions [21]. Increase in contact pressure
leads to higher wear; however the width is smaller than the
Hertzian contact diameter, 690 mm. The increase in wear observed
when ZDDP is added, particularly to the non-polar base oil, has been
observed in previous studies under pure sliding conditions [41]. At
high concentrations of ZDDP (2–5 wt%) the wear track width, which
was almost constant at lower concentrations of ZDDP (0.1–1 wt%),
increased significantly. The authors attribute this behaviour to the
formation of a layer that cannot withstand the load and breaks
away, which results in higher wear rate due to third-body wear.

3.2. Reaction layer characterization

A series of analyses were performed in the ZDDP-derived
layers to understand the different behaviour observed when the
additive is blended in different base oils.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and X-ray energy diffrac-
tion spectroscopy (EDS) analysis performed on the steel balls at the

end of the tribological tests showed that the traces of elements
present in the components of the additive\ (Zn, P and S) are found
only inside the wear track. EDS spectra showed no traces of the
additive components outside the wear track [38].

3.2.1. Chemical composition

Survey and detailed high-resolution spectra were measured on
the reaction layer formed on the ball using X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy. Survey spectra were used for peak identification
and to check the presence of contaminants. Detailed spectra of
phosphorus 2p, together with zinc 3s, sulphur 2p, carbon 1s,
oxygen 1s, iron 2p and zinc 2p3/2, were recorded to identify the
different chemical states of the species. The detailed spectra
acquired on the reaction layer produced from DGDE+ZDDP are
shown in Fig. 3.

The C 1s peak at 285.3 eV was referred to 285 eV from aliphatic
carbon (C–C, C–H), thus shifting all peak values. The second
contribution was found at 286.7 eV. A third contribution was
found at 289.0 eV and can be assigned to the C–S bond. O 1s
consists of three peaks, all fitted with a fixed FWHM of 1.70 eV.
An initial very small peak was detected at 530.1 eV, which can be
assigned to iron or zinc oxide. Two main contributions were
found: a peak at 532.0 eV, non-bridging oxygen (NBO), which can
be assigned to phosphorus bound in an (poly)phosphate [42], and
a peak at 533.8 eV [42,43], bridging oxygen (BO), which can be
assigned to P–O–C or P–O–P bonding environment. The S 2p peaks
were fitted with a doublet with a fixed area ratio and a delta
between the 2p3/2 and the 2p1/2 of 1.25 eV. The first peak was
detected at 162.6 eV, corresponding to oxidation state �2, S(II),
and can be assigned to sulfides [16,42,44]. The peak found at
168.9 eV corresponds with values reported for an oxidation state
of �6, S(VI), which can be assigned to sulfate groups [45]. The P2p
peak was fitted with a doublet with fixed area ratio and a delta of
0.85 eV. The peak position was found at 134.2 eV, value
corresponding to phosphates [42,46]. The Zn3s peak is found at
140.4 eV, while the peak maximum of Zn2p3/2 was found at
1022.8 eV.

The results obtained for the layer derived from HeD+ZDDP
(Fig. 4) are very similar to those obtained for the layer derived
from DGDE+ZDDP, indicating that base polarity may not have a
great influence on reaction layer chemical composition.

C 1s main peak was found at 285.2 eV and referred to 285 eV
from aliphatic carbon (C–C, C–H), thus shifting all peak values. O
1s consists of two peaks. They were all fitted with a fixed FWHM
of 1.8 eV. The peak at 532.0 eV was assigned to non-bridging
oxygen (NBO), and a peak at 533.5 eV to bridging oxygen (BO).
The values calculated according to the recorded signal indicate
the presence of polyphosphates. The S 2p peak was detected at
162.4 eV and can be assigned to sulfides. The P2p peak was found
at 134.4 eV, indicating a phosphate bonding. The Zn 3s peak is
found at 140.6 eV, while the peak maximum of Zn2p3/2 was
found at 1023.2 eV.

Table 2
Wear track width after 1 h rubbing time at a contact pressure of 1.3 and 2.4 GPa for polar base oil, diethylen glycol diethyl ether, and non-polar oil, n-hexadecane, with

different concentrations of ZDDP.

Wear track width (lm)

Additive concentration (wt%) Diethylen glycol diethyl ether n-hexadecane

P¼1.3 GPa P¼2.4 GPa P¼1.3 GPa P¼2.4 GPa

0% ZDDP 388.6 441.1 256.3 442.7

2% ZDDP 385.1 555.2 402.9 602.5

5% ZDDP 407.7 551.2 408.5 605.3
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3.3. Reaction layer formation

A series of experiments were performed using spacer layer
interferometry imaging to address the influence of oil polarity on
the formation of ZDDP-derived reaction layer. The tests with base
oil+5 wt% ZDDP (steel–steel contact) were re-run at normal loads
of 100 and 300 N, resulting in a maximum Hertz contact pressure
of 1.34 GPa (contact diameter 0.38 mm) and 1.93 GPa (contact
diameter 0.51 mm). The tests were stopped at different time
intervals to allow for reaction layer thickness measurements
using space layer interferometry imaging similar to those done by
Fujita and Spikes [26,27]. However, due to limitations of the
current setup, the tests could be performed only at a temperature
of 40 1C. Under these conditions the EHD film thickness was
calculated at the centre of the contact to be E15 nm for the
different systems. To keep the specific film thickness or lambda
ratio (ratio of the central film thickness to the composite surface
roughness of the two surfaces in contact) constant the entrain-
ment speed was varied accordingly (Table 3). The system was
operating in the boundary lubrication regime.

A series of interference images taken at the centre of the
reaction layer formed on the wear track at different rubbing times
are shown in Fig. 5, for the polar base oil solution, and Fig. 6, for
the non-polar base oil solution.

The development of a patchy ZDDP antiwear reaction layer on
the wear track during rubbing, indicated by the dark areas within
the contact, can be clearly seen in Fig. 6. It is also significant that for
the non-polar base oil solution (HeD+5 wt% ZDDP), the reaction
layers develop more rapidly and are thicker than the reaction layers
derived from the polar base oil solution (DGDE+5 wt% ZDDP). Line
profiles obtained from the images showed that the initial layer
thickness has a similar tendency for the two solutions at different
loads. The initial reaction layer is typically 8–12 nm and the profile
is very smooth. A significant difference can be seen for the non-polar
solution at higher load, where already after a very short rubbing
time, a rougher profile can be observed. A general trend is also seen
regarding the profiles at intermediate times, as they show a
characteristic patchy shape of peaks and grooves, which correspond
to the uneven formation of reaction layer at early stages. The layer
then stabilizes to give a thicker and slightly smoother layer.
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Fig. 3. XPS detailed spectra of C1s, O1s and P2p with Zn3s, S2p, Fe2p and Zn2p of the reaction layer derived from the DGDE+ZDDP solution.
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From the interference images, reaction layer thickness values
were determined at each position across a horizontal profile of the
contact. From those values the mean reaction layer thickness at
the centre of the contact was calculated (Fig. 7).

Considering the mean reaction layer thickness, the two
solutions have clearly different behaviours. The layer derived
from the non-polar solutions (HeD+5 wt% ZDDP) shows rapid
growth in the early stage of rubbing, where the maximum
reaction layer thickness is reached. As rubbing progresses, the
reaction layers reach stable thickness values slightly lower than

that of the maximum reached previously, consistent with the
findings of Topolovec-Miklozic et al. [47]. The layer formed
reaches a ‘‘limiting thickness’’, a consequence of the equilibrium
between reaction layer formation and removal. The polar
solutions, instead, formed very thin reaction layers, and the
initial rapid reaction observed for the non-polar base oil solutions
was not observed due to the low thickness values. Both oil types
show the same behaviour when load is increased. The reaction
layer forms more rapidly and is thicker, resulting in the mean
reaction layer thickness being approximately 10–25% higher.
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Fig. 4. XPS detailed spectra of C1s, O1s, S2p and P2p with Zn3s, Fe2p and Zn2p of the reaction layer derived from the HeD+ZDDP solution.

Table 3
Entrainment speeds.

Lambda ratio (k) Description Contact pressure (GPa) Entrainment speed (m/s)

0.4 DGDE+5 wt% ZDDP 1.3 0.50

0.4 DGDE+5 wt% ZDDP 1.9 0.55

0.4 HeD+5 wt% ZDDP 1.3 0.32

0.4 HeD+5 wt% ZDDP 1.9 0.36
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A thicker layer is formed when the additive is blended in the
non-polar base oil, due to the higher affinity of the polar base oil
molecules for the steel surface. This limits the access of the
additive molecules to the surface and therefore their ability to
attach and react with it to form a protective reaction layer.

The coefficient of friction (m) of boundary lubricated layered
surfaces can be estimated using the following equation:

m¼ tZDDPAZDDPþtsteelAsteel

P
ð1Þ

where m is the coefficient of friction, t the boundary shear
strength, A the real contact area, P the normal load and the
subscripts ZDDP and steel refer to the ZDDP derived reaction layer
and the original steel material, respectively. For the case of
HED+ZDDP, the reaction layer is thicker than that of DEG+ZDDP.
This means that for the same surface roughness, we would expect
larger real contact area with the ZDDP reaction layer. Therefore if
the friction due to ZDDP derived reaction layer is assumed to be
higher [38] then according to Eq. (1) above the thicker the ZDDP
reaction layer the more the contact area, leading to higher degree
of friction increase.

3.4. Topography and nanomechanical properties

The topography and nanomechanical properties of the reaction
layers were studied using atomic force microscopy (AFM) and
nanoindentation, to gain a further understanding of the origin of
their tribological performance.

A series of AFM images of 80�80 mm2 areas of reaction layer
central areas are shown, together with the corresponding line
profiles taken transverse to the rolling–sliding direction. A
reaction layer is formed only on the wear track and not on the
non-contact area. The rolling–sliding direction is from bottom to
top of the displayed images.

Fig. 8 shows the reaction layer topography for the two types of
base oil, DGDE and HeD, when tests were run with pure base oil
and no additives present. The base oil DGDE presents a total
coverage of the initial surface, no surface finishing marks are
visible and a relatively homogeneous layer with no distinctive
features can be observed in the wear track. However, the reaction
layer derived from HeD presents a slight coverage of the initial
surface, as the original surface finishing marks are still visible on
the rubbed surface, also indicating that little wear has occurred.
The polarity of the base oil molecules determines their affinity
towards the steel surface. When the polarity of the molecule is
low, i.e. HeD, its affinity towards the surface is low, while when
the polarity of the molecule is high, its affinity for the steel surface
is also high, i.e. DGDE.

Line profiles show that both surfaces suffer from a slight
roughening process due to the running process, with initial signs
of reaction layer development for diethylen glycol diethyl ether.
However, friction coefficient for DGDE is remarkably higher than
for HeD. The difference in roughness is not enough to explain the
difference observed in friction; therefore the explanation must be
in the properties of the reaction layer itself.

Fig. 9 shows the topography in the centre of the reaction layers
for the solutions of the two types of base oil when 2 wt% ZDDP is
added. Both reaction layers are non-homogeneous and remark-
ably rougher than the layer derived from the base oils alone.
In the reaction layer derived from the solution DGDE+2 wt% ZDDP
it is possible to identify elevated large pads (10–15 mm in length)
elongated in the rolling–sliding direction. The trough regions
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P = 1.9 GPa
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Fig. 5. Series of interference images of the ball wear track for DGDE+5 wt% ZDDP solution showing the evolution of reaction layer thickness as a function of contact

pressure and rubbing time.
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Fig. 6. Series of interference images of the ball wear track for HeD+5 wt% ZDDP solution showing the evolution of reaction layer thickness as a function of contact pressure

and rubbing time.
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exhibit an agglomeration of smaller pads (1–5 mm in length) not
elongated in the rolling–sliding direction. The large pads are
higher than the surrounding features and are flat and relatively
smooth, and hence primarily support the load during the contact
[17]. In the reaction layer derived from HeD +2 wt% ZDDP it is
possible to identify elevated areas composed of small streaks, the
bigger features being elongated in the rolling–sliding direction.
The structure suggests that load is more evenly distributed
through the reaction layer.

In Fig. 10, the reaction layer derived from DGDE+5 wt% ZDDP
presents elevated smooth large pads (20–30 mm in length). These
pads form discontinuous strips elongated in the rolling–sliding
direction. The smaller pads observed in the previous blend are
not present here, the surface being more homogeneously
covered. This is visible as a reduction of roughness of the reaction
layer, which can explain the friction reduction with respect to the

2 wt% blend. Morphology of the reaction layer derived from
HeD+5 wt% ZDDP is remarkably different. It appears more
homogeneous, and considering the image, the surface is com-
pletely covered by pads that seem to have collided together while
growing.

To evaluate the nanomechanical properties of the two different
layers, nanoindentation hardness, H, and reduced elastic modulus,
Er, were determined from load–displacement curves. Elastic
modulus is proportional to the force required to deform the
sample elastically, and hardness is a measure of the resistance of
the material to plastic flow. As an indicator of the overall
deformation behaviour of the layer, the reduced elastic modulus
to hardness ratio, Er/H, was used to evaluate the resistance of the
layers to plastic flow. An example of imaging of the reaction layer
derived from the DGDE+5 wt% ZDDP and HeD+5 wt% ZDDP
solutions is presented in Fig. 11.
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Fig. 11. Imaging of indentation points, inside and outside the additive-derived reaction layers.
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The nanomechanical properties at selected points (inside and
outside the reaction layer), including the Er/H ratio, are summar-
ized in Table 4.

The values obtained for Point 0, outside the wear track,
correspond to previously reported values of reduced elastic
modulus and hardness for AISI 52100 steel. The values for Point
1 and 2, taken inside the reaction layer, correspond to values
reported for phosphate layers [48].

The reaction layer derived from the DGDE+5 wt% ZDDP has
also been analysed, but due to the thickness of the layer, the
substrate is expected to greatly influence the results.

The ZDDP/non-polar base oil (n-hexadecane) solutions have
shown a higher wear, measured as wear track width, than when
ZDDP is blended in a polar base oil (diethylen glycol diethyl
ether). The ZDDP-derived reaction layers formed from the non-
polar solutions are thicker but softer, as shown by the nanoin-
dentation results. This will lead to a lager contact area during the
tribological tests, causing higher wear.

4. Conclusions

Polarity of the base oil influences the tribological performance
of ZDDP additives in rolling/sliding lubricated contacts. This work
presents differences in friction and wear performance as a
function of the type of oil that the additive is blended with.

Polarity of the oil influences growth rate and reaction layer
thickness of ZDDP antiwear layers. The polarity of the molecules
determines the way they approach and attach to the surface,
influencing the final reaction layer thickness, as well as the
structure and characteristics of the reaction layer. A thicker layer
is formed when the additive is blended in the non-polar oil, due to
the higher affinity of the polar base oil molecules for the steel
surface, which limits the access of the additive molecules to the
surface and therefore their ability to attach and react with it to
form a protective reaction layer.

Morphology of the reaction layers derived from polar base oils
solutions consists of large, smooth pads, identified as load
carrying capacity features. The formation of this type of structure,
and the nanomechanical properties of the layer, could explain the
better wear performance exhibited by these layers.
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Effect of base oil polarity on micro and
nanofriction behaviour of base oilzZDDP
solutions

A. Tomala*1, A. Naveira-Suarez2,3, I. C. Gebeshuber1,4,5 and R. Pasaribu2

Ball on disc tribometer and atomic force microscopy (AFM) were used to analyse the effect of

base oil polarity on the friction behaviour of steel–steel contacts lubricated with base oilzzinc

dialkyldithiophosphate (ZDDP) solutions. Understanding the lubrication properties of the first

chemisorbed layer of additives on work pieces yields important information for the optimisation of

lubricant formulation, in particular with regard to the type of additive and amount needed. To

characterise the influence of base oil polarity, two reference base oils [hexadecane (non–polar)

and diethylenglycol (polar)] were blended with different concentrations of C4-ZDDP, and the

solutions were tested. A monolayer of base oil/additive solution was deposited on an ASI 52100

steel plate and scanned in AFM contact mode under various rubbing times and applied load

conditions. An AFM technique was developed to estimate the microscopic values of friction

coefficients showing how the oil polarity contributes to the differences in friction behaviour of the

solution due to the addition of ZDDP. With different base oils [(hexadecane (non-polar base oil)

and diethylenglycol (polar oil)] the authors observed significant different friction behaviours (in

micro scale and nano scale) due to the addition of ZDDP compared to the base oil alone. This

observation may be attributed to the contribution of base oil to transport the ZDDP additive onto

the surface which will be discussed in more details in the paper. These results display the

importance of base oil polarity on the friction behaviour of formulated lubricants containing

additives.

Keywords: ZDDP, Base oil polarity, Friction

Introduction
Commercially available lubricants are formulated pro-
ducts composed of a base oil (or base stock), which is
either mineral or synthetic, and a functional additive
package designed to achieve a required performance for
a specific application.1 Zinc dialkyldithiophosphates
(ZDDP), which have been widely used in the past
decades as additives in engine lubrication oil, were
initially used as an antioxidant, but their excellent
antiwear properties were quickly recognised. They can
also act as mild extreme pressure agents and corrosion
inhibitors. Additives of ZDDP have also been the object

of a great deal of research due to their multifunctional
performance and the complexity of the mechanisms that
lead to it. The antiwear properties of ZDDP additives
arise from their ability to interact chemically with
rubbing metal surfaces to form a protective layer. The
additive decomposes under certain conditions and that
decomposition products react to generate a 50–150 nm
thick layer.2–4 The structure and chemical composition
of the layer have been analysed using advanced spectro-
scopy techniques, such as X-ray photoelectron spectro-
scopy,5–8 Auger electron spectroscopy9,10 and X-ray
absorption near edge spectroscopy,11,12 and found to be
dependent on temperature and tribological conditions.
The layers are composed of a mixture of short and long
polyphosphates13,14 with the presence of sulphides and
oxides in the in the layer bulk.15 A two-layer structure
for the ZDDP derived reaction layers has also been
proposed, where a thin long chain zinc poly(thio)-
phosphate layer is superimposed on a thicker short
chain mixed Fe/Zn polyphosphate layer, containing
embedded nanocrystallites of ZnO and ZnS.16

However, several studies have proved ZDDP to have
detrimental effects on wear under certain operation
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conditions,17 and to enhance friction when the system is
operating in mixed and boundary lubrication
regimes.18,19

Friction and wear of tribological systems depend
strongly on the chemical and physical properties of
atoms and molecules of the interface between the
contacting surfaces in lubricated contacts,20 therefore it
is necessary to study the surfaces at the atomic level to
understand the effect of ZDDP additives on tribological
performance. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) allows
the study of surfaces at the nanoscale, providing a
method of measuring ultra small forces between a single
asperity probe tip and the surface of the sample. AFM
has become a widely used tool in tribology to study dry
lubricant films (i.e. coatings) and also films formed by
liquid lubricants. Concerning the latest, AFM can
provide information of the morphology and topogra-
phy21–23 of reactions films formed by lubricant.
Recording simultaneously lateral and height signals
from the scanning tip, topography and friction can be
obtained in the same time. By recording pull off forces,
adhesion, elastic and viscoelastic properties of the
additive derived layer can be investigated.24 However,
the technique has not been previously used to provide an
insight on the initial stage of additive molecules
attaching to the surface and their friction behaviour.

The base oil polarity has proven to play an important
role in the formation25 and characteristics26 of ZDDP
derived reaction layers. The present study explores the
use of AFM to provide information on the relation
between the friction behaviour of ZDDP derived
reaction layers formed on tribological specimens under
conditions matching the real conditions in bearing
applications (macrotribological tests) and the friction
resulting from using the AFM tip as a simulation for an
asperity contact.27 The objective is to characterise the
origin of the differences observed in friction behaviour
for tribological tests when ZDDP is blended in oils with
different polarity.

Experimental

Macrotribological test
WAM5 ball on disc test rig

WAM5 ball on disc test rig (Wedeven Associates Inc.,
Edgmont, PA, USA) was utilised to evaluate the
tribological performance of additive based oil blends
at controlled temperature, load, entrainment speed and
slide/roll ratio (SRR). The ball and the ring are driven
independently by motors allowing controlled SRR.

Test samples

The steel balls (20 mm diameter) were of AISI 52100
steel with hardness 59–66 HRC and an average rough-
ness Ra of 10 nm. The rings were washers (WS 81212)
from SKF cylindrical thrust roller bearings of AISI
52100 steel with hardness 59–66 HRC and Ra5100 nm.
The rings are assembled in a holder to attach them to the
rotating shaft of the test rig. The specimens were cleaned
before testing by successive immersion first in an
ultrasonic bath of petroleum ether for 10 min and then
acetone for 10 min.

In order to study the influence of base oil polarity
on tribological performance two low viscosity model
base oils were selected: one polar oil, diethylenglycol

diethyleter (DEG) and one non-polar oil, n-hexadecane
(HeD), both by Acros Organics, NJ, USA. Iso-butyl-
zinc dithiophosphate (ZDDP), 99% purity by A&S
Chemie, Tubingen, Germany, was employed in simple
solution in both base oils without other additives present.

Test conditions

Base oil polarity effect on ZDDP behaviour was studied
in mixed rolling/sliding contact. The tribological tests
were carried out at applied normal loads of 100 and
600 N, resulted in a maximum Hertz contact pressure of
1?34 GPa (contact diameter 0?38 mm) and 2?43 GPa
(contact diameter 0?69 mm). The SRR was set constant
at 0?05. [The SRR is defined as sliding speed, or
entrainment speed, US5UB2UR divided by the rolling
speed, U5(UBzUR)/2 where UB and UR are the ball and
ring surface speed in contact respectively]. The entrain-
ment speed was set at 0?5 m s21. Temperature for all the
tests was set constant at 90uC. The tests were conducted
for 1 h rubbing time. Pure base oil and two different
concentrations, 2 and 5 wt-% ZDDP, were tested. Under
these conditions the elastohydrodynamic film thickness
is calculated at the centre of the contact to be y10 nm
for the different systems which indicates that the system
is operating in the boundary lubrication regime.

Nanotribological test
Atomic force microscopy

Measurements were performed with an AFM MFP-3D
atomic force microscope (by Asylum Research, Santa
Barbara, CA, USA) in contact, constant force mode
using non-conductive silicon nitride cantilevers with a
spring constant k50?2 N m21 and a resonant frequency
f0538 kHz (Veeco Instruments, Santa Barbara, CA,
USA).

Test samples

The steel plates used were of AISI 52100 steel with
hardness 59–66 HRC and an average roughness Ra of
10 nm. The same base oils and additives used for the
macrotribological were tested.

Test conditions

The main measurement parameters were: a scan size
from 565 to 80680 mm (512 scan points and 512 scan
lines), a scan rate from 0?5 to 2 Hz, scan angle of 90u,
and a set point (SP) from 10 to 50 nN in contact mode.
The recorded data were both trace/retrace of height,
deflection and lateral force.

Force curves (cantilever spring force as a function of
z-piezo extension) were also determined at fixed posi-
tions on the specimens. Away from the specimen the
lever maintains its free deflection, and first makes a
surface contact at S (‘snap-in’). In air, this initial contact

Table 1 Cantilever specification*

Material Silicon nitride

Thickness t (Nom) 0.6 mm
Thickness t (RNG) 0.59–0.61 mm
Bottom layer back 15 nm of Cr
Top layer back 60 nm of Au
Tip specification
Geometry Cast
Tip height h 2.5–3.5 mm
Tip radius (Nom) 20 nm
Length L, mm 140
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is frequently with a surface layer of adsorbed water
vapour or other contaminants, and is accompanied by
formation of a meniscus around the tip–surface contact.
Retraction of the lever results in an increasing cantilever
spring force acting against the meniscus related and
other adhesive forces, until the ‘pull-off’ force P is
reached, when the cantilever jumps back to its free
deflection position. Hysteresis during contact indicates
that some plastic deformation has occurred while load
was applied to the surface, due to the presence of a
relatively soft surface film.

In order to compare the conditions in the AFM tests
with ball on disc experiments, the authors estimate AFM
single asperity contact pressure. For the tip we used for
these measurements the radius is 20 nm and the
maximum applied load of 50 nN, therefore the range
of contact pressure is in the order 100 MPa.

Friction calculations

Bhushan introduced two methods to measure friction.28

For the present measurements the lateral force technique
was used since it is described as more reliable and
objective. The sample is scanned perpendicularly to the
long axis of the cantilever beam and the lateral force
signals in trace and retrace (LT, LRT) are recorded.

In this arrangement, as the sample moves under the
tip, the friction force will cause the cantilever to twist.
Therefore the signal intensity between the left and the
right detectors will be different, denoted as FFM signal
[(L2R)/(LzR)].

This signal can be related to the degree of twisting,
hence to the magnitude of friction force. By changing
the SP parameter in the feedback loop, the normal force
applied between probing tip and sample surface can be
changed.

The scan sizes were 565 mm, consisting of 512 scan
lines with 512 scan points each.

First, the average value of all of the 512 lines with 512
points for lateral trace LTVavg and lateral retrace
LRTVavg from every scan were calculated. To obtain
the friction force value (FFV), these two mean values
have to be subtracted from each other, and divided by
two,28 see equation (1)

FFV~
jLTVavg{LRTVavgj

2
(1)

The measurements of the FFVs were repeated ten times
in every environment to obtain representative and
repeatable results.

Assuming that the friction in nanoscale follows
Amonton’s law, the friction force is given by equa-
tion (2)

FFV~m(SPzF0) (2)

where m is the friction coefficient, the SP is the applied

load and F0 is a force constant. Following the procedure
suggested by Beake et al.,29 the force constant is nearly
equal to the pull off force determined from the force
distance curves ,therefore the friction coefficient can be
calculated using equation (3)

m~
FFV

(SPzF0)
(3)

Usually, the FFV and SP values are given in volts as
acquired from lateral force measurements. However, the
results can be easily compared with each other because
findings in Volts are connected with the forces between
tip and surface. In order to obtain commonly used units
(newton), the lateral force needs to be calibrated by the
determination of the slope of deflection versus LVDT.
The calibration delivers an accurate value of the inverse
optical lever sensitivity (InvOLS) describing the sensi-
tivity of the detector–cantilever combination. With the
knowledge of the accurate value of InvOLS, it is possible
to calculate FFV and SP in Newton as follows

FFV Vð Þ|InvOLS (nm V{1)|

spring constant (nN nm{1)~FFV nNð Þ (4)

SP Vð Þ|InvOLS (nm V{1)|

spring constant (nN nm{1)~SP nNð Þ (5)

Results and discussion

Friction
A series of ball on disc tests with different base oil/
additives blends were conducted under the conditions
described before. In the beginning of teach tests, the
coefficient of friction is decreasing as a function of time
for a period of time and stayed constant afterwards. The
coefficients of friction of the different solutions at
different normal loads are shown in Table 2.

As can be seen from Table 2 the coefficient of friction
increases when ZDDP is present in the lubricant.
However, one can notice that the degree of friction
increase is higher for the case of hexadecane base oil.

Surface analysis
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy dis-
persive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) analysis performed on
the balls after tribological tests showed that the traces of
elements present in the additives are only found inside
the rubbing track. No traces of additive reaction could
be found outside the rubbing track. Further analysis
revealed that the traces of additive are only found at the
asperity tip where the real contact is occurred. An
example of SEM and energy dispersive X-ray spectro-
scopy analysis is presented in Fig. 1.

Table 2 Steady state coefficient of friction after 1 h rubbing time for polar base oil diethylenglycoldiethyleter and non-
polar oil hexadecane with different contents of ZDDP

n-hexadecane Diethylenglycol dibutyl ether

P51.3 GPa P52.4 GPa P51.3 GPa P52.4 GPa

0% ZDDP 0.080 0.060 0.125 0.100
2% ZDDP 0.120 0.080 0.140 0.105
5% ZDDP 0.110 0.085 0.135 0.110
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Surface roughness of the rubbing track after each
experiment was analysed using WYKO optical profil-
ometer and the results are shown in Fig. 2.

It is apparent from Fig. 2 that the addition of ZDDP
increases surface roughness in both base oils, however,
the roughening of the layer is more prominent when
ZDDP is blended in the polar base oil. The authors’
investigations using an adapted interferometry techni-
que25,26 suggest that the reaction layer formed when
ZDDP is blended in a non-polar base oil is thicker than
the reaction layer derived from polar base oil ZDDP
solution. The interaction of the base oil molecules with
the additive molecules determine the reaction layer
formed and it is in the origin of the different tribological
behaviour observed. The different characteristics of the
ZDDP derived layer formed on rubbing surfaces are

thought to be responsible for the difference in the
measured coefficient of friction.

Atomic force microscopic results
The objectives of the experiments under oil were to
establish the feasibility of imaging and friction force
measurement, and to investigate the possibility of using
the AFM tip to simulate a single asperity contact in a
tribological situation, thereby providing a route to study
additive derived layer formation processes28 and explain
the differences observed in the macrotribological tests.

To understand the nature of interaction between the
cantilever tip and the surface, the deflection displace-
ment curves were recorded, before every measurement.
Figure 3 shows the deflection of the cantilever tip as a
function of the distance from the film surface. In all

a

b

1 Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy spectra and SEM images a inside and b outside rubbing track of specimen

tested with DEGz2 wt-% ZDDP

2 Comparison of roughness after tribo tests
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cases, a full line indicates the tip approach to the surface
and a dashed line represents the tip being pulled away
from the surface. The vertical separation between the
point where the tip was touching the film A and the
point where the tip was pulled off the film B together
with the spring constant of the cantilever (0?22 nN nm21)
were used to calculate the pull off (adhesive) force.30 The
pull off forces for samples with DEGz0%ZDDP,
DEGz5%ZDDP, DEGz90%ZDDP were 16?8, 70?4
and 66?7 nN respectively. It can clearly be seen that the
pull off force decreases significantly with the addition of
ZDDP, with respect to the value obtained for pure base
oil. The pull off forces values when ZDDP was added to
the base oil were very similar for any additive con-
centration. This fact is related to some plastic deforma-
tion that occurred due to the presence of a relatively soft
surface film.

Additionally, pull of force comparisons between pure
DEG and pure HeD base oils were carried out. Figure 4
shows the deflection of the cantilever tip as a function of
the distance from the surface.

The pull off force values of these samples are similar
indicating that under these rubbing conditions there is
no layer formation in the absence of ZDDP additive.

In Table 3 detailed information about AFM measure-
ments and calculation is summarised.

Figure 5 shows the dependency of FFV (representa-
tive of friction coefficient) versus set point (representa-
tive of load) for DEG mineral oil without and with
additives is different concentrations.

Since results for HeD were very similar to those
for DEG and they are presented in the following
figures.

The friction additive concentration relation observed
in the nanoscale measurements shows the same tendency
as observed in the macrotribological tests, i.e. increase in
friction by addition of ZDDP.

Figure 6 shows the dependency of FFV versus scan
speed.

As can be seen from Fig. 6 the scanning speed does
not significantly influence FFVs.

3 Pull of force curves of investigated samples
4 Pull of force curves of surface with DEG and HeD oil

Table 3 Atomic force microscopic data

DEGz0% ZDDP

Set point,
V

Set point,
nN

Scan speed,
mm s21 FFV, V FFV, nN

Spring constant,
nN nm21

Defl INVOLVS,
nm V21

Distance,
nN

m friction
coefficient

1 10.405 12.52 0.0042 0.044 0.235 44.18 16.863 0.002
1 10.405 37.56 0.0041 0.042 0.235 44.18 16.863 0.002
3 3..215 12.52 0.0110 0.114 0.235 44.18 16.863 0.002
3 31.215 37.56 0.0181 0.188 0.235 44.18 16.863 0.002
5 52.025 12.52 0.0156 0.163 0.235 44.18 16.863 0.003
5 52.025 37.56 0.0245 0.255 0.235 44.18 16.863 0.004

DEGz5% ZDDP

1 9.105 12.52 0.0058 0.05 0.224 40.60 74.779 0.001
1 9.105 37.56 0.0075 0.07 0.224 40.60 74.779 0.001
3 27.314 12.52 0.0145 0.13 0.224 40.60 74.779 0.001
3 27.314 37.56 0.0145 0.13 0.224 40.60 74.779 0.001
5 45.523 12.52 0.0208 0.19 0.224 40.60 74.779 0.002
5 45.523 37.56 0.0185 0.17 0.224 40.60 74.779 0.001

DEGz90% ZDDP

1 9.556 12.52 0.0801 0.76 0.229 41.63 66.71 0.010
1 9.556 37.56 0.0876 0.83 0.229 41.63 66.71 0.012
3 28.670 12.52 0.0688 0.66 0.229 41.63 66.71 0.007
3 28.670 37.56 0.1169 1.11 0.229 41.63 66.71 0.012
5 47.783 12.52 0.0840 0.80 0.229 41.63 66.71 0.007
5 47.783 37.56 0.0919 0.87 0.229 41.63 66.71 0.008
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Additional experiments were performed to study the
effect of rubbing time on friction for DEG base oil with
or without the additive and for HeD.

Figure 7 presents behaviour of FFVs with number of
scans.

It can be assumed from Fig. 7 that in nanoNewton
load range there is no influence of rubbing time on
FFVs. There is no evidence for the build-up of an
antiwear film.

In order to compare conditions in the AFM wear test
with those in the ball on disc test, the authors may a
crude estimation of the peak AFM local contact
pressure, assuming an elastic Hertzian contact with a
tip radius of 10–50 nm and an applied load of 500 nN,
to be of the order of 1 GPa. In the WAM ball running at
100 and 600 N load, the calculated Hertzian contact of
1?34 GPa (contact diameter 0?38 mm) and 2?43 GPa
(contact diameter 0?69 mm). In case of single asperity
contact with AFM tip and sample, there does not appear
to be evidence for the presence of a reacted ZDDP based
layer in the AFM images. This is perhaps not surprising
given that the AFM test is carried out at room
temperature with a maximum scan speed of 30 mm s21,
whereas in a pin on disc experiment the parts may move
with peak relative velocities of the order of several
metres per second over several hours with oil tempera-
tures in the range 80–120 C.

Conclusions
The results presented here clearly show that base oil
polarity changes the tribological behaviour and the
effect it makes when ZDDP is added. Non-polar base oil
(HeD) ZDDP solution generates a tribofilm more
rapidly and thicker than that of polar base oil (DEG)
ZDDP solutions. The nature of ZDDP as polar
molecules will of course make ZDDP to have higher

probability to reach the steel surface when dissolved in
non-polar oil compared to the case when dissolved in
polar base oil. Furthermore, since it is known that the
reaction layer formed by ZDDP increases friction, the
amount of the ZDDP reaction layer on the rubbing
track will also determine the degree of friction increase.
Therefore, since the authors observed that for the case of
non-polar base oil the reaction layer is thicker compared
with that of polar base oil, the increase of the degree of
friction is also expected to be higher. The same tendency
was observed for the test carried out using AFM, for
different additive concentrations and applied loads,
showing the connection between the phenomena occur-
ring at the atomic level and the overall macroscopic
behaviour. Atomic force microscopic force distance
curves indicate the existence of soft surface layer when
ZDDP is added to the base oil for any additive
concentration. Micromechanical properties of this layer
are important in relation to the formation action of
antiwear film during severe tribological stresses.
Unfortunately, AFM scanning in base oil containing
ZDDP, at a high load and scan rate did not lead to the
build-up of an anti wear film. This fact shows that single
asperity contact temperatures during AFM scans are
much lower compared to those presented in real
machine parts.27 However, this technique is a perfect
choice for investigation of already built-up layers after
tribological tests, their morphology, topography and
micromechanical properties, additionally deflection dis-
placement measurements allow to understand adhesion,
elastic and viscoelastic characteristics.

The polarity of the base oil molecules determines the
way the additive molecules can reach and attach to the
surface, influencing the final structure and character-
istics of the ZDDP derived reaction layer.
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Summary: Functional additives, particularly
extreme pressure and antiwear additives, in for-
mulated oil will compete to adsorb and function in
tribological contacts. A low-polarity commercial
base oil, poly-a-olefin (PAO), blended with zinc
dialkyl dithiophosphates (ZDDP) has been studied.
The tribological performance was evaluated using
a ball-on-disk test rig under mixed rolling–sliding
conditions in the boundary lubrication regime at
901C. An adapted in situ interferometry technique
was used to monitor the additive-derived reaction
layer formation. The thickness of the reaction layer
evolves with rubbing until reaching a limiting
thickness value of approximately 70 nm. The evo-
lution of the topography and mechanical proper-
ties of the ZDDP-derived reaction layer with
rubbing time were studied using Atomic Force
Microscopy. A constant roughening and hardening
of the additive-derived layer with rubbing time is
observed and related to the different tribological
performance of the layer at different rubbing
times. SCANNING 32: 294–303, 2010. r 2010
Wiley Periodicals, Inc.

Key words: additives, AFM, atomic force microscopy,
boundary layers formation, boundary lubrication,
morphology, nanowear, reaction layer, ZDDP

Introduction

Extreme pressure (EP) and antiwear additives
(AW) control the performance of lubricants in the
mixed and boundary lubrication regimes. Perfor-
mance-enhancing properties of these additives are
very important as, if oil lacks lubricating ability,
excessive wear and friction can occur (American
Society for Metals 1992). The main elements, which
are responsible for the EP and AW action, are sulfur
and phosphorus, respectively (Sakamoto et al.
1985).

Metal dialkyl dithiophosphate compounds have
been used in lubricating oils due to their multi-
functional performance as AW, EP, friction mod-
ifying, antioxidant and corrosion inhibiting
additives. Dialkyl dithiophosphates of different
metals, such as molybdenum (Sarin et al. 1994),
cadmium (Jianqiang et al. 2005), copper (Zhang
et al. 1998), titanium, gadolinium (Boshui et al.
1996), iron, antimony, and other metals, have been
introduced in lubricants, albeit zinc dialkyl dithio-
phosphates (ZDDP) are the most widely used
(Barnes et al. 2001; Georges et al. 1979; Watkins
and Spedding 1982; Spedding and Watkins 1982;
Gellman and Spencer 2002).

ZDDP reacts with the surface in contact to form
protective reaction layers. A variety of mechanisms
have been proposed (Bancroft et al. 1997) for the
formation of the ZDDP-derived reaction layers,
involving oxidative (by reaction with hydroper-
oxides or peroxy radicals) (Willermet et al. 1995a),
catalytic (chemisorption on metal, hydrolytic,
Spedding and Watkins 1982), and thermal (Coy
and Jones 1981) decomposition of the ZDDP. The
additive decomposes under certain conditions and
the decomposition products react to generate a
50–150 nm thick layer (Bec et al. 1999; Fujita and
Spikes 2004; Minfray et al. 2004). The resulting
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reaction layers have a heterogeneous composition
with the chemical structure of the starting materials
dictating their chemical composition (Fuller et al.
1997; Yin et al. 1993). The structure and chemical
composition of the layer have been analyzed using
advanced spectroscopy techniques, such as X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (Bird and Galvin 1976;
Eglin et al. 2003; Piras et al. 2003; Heuberger et al.
2007a,b), Auger electron spectroscopy (Minfray
et al. 2006), and X-ray absorption near edge spec-
troscopy (Fuller et al. 1997; Yin et al. 1997), and
found to be dependent on temperature and tribo-
logical conditions. The layers are composed of
a mixture of short and long polyphosphates
(Bancroft et al. 1997; Willermet et al. 1997) with
the presence of sulfides and oxides in the layer bulk
(Willermet et al. 1995b). A two-layer structure for
the ZDDP-derived reaction layers has also been
proposed, where a thin long chain zinc poly(thio)-
phosphate layer is superimposed on a thicker short
chain mixed Fe/Zn polyphosphate layer, contain-
ing embedded nanocrystallites of ZnO and ZnS
(Martin et al. 2001).

However, several studies have proven ZDDP to
have detrimental effects on wear under certain op-
eration conditions (Torrance et al. 1996) and to
enhance friction when the system is operating in
mixed and boundary lubrication regimes (Taylor
et al. 2000; Taylor and Spikes 2003).

Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) allows the
study of surfaces at the nanoscale, providing a
method of measuring ultra small forces between a
single asperity probe tip and the surface of the
sample. Therefore, it is a suitable instrument to
study engineering surfaces under dry or wet condi-
tions with atomic resolution. Thus, the atomic-scale
origins of friction could be observed with this
technique. Transition from single (nanoscale) as-
perity to multiple asperity contacts holds the pro-
mise to predict tribological behavior. AFM was
previously used to address the nanoscale origins of
the effect of base oil polarity on friction and wear
behavior of ZDDP-derived reaction layers (Tomala
et al. 2009) using low-viscosity model base oils.
Force vs. distance plots are often used to measure
the interaction forces between the tip and the sur-
face, by pushing the tip against the surface, and then
separating the tip and surface. From this data
adhesion, indentation and layer elasticity can be

studied. It was found that base oil polarity determines
the transport of additives to the surface thereby
controlling the maximum reaction layer thickness,
friction and wear, as well as the morphology of the
additive-derived reaction layer. However, the reaction
layer chemical composition is not strongly influenced
by the base oil polarity (Naveira-Suarez et al. 2009).
The same behavior was observed when using ZDDP
in solution with commercial base oils of different
polarities and among the operating conditions, shear
was identified as a fundamental parameter on
the activation of additives on rubbing steel surfaces
and the properties of the derived reaction layer
(Naveira-Suarez et al. 2010). In this article, we study
the evolution of the reaction layer with rubbing time
and its nanofriction and nanowear behavior, to
further understand the differences observed in the
friction and wear performance.

Materials and Methods

Test Samples

The Ø20-mm steel balls were AISI 52100 steel
with hardness 59–66 HRC and an average rough-
ness (Ra) of 10 nm. The rings were washers (WS
81212) from SKF Cylindrical Thrust Roller
Bearings of ASI 52100 steel with hardness 59–66
HRC and Ra5 100 nm. The specimens were
cleaned before testing by successive immersion first
in an ultrasonic bath of petroleum ether for 10 min
and then acetone for 10 min.

Lubricant

The lubricant selected as the base oil was poly-a-
olefin (PAO), a synthetic non-polar oil. PAO was
chosen over mineral oil because of its purity, as
mineral oil has a relatively high concentration of
sulfur, which might interfere with the additives. The
physical properties, sulfur and phosphorus content,
obtained by X-ray fluorescence analysis of the base
oil samples before testing, are summarized in
Table I.

It is assumed that the addition of the additives
does not significantly change the viscosity of the
bulk solution.

TABLE I Base oil properties

Code
Kinematic

viscosity at 401C (mm2/s)
Kinematic

viscosity at 1001C (mm2/s)
Sulfur

content (wt%)
Phosphorus

content (wt%)

PAO 24.6 5.1 0.00055 o0.00030

PAO, poly-a-olefin.
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A fully formulated iso-C4-zinc dialkyl dithio-
phosphate (ZDDP), with 99% purity is employed
in simple solution in both base oils without other
additives present. 2 wt% ZDDP solutions were
prepared using an ultrasonic bath to dissolve the
additives in the base oils. The temperature of
the lubricant solution remained below 401C during
the dissolving procedure.

Macro-Tribological Tests

SKF-WAM5 ball-on-disk test rig (Wedeven
Associates, Inc., Edgmont, PA) enables the perfor-
mance of a variety of tests to evaluate the tribolo-
gical performance of additive/base oil blends under
controlled contact conditions. The ball and the disk
are independently driven, giving the possibility to
simulate pure rolling and various slide-roll ratios
(SRR). The SRR, or slip ratio, is defined as the
sliding speed US5UB–UR divided by the entrain-
ment speed, or rolling speed, U5 (UB1UR)/2,
where UB and UR are the ball and ring surface speed
in contact, respectively.

The effect of rubbing time in the morphology and
properties of the ZDDP-derived reaction layer is
studied in a mixed rolling/sliding contact, with wear
evenly distributed in the tracks of both specimens.
The tribotests were carried out at an applied load of
300 N, which resulted in a maximum Hertzian
contact pressure of 1.9 GPa (contact diameter
540 mm) at a SRR5�10%. The temperature was
set constant at 901C for all the tests. The specific
film thickness or lambda ratio (the ratio of the
central film thickness to the composite surface
roughness of the two surfaces is contact) was set
constant at 0.4 and the entrainment speed was set
accordingly to 0.25 m/s. The system was operating
in the boundary lubrication regime.

Spacer Layer Interferometry

Spacer layer interferometry imaging principle
(Cann et al. 1996) is used as an in situ (inside the
tribometer, out of the contact) and post mortem
(after friction) method (Donnet 1998) to monitor
reaction layer formation (Fujita and Spikes 2004).
Tests are carried out by rolling/sliding a steel ball on
a lubricated steel disk, to produce a wear track on
both ball and disk. Motion is halted and a spacer
layer and chromium-coated glass disk are loaded
against the wear track on the steel ball. The
lubricant is squeezed out from the contact, but any
solid-like reaction layer remains. A contact is
formed between the reflective steel ball and the flat

surface of a glass disk, which is coated with a thin
chromium layer and a thicker silica spacer layer.
White light is shown through the glass disk into the
contact, where some of the light is reflected from the
semi-reflecting chromium layer while the rest passes
through the spacer layer and any transparent reac-
tion layer present. Because the two beams have
travelled different distances, they interfere con-
structively and destructively at wavelengths depen-
dent on the path difference, to produce a colored
interference image (Cann et al. 1996). The inter-
ference image produced is frame-grabbed and the
color of each pixel is analyzed to determine the
corresponding path difference and thus layer
thickness, based on a calibration procedure. The
interference images are a map of the reaction layer
present in the contact. Once the image of the reac-
tion layer formed at the rubbing steel ball is taken,
the glass disk is then removed and the sliding/rolling
of the steel ball on the steel disk continues.

Nanotribological Tests: AFM

AFM and Lateral Force Microscopy (LFM)
images of the wear track after the tribotests were
obtained with an AFM MFP-3D (Asylum
Research, Santa Barbara, CA) in ambient condi-
tions. Silicon nitride tips (supplied by Veeco) on a
V-shaped triangular cantilever with a low spring
constant were used for nanotribological tests (fric-
tion measurements). Silicon tips on an aluminium-
coated cantilever (OLYMPUS OMCL-HA) were
used to perform nanowear tests. The important
features of both cantilever types used for the study
are listed in Table II. The cantilevers were calibrated
for topography mode and pull-off force mode using
a silicon chip. The value of spring constant for
silicon nitride tips was 0.1 N/m, and for silicon tips

TABLE II Major features of the cantilever used for the AFM
study

Cantilever V
type VEECO
(Topography
and LFM)

Cantilever
OLYMPUS
OMCL-HA
(Scratching,

nanowear test)

Material Si3N4 Si coated with Al
Cantilever spring

constant
0.1 N/m 42 N/m

Cantilever arm
length, width

140 mm, 18 mm 160 mm, 50 mm

Resonance
frequency

38 kHz 300 kHz

Full tip opening
angle

351 –

Tip radius 10 nm o10 nm
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was 42 N/m. The scan area was 5� 5 mm2. Images
were recorded in the contact mode, i.e. the feedback
electronics and the corresponding software was used
to keep the cantilever at constant deflection mea-
suring the sample topography. In order to obtain
the maximum LFM signal (torsion motion), the
sample was scanned along the direction perpendi-
cular to the cantilever long axis. The lateral force
was evaluated from the difference in the torsional
signals (displayed as output voltage) at forward and
reverse scans on the lateral force (friction) loop. For
each applied force, 512 lateral force loops on an
area of 5 mm2 were obtained from different regions.
For wear measurement, all samples were scratched
40 times using a silicon tip on an aluminium-coated
cantilever with a very high spring constant (42 N/m).
The load applied to cantilever was 22 mN (equal to
set point of 8 V), the scratching speed was 25 mm/s,
scanning direction was perpendicular to the canti-
lever long axis and perpendicular to the wear track
direction. After the scratching, topography of the
scratched area was measured. The extent of wear was
estimated by determining the average depth and
width of the scratched area.

Results and Discussion

Macrotribological Tests

A series of interference images of the centre of the
wear track derived from the PAO1ZDDP solution
(low-polarity base oil) from the rubbing times are
shown in Figure 1. In all the images, the sliding
direction is from bottom to top. It can be seen that a
reaction layer, evidently from the color scale in the
images, develops differently due to the increase on
rubbing time.

From the interference images, reaction layer
thickness values were determined at each position
across a horizontal profile of the contact. From those
values, the mean reaction layer thickness at the centre
of the contact was calculated. The AW properties
and average friction coefficient of the reaction layers
derived from PAO1ZDDP solutions at different
rubbing times were also investigated. The wear track
width (WTW) was measured from the balls using a
calibrated optical microscope. The friction coefficient
is continuously recorded during the tribological tests
and from these data the average friction coefficient is
calculated. The results are summarized in Table III.

The evolution of the ZDDP-derived reaction
layer thickness shows how initially a thick layer
quickly develops with rubbing time, before stabi-
lizing at a ‘‘limiting thickness.’’ It is possible to
identify an initial activation stage when the additive
molecules are activated by the tribological energy
and approach the surface. The growth mechanism
begins with distinct reaction events on micro-
asperity contact at the steel surfaces, leading to
distinct segregated pads. The reaction layer develops
initially very rapidly with the rate of formation
being higher than the rate of removal. This suggests
that the layer formation may be strongly catalysed
by chemical species generated or released during
rubbing (Fujita and Spikes 2004), such as soluble
Fe21 or Fe31. By ligand exchange, the iron ion
replace the zinc in ZDDP to form a less thermally
stable metal dithiophosphate, which subsequently
decomposes (Piras et al. 2003) at lower temperatures
to form iron phosphate glass in a reaction similar to
that which occurs for ZDDP at higher temperatures
The formation of an iron phosphate layer on the
steel surface predominantly occurs at the beginning
of the experiment where there is substantial steel–
steel contact as no, or hardly any, protective layer
has formed. This would also establish the auto-
catalytic reaction so that ZDDP can subsequently
decompose directly (Fujita and Spikes 2005). The
process can also be triggered by triboelectronic
processes, such as exoelectron emission, and a
subsequent negative ion reaction (Kajdas 2005).

The reaction layer rapidly develops until reaching
saturation. At this point, the steel surface is

Fig 1. Series of interference images from different positions
of the wear track for PAO1ZDDP at rubbing times t5 5, 15,
30, 60, and 180 min. ZDDP, zinc dialkyl dithiophosphates;
PAO, poly-a-olefin.

TABLE III Wear track width, friction coefficient, and reaction layer thickness

Parameters

Sample Rubbing time (min) Average friction coefficient, m Wear track width (mm) Reaction layer thickness (nm)

ZDDP1 5 0.08670.002 540.174.4 13.372.3
ZDDP2 15 0.09270.001 503.772.5 53.371.2
ZDDP3 30 0.08970.002 508.372.6 70.872.1
ZDDP4 60 0.08370.005 574.372.5 79.471.2
ZDDP5 180 0.09870.003 589.972.0 72.771.5
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completely covered by the reaction layer, which slows
the rate of reaction layer formation. The next stage
involves a wearing-out of the layer, being the rate of
formation lower than the rate of removal. Owing to
the reaction layer thickness, primarily the iron (rich)
phosphate layer is worn, and as there is no supply of
iron ions anymore the new layer formed will have
Zn21 as counter ion. ZDDPs are more thermally
stable; thus, the rate of formation is smaller than the
wear of the iron rich layer leading to a decrease in the
layer thickness until a final stage of equilibrium,
between the rate of formation and removal, is
reached. At this equilibrium stage, the layer reaches a
constant thickness value or limiting thickness. The
reaction layer will have an iron gradient being richer
in iron close to the steel surface and richer in zinc at
the layer/oil interface. At this stage, primarily the
zinc rich top layer will be worn during rubbing and as
there are few (or none) iron ions available the new
reaction layer will be formed with zinc as counter ion,
leading to an equilibrium in the rates of formation

and removal (Naveira-Suarez et al. 2010). The initial
WTW measured in sample ZDDP1, after 5 min
rubbing, corresponds with the Hertzian contact dia-
meter. The continuous rubbing leads to lower WTW
values that indicate how the formation of a reaction
layer protects the steel surface. However, the rubbing
progression leads to a later increase in the WTW, as
observed in sample ZDDP4, which also stabilizes
with rubbing time.

Nanotribological Tests

In order to understand the nature of the inter-
action between the cantilever tip and the formed
reaction layer, the deflection displacement curves
were recorded. Figure 2 shows the deflection of the
cantilever tip as a function of the distance from the
reaction layer formed in the rubbing steel surfaces.
The solid line indicates the tip approach to the
surface, whereas the dashed line represents the tip
being pulled away from the surface. The vertical
separation between the point where the tip was
touching the layer and the point where the tip was
pulled away from it together with spring constant of
the cantilever (0.1 nN/nm) were used to calculate the
pull-off (adhesive) force (Bhushan 2005), see
Table IV.

Figure 2 shows that with increasing the ZDDP-
derived reaction layer thickness, the force needed to
pull-off the cantilever from the surface also in-
creases. This fact is related to high adhesion and
plastic deformation, due to the presence of a soft
surface layer formed by ZDDP. For sample
ZDDP1, the reaction layer is thin (13.3 nm) and
does not cover the surface homogenously. Short
deflection displacement curve is due to contact of
the cantilever with asperities from steel surface while
engaging. For sample ZDDP4, after 1 h test, the
additive-derived reaction layer becomes stable and
harder, as suggested by the nanowear results
(Table V, Figs. 4, 6, 8, and 10), as the adhesion
forces are subsequently reduced.

The three-dimensional AFM images showing the
topographies of the ZDDP-derived layers are illu-
strated in Table V (Figs. 3, 5, 7, and 9). Section
graphs attached to the AFM images show the height

Fig 2. The deflection of the cantilever tip as a function of the
distance from the wear track surface for all the investigated
samples.

TABLE V AFM images showing the topographies of the investigated samples before and after nanowear indentation with section
graphs of height distribution for wear volume calculation

Before indentation After indentation

ZDDP1–PAO1ZDDP, 300 N, 901C, 0.25 m/s, (�)10% SRR – 5 min ZDDP1 V5 0.272 mm3

ZDDP2–PAO1ZDDP, 300 N, 901C, 0.25 m/s, (�)10% SRR–15 min ZDDP2 V5 0.425 mm3

ZDDP3–PAO1ZDDP, 300 N, 901C, 0.25 m/s, (�)10% SRR–30 min ZDDP3 V5 0.475 mm3

ZDDP4–PAO1ZDDP, 300 N, 901C, 0.25 m/s, (�)10% SR–1 h ZDDP4 No wear scare

TABLE IV Pull-off force values

Sample Pull-off force (nm) Pull-off force (nN)

ZDDP1 199.1070.23 19.35
ZDDP2 697.8470.86 67.83
ZDDP3 951.8270.72 92.51
ZDDP4 360.2870.41 35.01
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Fig 3. AFM image showing the topography of the
investigated sample before nanowear indentation with sec-
tion graph of height distribution. ZDDP1–PAO1ZDDP,
300 N, 901C, 0.25 m/s, (�)10% SRR–5min, 20� 20 mm2

topography. AFM, atomic force microscopy; ZDDP, zinc
dialkyl dithiophosphates; PAO, poly-a-olefin; SRR, slide-roll
ratio.

Fig 4. ZDDP1, V5 0.272 mm3. AFM topography image
after nanowear indentation with horizontal section profile for
wear volume calculation. AFM, atomic force microscopy;
ZDDP, zinc dialkyl dithiophosphates.

Fig 5. AFM image showing the topography of the investi-
gated sample before nanowear indentation with section graph
of height distribution. ZDDP2–PAO1ZDDP, 300N, 901C,
0.25m/s, (�)10% SRR–15min 20� 20 mm2 topography.
AFM, atomic force microscopy; ZDDP, zinc dialkyl dithio-
phosphates; PAO, poly-a-olefin; SRR, slide-roll ratio.

Fig 6. ZDDP2, V5 0.425 mm3. AFM topography image
after nanowear indentation with horizontal section profile for
wear volume calculation. AFM, atomic force microscopy;
ZDDP, zinc dialkyl dithiophosphates.

Fig 7. AFM image showing the topography of the investi-
gated sample before nanowear indentation with section graph
of height distribution. ZDDP3–PAO1ZDDP, 300N, 901C,
0.25m/s, (�)10% SRR–30min, 20� 20 mm2 topography.
AFM, atomic force microscopy; ZDDP, zinc dialkyl dithio-
phosphates; PAO, poly-a-olefin; SRR, slide-roll ratio.

Fig 8. ZDDP3, V5 0.475 mm3. AFM topography image
after nanowear indentation with horizontal section profile for
wear volume calculation. AFM, atomic force microscopy;
ZDDP, zinc dialkyl dithiophosphates.
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distribution across the scan. Section graphs have the
same scale as the color scale on the right side of the
AFM images.

Various topographical parameters such as RMS,
minimum, and maximum spot heights on the sur-
face are given in Table VI. Parameters describing
surface roughness include the autocorrelation
function that compares surface heights between

different points along the surface. The autocorrela-
tion point gives a full description of roughness spa-
cing, analogous to the height distribution for
roughness height. Strictly related to the autocorrela-
tion function is the roughness exponent a, also called
Hurst parameter. It reveals how jagged a surface with
a given rms roughness and lateral correlation length
is. a usually ranges between 0.5 (exponential decay of
C(r)—more jagged surface) and 1 (Gaussian C(r)—
less jagged) (Boshui et al. 1996). For sample ZDDP4,
the Hurst parameters are close to 0.5, which is
therefore the most jagged surface. This is expected
because from Tables V and VI it can be observed that
sample ZDDP4 appears rougher and shows more
spikes compared with the other layers.

The RMS values displayed in Table VI show
how, in the initial stage of layer formation, a slight
smoothening of the layer occurs. This process can be
attributed to the gradual coverage of the first initial
nucleation on asperity–asperity contacts. Sample
ZDDP1, after 5 min rubbing time, presents higher
roughness values than samples ZDDP2 and
ZDDP3, after 15 and 30 min rubbing, respectively.
The topography images show a partial coverage of
the steel surface, as no surface finishing marks from
the original steel surface are visible, by a very thin
reaction layer from sample ZDDP1, therefore having
an important influence in the roughness from the
initial steel surface. When rubbing progresses, a
thicker layer develops, growing from distinct reaction
events on micro-asperity contacts at the steel sur-
faces, leading to the formation of segregated pads
(Graham et al. 1999), as seen in the topographical
images of sample ZDDP2. Further rubbing causes the
pads grow and coalesce to form a complete reaction
layer and a consequent smoothening of the layer,
as observed for sample ZDDP3. The roughening
observed when rubbing continuous is due to evolution
of the reaction layer morphology, with further devel-
opment of distinctive features (Aktary et al. 2002).

Following the procedure suggested by Beake
et al. (2000), the friction force (FL) is given by

FL ¼ 1=2ðLFðf Þ � LFðrÞÞ ð1Þ
where LF(f) and LF(r) are the signals in the forward
and reverse direction of motion of the tip in LFM

Fig 9. AFM image showing the topography of the
investigated sample before nanowear indentation with sec-
tion graph of height distribution. ZDDP4–PAO1ZDDP,
300 N, 901C, 0.25 m/s, (�)10% SRR–1 h, 20� 20 mm2

topography. AFM, atomic force microscopy; ZDDP, zinc
dialkyl dithiophosphates; PAO, poly-a-olefin; SRR, slide-roll
ratio.

Fig 10. ZDDP4. AFM topography image after nanowear
indentation with a square marking the rubbing area. AFM,
atomic force microscopy; ZDDP, zinc dialkyl dithiopho-
sphates.

TABLE VI Topographical parameters of the reaction layer formed at different rubbing times

Parameters

Sample Rubbing time [min] R.M.S roughness (nm) Minimum height (nm) Maximum height (nm) Hurst parameter, a

ZDDP1 5 16.774 �279.403 138.731 0.778
ZDDP2 15 14.910 �109.366 49.423 0.761
ZDDP3 30 10.010 �211.205 45.665 0.774
ZDDP4 60 34.974 �372.240 154.989 0.564
ZDDP5 180 48.037 �138.251 216.618 0.815
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mode. This equation is based on the fact that when
there is a substantial variation in the surface topo-
graphy, the LFM signal contains a component
due to normal force acting through the local slope.
As lateral force is determined from the difference
between signals reaching the left and the right halves
of a four segment photo detector, the topographic
contribution of the LFM image may be eliminated by
subtracting signals recorded in opposite directions.

The variation of friction force as a function of
load for all samples is presented in Figure 11. The
highest friction is observed for sample ZDDP4
(PAO1ZDDP, 300 N, 901C, 0.25 m/s, (�)10%
SRR, 1 h). This is in good agreement with pre-
viously reported studies (Georges et al. 1979), due to
the formation of a rougher and thicker reaction
layer on the steel surface, as can be observed in the
topographical images, see Tables III and V (Fig. 9).
The higher friction exhibited by sample ZDDP1,
corresponding to the reaction layer formed after
5 min rubbing, may be caused by the elevated
asperity friction due to the low thickness of the
layer. Therefore, the friction will arise mainly from
the steel substrate, a less shearable material than the
ZDDP-derived layers. This fact is in good agree-
ment with pull-off force records, where sample
ZDDP1 exhibits short deflection displacement curve
due to contact of the cantilever with the asperities
from the steel surface while engaging.

When analyzing these results one have to be
aware of the limitation of the qualitative AFM
analysis. To provide nanometer spatial resolution, a
very sharp tip of nanometer-scale radius is used but
the precise geometry of this tip is difficult to mea-
sure and can vary with use, which lead to poor
repeatability from experiment to experiment. In this
study, a fresh cantilever was used for every sample;
however, the possible variations in the original
geometry of the tips were not considered.

Wear test for the ZDDP4 and ZDDP5 samples
did not show any point of indentation after 40 scans
of 5� 5 mm2 area using a cantilever with very high
spring constant at Set point 8 V (22 mN). Samples
ZDDP1, ZDDP2, and ZDDP3 showed clear
indentation areas as can be observed on Table V
(Figs. 4, 6, and 8). The average wear volume was
calculated using the average height of the horizontal
and vertical profiles of the unworn area outside the
indentation region (plane). Volume analysis esti-
mates the volume occupied by the space between a
surface and a plane parallel to the reference plane of
the surface that intersects the maximum height of
the surface. This parameter can be seen as the volume
of water that the surface must hold in order to
completely ‘‘submerge it.’’ The wear volume calcu-
lations contain a measurement error due to the
roughness of the layers; however, despite this fact, it
can be seen from the line profiles that the indentation
caused by the nanowear tests is greater that the initial
roughness. Therefore, nanowear measurements en-
able a valid comparison among the ZDDP samples.

The wear volume calculations indicate that the
ZDDP-derived layer is initially softer, undergoing
a hardening process with rubbing time. The
indentation reaches the steel substrate for sample
ZDDP1, according to the reaction layer thickness
values presented in Table III. The wear values
calculated for samples ZDDP2 and ZDDP3 are
very similar, showing the same tendency as pre-
sented in the macroscopic measurements, despite
the existing difference in layer thickness. For both
samples, the indentation created by the nanowear
tests was between 20 and 30 nm in depth, and
despite the uncertainty on layer base line, none of
the indentations have reached the substrate. The
results obtained for ZDDP4, where no indentation
was observed after the nanowear test, indicate a
possible hardening process parallel to the rough-
ening process of the layer that has also been
observed, with the development of pad-like fea-
tures (Naveira-Suarez et al. 2010). Previous studies
(Bhushan 2005; Aktary et al. 2002) have shown
how those features are higher than the surround-
ings and present a higher hardness and elastic
modulus, which is attributed to the load carrying
capacity of the layer.

Conclusions

The formation and evolution of ZDDP-derived
reaction layer with rubbing time were studied using
a ball-on-disk test rig, spacer layer interferometry,
and AFM. The macrotribological tests results
showed that initially a thin ZDDP-derived layer
formed after a 5-min rubbing test (sample ZDDP1)

Fig 11. The variation of friction force as a function of
applied load for the investigated samples.
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and then quickly develops on the rubbing surfaces
with increasing rubbing time. After 15 and 30 min
test (samples ZDDP2 and ZDDP3), the reaction
layer thickness increased while the WTW values
were reduced. That indicates how the formation of
an additive-derived reaction layer protects the steel
surface. The rubbing progression leads to a later
increase in the WTW until a stable, rough, and
hard layer develops (sample ZDDP4), reaching
a ‘‘limiting thickness’’ of approximately 70 nm
(sample ZDDP5).

The topography of the layer at different rubbing
times, analyzed using AFM, evolves from an initial
slight coverage of the surface, to the growth of a
thick layer over the wear track, verifying the inter-
ferometry findings.

Sample ZDDP1 (after 5-min test) exhibits a thin
reaction layer, the cantilever has alternate contact
with asperities from steel surface and the layer. This
results in short pull-off values when tip engage the
elevated asperities and high lateral respond.

Sample ZDDP2 (15-min test) and ZDDP3
(30-min test) present a thick and soft reaction layer
that covers entirely the steel surface. The cantilever
interact only with the soft layer covering the sur-
faces resulting in long distance curves, low friction
however high wear volume in nanoscale. Higher
adhesive properties of the soft layer are caused by
the molecular interactions between the molecules
attached to the tip and the molecules on the layer.

When rubbing progresses further, the additive-
derived layer experiences a constant roughening and
hardening with rubbing time, as indicated by the
nanowear tests, which show no indentation for the
layers ZDDP4 after 1 h rubbing time. These pro-
cesses may be responsible for the observed increase
in friction and wear protection with rubbing time of
the additive-derived reaction layers, in both the
macro and the nano scale.
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ABSTRACT

Functional additives, particularly extreme-pressure and antiwear additives, in formulated oil

will compete to adsorb and function in tribological contacts. In this paper we study how the

interactions between additives and base oil molecules and operation conditions influence

friction and wear. One polar (ester oil) and one non-polar (poly-�-olefin) commercial base

oil blended with zinc dialkyl dithiophosphates were studied. The tribological performance

was evaluated using a ball-on-disc test rig under mixed rolling-sliding conditions in the

boundary lubrication regime. An adapted in-situ interferometry technique was used to

monitor the additive derived reaction layer formation. The properties of the additive-derived

reaction layers were studies using surface analysis techniques, X-ray Photoelectron

Spectroscopy and Atomic Force Microscopy. A thicker layer was formed when the additive

is blended in the non-polar oil. This observation suggests that base oil polarity determines the

transport of additives to the surface thereby controlling the maximum reaction layer

thickness, friction and wear, as well as the morphology of the additive-derived reaction
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layer. However the reaction layer chemical composition is not strongly influenced the base

oil polarity. Among the operating conditions, shear was identified as a fundamental

parameter on the activation of additives on rubbing steel surfaces and the properties of the

derived reaction layer.

KEYWORDS

Base oil polarity, ZDDP, slide-roll ratio, reaction layer formation

1. INTRODUCTION

Extreme-pressure (EP) and antiwear additives (AW) control the lubricating performance of

the oil in the mixed and boundary lubrication regimes. Performance enhancing properties of

these additives are very important since, if oil lacks lubricating ability, excessive wear and

friction can occur [1]. The main elements, which are responsible for the extreme-pressure

and antiwear action, are sulfur and phosphorus, respectively [2]. The solubility of additives

is a major issue in additive technology, because having these additives in a solution in the

lubricant is essential to transport them close to the rubbing steel surfaces.

The structure of additives can be described as a functional core, or polar moiety, including

the main elements, e.g. sulfur and/or phosphorus and a tail (non-polar moiety), e.g. alkyl

chains, which make the additive soluble in the base oil. 

The functional core of the additives is generally composed of elements of different

electronegativity. This leads to an unequal charge distribution that leads to polarity. The

polarity of an additive is responsible for the ability to recognize the surface and attach to it.

The ability to attach and build layers on the surface depends therefore on the polarity, but

also the required space for the tails plays an important role. If the tails are widely branched

the near surface concentration and ordering of the molecules may be much lower than when

unbranched additives are present [1].

Metal dialkyl dithiophosphate compounds (MDTPs) have been used in lubricating oils due

to their multifunctional performance as antiwear, extreme-pressure, friction modifying,

antioxidant and corrosion inhibiting additives. Dialkyl dithiophosphates of different metals

such as molybdenum [3], cadmium [4], copper [5], titanium, gadolinium [6], iron, antimony
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and other metals have been introduced in lubricants, albeit zinc dialkyl dithiophosphates

(ZDDP) are the most widely used [7-11].

ZDDP reacts with the surface in contact to form protective reaction layers. A variety of

mechanisms have been proposed [12] for the formation of the ZDDP derived reaction

layers, involving oxidative (by reaction with hydroperoxides or peroxy radicals) [13],

catalytic (chemisorption on metal, hydrolytic [10]), and thermal [14] decomposition of the

ZDDP. The resulting reaction layers have a heterogeneous composition with the chemical

structure of the starting materials dictating their chemical composition [15, 16] and

mechanical properties [17].

However, several studies have observed ZDDP to have detrimental effects on wear under

certain operating conditions [18], and to enhance friction when the system is operating in

mixed and boundary lubrication regimes [19-21].

Wan et al. [22] conducted a series of experiments using a four-ball test rig and a bearing life

test machine and observed a reduction in bearing life for oils containing EP/AW additives.

The reduction of bearing life is primarily attributed to the high chemical reactivity of the

EP/AW additives in blended oil. Rolling-bearing fatigue tests showed that under marginal

film lubrication conditions, lambda = 1.2 (ratio of lubricant film thickness and composite

surface roughness) the EP/AW additive package blended lubricating oil reduced the bearing

fatigue life by a factor of 4.5 compared with the base oil alone.

To identify the plausible mechanisms that govern the detrimental effect of those additives

on bearing performance, it is necessary to identify the parameters affecting the additive-

derived layer formation and the tribological properties of this layer, as it is directly related

to the additive reactivity towards the surface. The friction and wear behaviour of

tribological systems lubricated with oils containing ZDDP have been mainly studied as a

function of the additive structure, concentration, interaction with other additives or

operation conditions, but the effect of the base oil in the ZDDP tribological performance has

hardly been addressed [23-25]. When considering an additive molecule approaching the

steel surface in a lubricating oil, it must be considered that the steel surface is already

completely covered with oil molecules. Hence, it can be stated that the additive molecule

has to compete with the oil for a place on the steel surface. The polarity of a molecule can

be used to measure its affinity towards the steel surface. When the polarity of the molecule

is low, its affinity towards the surface is low, while when the polarity of the molecule is
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high, its affinity for the steel surface is also high. Parameters, like polarity, that describe the

base oil-additive interactions are needed in order to have a good running in, friction and

wear model of lubricated contacts.

Several operating conditions (in terms of lambda ratio, temperature and additive

concentration) have been previously studied [20, 21, 26], showing that low lambda ratios,

meaning high metal to metal contact, high temperature and high additive concentration lead

to a high reactivity of the additives and therefore to thicker reaction layers.

This study focuses on the effect of the slide-roll ratio for different oil formulations in the

formation of reaction layers and their tribological performance. The nature and properties of

the derived reaction layers, as a function of operating conditions and base oil-additive

interaction, in terms of thickness, morphology and chemical composition, were studied

using a series of surface analysis techniques.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Test samples

The Ø20 mm steel balls were of AISI 52100 steel with hardness 59-66 HRC and an average

roughness (Ra) of 10 nm. The rings were washers (WS 81212) from SKF Cylindrical Thrust

Roller Bearings (CRTB) of ASI 52100 steel with hardness 59-66 HRC and Ra=100 nm. The

specimens were cleaned prior to testing by successive immersion first in an ultrasonic bath

of petroleum ether for 10 min and then acetone for 10 min.

2.2. Lubricants

As base oils, two fully synthetic oils, one non-polar (poly-�-olefin, PAO) and one polar

(ester oil), were used. PAO is chosen due to its purity instead of mineral oil because it has a

relatively high concentration of sulfur which might interfere with the additives. Their

physical properties and sulfur and phosphor content, obtained by X-ray fluorescence (XRF)

analysis of base oil samples before testing, are summarized in Table 1.

It is assumed that the addition of the additives does not change significantly the viscosity of

the bulk solution.
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A primary zinc dialkyl dithiophosphate (ZDDP), with 99% purity, is employed in simple

solution in both base oils without other additives present. 2 wt% ZDDP solutions were

prepared using an ultrasonic bath to dissolve the additives in the base oils.

The temperature of the lubricant solution remained below 40°C during the dissolving

procedure.

Table 1 Base oil properties

Code Kinematic

viscosity at 

40°C

[mm2/s]

Kinematic

viscosity at 

100°C

[mm2/s]

Sulfur

content

[wt%]

Phosphorus

content

[wt%]

Ester 26.8 5.2 0.00052 <0.00030

PAO 24.6 5.1 0.00055 <0.00030

2.3. Tribological tests

SKF-WAM5 ball-on-disc test rig (Wedeven Associates, Inc., Edgmont, PA, USA) enables

to perform a variety of tests to evaluate the tribological performance of additive/base oil

blends under controlled contact conditions. The ball and the disc are independently driven

giving the possibility to simulate pure rolling and various slide-roll ratios. The slide-roll

ratio (SRR), or slip ratio, is defined as the sliding speed US=UB-UR divided by the

entrainment speed, or rolling speed, U=(UB+UR)/2 where UB and UR are the ball and ring

surface speed in contact, respectively.

The effect of base oil polarity on the behaviour of additives is studied in a mixed

rolling/sliding contact, with wear evenly distributed in the tracks of both specimens. The

tribotests were carried out at an applied load of 300 N which resulted in a maximum Hertz

contact pressure of 1.9 GPa (contact diameter 540 �m). The investigated SRR ranged from -

10 to +10%. The temperature was set constant at 90°C for all the tests. The specific film
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thickness or lambda ratio (the ratio of the central film thickness to the composite surface

roughness of the two surfaces is contact) was set constant at 0.4 and the entrainment speed

is accordingly set to 0.25 m/s. The system is operating in the boundary lubrication regime.

2.4. Reaction layer characterization

2.4.1. Spacer Layer Interferometry

Spacer layer interferometry imaging principle [27] is used as an in-situ (inside the

tribometer, out of the contact) method [28] to monitor reaction layer formation [26]. Tests

are carried out by rolling/sliding a steel ball on a lubricated steel disc, to produce a wear

track on both ball and disc. Motion is halted and a spacer layer and chromium-coated glass

disc are loaded against the wear track on the steel ball. The lubricant is squeezed out from

the contact, but any solid-like reaction layer remains. The interference images produced are

a map of the reaction layer present in the contact. The glass disc in then removed and the

sliding/rolling of the steel ball on the steel disc continuous.

2.4.2. Atomic Force Microscopy

Measurements were performed with an AFM MFP-3D atomic force microscope (Asylum

Research, Santa Barbara, CA, US) in contact, constant force mode using standard silicon

cantilevers with a spring constant k = 42 N/m and a resonant frequency f0 = 300 kHz

(Olympus OMCL). Images were captured continuously at a scan rate of 0.25 Hz and set

point of 1V. The surface roughness parameter, root mean square roughness, (Rrms) was

obtained by processing the images in Igor Pro software.

2.4.3. X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy

The X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy measurements were conducted in a PHI 5000

VersaProbe TM X-ray photoelectron spectrometer (Ulvac-PHI Inc, Chanhassen, MN, US)

with a monochromatized Al K� X-ray (1486.6eV) source, run at 25W. The diameter of the

analysed area was 100 �m. The analyser was operated in the fixed-analyser-transmission

mode.

Two set of parameters were used for the XPS analysis. The first set was required for survey

spectra, using a pass energy of 187.5 eV and energy step of 1 eV. In the survey spectra only

the elements carbon, oxygen, iron, phosphorus, sulfur, zinc and calcium, attributed to

contamination, were found.
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Detailed spectra of C1s, O1s, Fe2p, P2p together with Zn3s, S2p and Zn2p were measured.

The detailed spectra were acquired using a pass energy of 46.5 eV and an energy step of

0.05 eV.

Data was processed with CASA XPS software (Casasoftware Ltd., UK). The detailed

spectra were fitted with a combination of Gaussian and Lorentzian peak and the background

was removed by using the Shirley method.

The signals of phosphorus, sulfur, iron and zinc of the 2p orbital exhibit two peaks: 2p3/2

and 2p1/2. This split arises from the coupling of the spin and orbital angular momentum. The

model curves used for fitting the experimental peaks were linked to each other: the ratio of

2p1/2/2p3/2 contributions was fixed at 0.5 and the difference in energy was maintained equal

to 1.25 eV for sulfur and 0.85 eV for phosphorus. For quantification the signal arising from

Zn3s is used.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Friction and wear

First, a friction force curve was determined for both base oil blends, as shown in Figure 1,

to monitor the friction behaviour as a function of base oil polarity and slide-roll ratio.
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Figure 1 Friction curve for different base oil-ZDDP solutions at 1.9GPa, 0.25m/s and 90°C 
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The PAO+ZDDP (low polarity base oil) solution has a higher friction coefficient than the

Ester+ZDDP solution (high polarity base oil) with increasing slide-roll ratio. It can also be

observed how the absolute friction coefficient is slightly higher for negative SRR for both

solutions, whereas the difference in the friction coefficient between both solutions is larger

for positive SRR.

In the near zero slide-roll ratio region, close to pure rolling conditions, the friction

behaviour of both oils was very similar, which might indicate that in the absence of shear

the base oil molecules, that are initially attach to the steel surface, are primarily responsible

for the lubrication of the surface as the additive molecules have not yet been activated [29].

The antiwear properties of the reaction layers derived from the base oil + ZDDP solutions at

different slide-roll ratios were also investigated.
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Figure 2 Wear track width as a function of slide-roll ratio at 1.9GPa, 0.25m/s and 90°C 

The wear track width (WTW) was measured from the balls using a calibrated optical

microscope. Figure 2 shows the wear track width as a function of slide-roll ratio. The WTW

for PAO+ZDDP solutions at different slide-roll ratios is always larger than those of

Ester+ZDDP. The wear track increases with the slide-roll ratio for both solutions in either

direction. The WTW for both solutions is very similar at SRR=-10%, however the values at

SRR=10% are very different, being the WTW for Ester Oil+ZDDP approximately 50%

lower than the corresponding PAO+ZDDP.
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The higher wear exhibited by the layers formed by PAO+ZDDP, despite the layer being

thicker than the ones derived from Ester+ZDDP solutions, may be due to the formation of

thicker layer which cannot withstand the load and break away, as indicated by the

morphology observed for those layers. The layers derived from the Ester+ZDDP solutions

at different slide-roll ratios, show WTW even lower than the contact diameter (540 �m)

calculated from the Hertz theory for point contacts, at low SRR (ranging from -2 to 2%). 

At low SRR, the energy input to the system is still low, as the activating rate of the additive;

therefore the lubrication of the contacting surfaces is coming mainly from the base oil

molecules. The polar base oil molecules have a higher affinity for the surface, attaching to it

strongly, and thus providing a better protection for the contacting surfaces, explaining the

lower WTW when compared to the wear track derived from the PAO+ZDDP.

3.2. Reaction layer characterization

3.2.1. Thickness

A series of interference images of the centre of the wear track derived from the base

oil+ZDDP solutions from the rubbing tests at different slide-roll ratios were taken. From the

interference images, reaction layer thickness values were determined at each position across

a horizontal profile of the contact. From those values the mean reaction layer thickness at

the centre of the contact was calculated.

The evolution of an average reaction layer derived from the Ester+ZDDP (high polarity

base oil) solution as a function of SRR is shown in Figure 3. 
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The series of interference images of the centre of the wear track derived from the

PAO+ZDDP solution (low polarity base oil) from the rubbing tests at different negative

slide-roll ratios are shown in Figure 4. In all the images the sliding direction is from bottom

to top. It can be seen that a reaction layer, as evidenced by the colour scale in the images,

develops differently due to the variation on SRR.

Figure 4 Series of interference images from wear track for PAO+ZDDP at different

negative slide-roll ratios at 1.9GPa, 0.25m/s and 90°C

Figure 5 presents the results for the mean reaction layer thickness for negative SSR. For

clarity (-) 0.05% results are not plotted as the reaction layer formation was negligible. It can

be observed how the reaction layer develops initially very rapidly, indicating a fast reaction,

to subsequently slow down as the reaction layer grows to a stable thickness value (“limiting

thickness”). It is also remarkable how, independently of the reaction layer thickness values

reached in this initial stage, the layers reach a limiting thickness, being the values for all the

SRR tested very similar (� 60-70 nm). The limiting thickness is determined by a balance

between the rate of growth, depending on the additive concentration in base oil, contact

temperature, and the rate of removal, determined by wear [30].

These results show how SRR, once present, has a minor effect on the limiting thickness of

the layer, but they also show that shear is a fundamental parameter in the initial activation of

the additive towards the surface. The overshoot in reaction layer thickness observed at the

initial very rapid reaction layer formation, effect also reported at low ratios and high

temperatures [20, 26], may indicate an initially very rapid reaction, which subsequently

slows as the reaction layer develops.
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Figure 5 Mean PAO+ZDDP-derived reaction layer thickness with rubbing distance

and negative slide-roll ratio at 1.9GPa, 0.25m/s and 90°C 

Figure 6 presents the mean reaction layer thickness obtained from the corresponding

interferometry images of the centre of the wear track derived from the PAO+ZDDP solution

for the positive slide-roll ratios.
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Figure 6 Mean PAO+ZDDP-derived reaction layer thickness with rubbing distance

and positive slide-roll ratio at 1.9GPa, 0.25m/s and 90°C 

The positive SRR shows a similar tendency as presented for the negative SRR. The most

significant difference is that the initial overshoot in layer thickness for SRR=5% is not

present. The initial reaction may be too fast to be capture by the interferometry method, so

when the first image is taken, the layer has already reached its limiting thickness.
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By keeping the contact pressure, temperature, and entrainment speed constant the

objective was to characterize the effect of base oil polarity and shear on reaction layer

formation. To illustrate the effect of base oil polarity on reaction layer formation, the results

for a SRR=-5% are shown in Figure 7, as mean reaction layer thickness as a function of

rubbing distance.
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Figure 7 Stages of reaction layer formation

It is possible to identify 3 different stages on the reaction layer formation process. Initially,

an ACTIVATION stage can be identified, with a rate of layer formation higher than the

removal rate: The additive molecules are activated by shear and approach the surface. The

growth mechanism begins with distinct reaction events on micro-asperity contact at the steel

surfaces, leading to distinct segregated pads. The reaction layer develops initially very

rapidly, indicating a very rapid reaction, with the rate of formation being higher than the

rate of removal. This suggests that the layer formation may be strongly catalysed by

chemical species generated or released during rubbing [26], such as soluble Fe2+ or Fe3+. By

ligand exchange, the iron ion replace the zinc in ZDDP to form a less thermally stable metal

dithiophosphate, that subsequently decomposes [31] at lower temperatures to form iron

phosphate glass in a reaction similar to that which occurs for ZDDP at higher temperatures

The formation of an iron phosphate layer on the steel surface predominantly occurs at the

beginning of the experiment were there is substantial steel-steel contact as no, or hardly any,
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protective layer has formed. This could also establish the autocatalytic reaction so that

ZDDP can subsequently decompose directly [26]. The process could also be triggered by

triboelectronic processes such as exoelectron emission and a subsequent negative ion

reaction [32].

The reaction layer rapidly develops until reaching saturation. At this point the steel surface

is completely covered by the reaction layer, which slows the rate of reaction layer

formation. The next stage involves a WEARING-OUT of the layer, being the rate of

formation lower than the rate of removal. Due to the reaction layer thickness, primarily the

iron (rich) phosphate layer is worn, and as there is no supply of iron ions anymore the new

layer formed will have Zn2+ as counter ion. ZDDPs are more thermally stable, thus the rate

of formation is smaller than the wear of the iron rich layer leading to a decrease in the layer

thickness until a final stage of EQUILIBRIUM, between the rate of formation and

removal, is reached. At this equilibrium stage the layer reaches a constant thickness value or

limiting thickness. The reaction layer will have an iron gradient being richer in iron close to

the steel surface and richer in zinc at the layer/oil interface. At this stage, primarily the zinc

rich top layer will be worn during rubbing and as there are few (or none) iron ions available

the new reaction layer will be formed with zinc as counter ion, leading to a an equilibrium

in the rates of formation and removal.

3.2.2. Topography

A series of AFM images of 80x80 �m2 areas of wear track centre are shown in Figure 8

together with their corresponding line profiles taken transverse to the rolling-sliding

direction. A reaction layer is formed only on the wear track and not on the non-contact area.

The rolling-sliding direction is from bottom to top of the displayed images.

At SRR=-0.5%, the surface is homogeneously covered, but no distinctive features can be

identified. At SRR=-2%, a pad-like structure develops. The pads, 10-15�m in length, are

higher and smoother, than the surroundings and are orientated in the rolling-sliding

direction, and are considered as the load carrying features of the layer [33, 34], therefore

being responsible for the antiwear protection.
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Figure 8 Topography of 80 x 80 �m2 scanned areas from the centre of the reaction

layers and corresponding line profiles taken transverse of the rolling-sliding direction

At SRR=-0.5%, the surface is homogeneously covered, but no distinctive features can be

identified. When the slide-roll ratio increases to SRR=-2%, a pad-like structure develops.

The pads, 10-15�m in length, are higher and smoother, than the surroundings and are

orientated in the rolling-sliding direction, and are considered as the load carrying features of

the layer [33, 34], therefore being responsible for the antiwear protection. At SRR=-5%, the

overall structure of the layer is very similar, but it starts showing signs of a wearing-out, as

part of the layer seem to be flaking off. At SRR=-10%, the flakes have developed further

covering the whole reaction layer surface.

The roughening of the layer that can be observed, it is in direct relation with the friction

behaviour

It has been observed that a delamination or flaking process of the reaction layer derived

from PAO+ZDDP solution occurs in this last stage when the SRR is >5%. The

nanomechanical properties of the layer can be responsible for this and will be further

investigated. Also the possible relation between this delamination process and crack

formation in the surface will be address, by long run tests.

3.2.3. Chemical composition

Survey and detailed spectra were acquired on the reaction layer produced at SRR=5% in

Ester+ZDDP solution, and are illustrated in [figure 9].
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Figure 9 XPS survey and detailed spectra of C1s, O1s, P2p, Zn3s and S2p measured in

the reaction layer derived from Ester+ZDDP

The C 1s most intense peak was found at 285 eV corresponding to aliphatic carbon (C-C, C

-H). A minor contribution at 286.7 eV, can be assigned to carbon bound to oxygen and

sulfur [35-37]. The O 1s consist of two peaks. They were all fitted with a fixed FWHM of

1.70 eV. The contributions were a peak at 532.3 eV, non-bridging oxygen (NBO), that can

be assigned to phosphorus bound in an (poly)phosphate [38, 39], and a peak at 533.9 eV,

bridging oxygen (BO), that can be assigned to P-O-C or P-O-P bonding environment [38,

40]. The BO/NBO ratio indicates the chain length of the phosphates present in the reaction

layer [41]. The values calculated according to the recorded signal indicate the presence of
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polyphosphates. The S 2p peak was detected at 162.7 eV, corresponding to oxidation state -

2, S(II), can be assigned to C-S bonded in sulfides [35, 42, 43] and thiols or if sulfur

substitutes oxygen in a phosphate [44]. The P 2p peak was found at 134.3 eV, value

corresponding to a phosphate. The Zn 3s peak is found at 140.6 eV, while the peak

maximum of the Zn2p3/2 was found at 1023.1 eV. The Fe 2p signal, that presented two

peaks assigned to Fe2p3/2 and Fe2p1/2, was very low.

Survey and detailed spectra acquired on the reaction layer produced at SRR=5% in

PAO+ZDDP solution, are illustrated in Figure 10.
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Figure 10 XPS survey and detailed spectra of C1s, O1s, P2p, Zn3s and S2p measured

in the reaction layer derived from PAO+ZDDP
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Three peaks were used to fit the C 1s spectra, the main peak being was found at 284.9 eV

and assigned to aliphatic carbon (C-C, C -H). Two minor contributions were found at 286.8

eV, carbon bound to oxygen and sulfur [35-37], and 289.1 eV, indicating a carbonate [45]

and/or carboxylic groups [36, 37]. The O 1s consist of three peaks. They were all fitted with

a fixed FWHM of 1.65 eV. An initial very small peak was detected at 529.8 eV that can be

assigned to iron or zinc oxide. Two main contributions were found: a peak at 531.8 eV,

corresponding to non-bridging oxygen (NBO, and a peak at 533.4 eV, corresponding to

bridging oxygen (BO). The values calculated according to the recorded signal for BO/NBO

ratio indicate the presence of polyphosphates. The S 2p has two contributions, and both

peaks were fitted with a doublet with a fixed area ratio and a delta between the 2p3/2 and

the 2p1/2 of 1.25 eV. The main peak was detected at 162.9 eV, corresponding to oxidation

state -2, S(II), can be assigned to C-S bonded in sulfides [35, 42, 43].The peak found at

168.9 eV corresponds with values reported for an oxidation state of -6, S(VI) that can be

assigned to sulfate groups [42]. The P 2p peak was found at 133.7 eV. This value is typical

for a phosphate. The Zn 3s peak is found at 140.5 eV, while the peak maximum of the

Zn2p3/2 was found at 1023.1 eV.

Both reaction layers are very similar, with the main difference in the sulfur content and the

oxidation state of the sulfur. In the layer derived from the polar base oil, the sulfur is present

as a sulfide, whereas in the reaction layer derived form the non-polar base oil, sulfides and

sulfates are present.

The reaction layers for the negative slide-roll ratio for both base oils, have a similar

composition to the one presented for the positive slide-roll ratio.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The results showed how the polarity of the base oil influences the reaction of the ZDDP

additive with the steel surface. A thicker layer is formed when the additive is blended in the

non-polar oil, due to the higher affinity of the polar base oil molecules for the steel surface,

that limit the access of the additive molecules to the surface and therefore their ability to

attach and react with it to form a protective reaction layer.
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The chemical analysis of the tribological layer formed by Ester+ZDDP (high polarity base

oil) and PAO+ZDDP (low polarity base oil) did not show significant differences in the

analyzed spectra.

These results show how slide-roll ratio, once present, has a minor effect on the limiting

thickness of the layer, but it does affect their topography, therefore influencing the friction

and wear performance. The results also show how shear is a fundamental parameter on the

initial activation of the additive towards the surface.
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ABSTRACT

Functional additives in formulated oil will compete to adsorb and function in tribological

contacts. The interactions between additives and base oil molecules in combination with

operation conditions influence the additive’s tribological performance. One non-polar and

one polar model base oil (respectively, hexadecane and diethylen glycol dibutyl ether)

and an extreme pressure/antiwear additive (zinc dialkyl dithiophosphate) were studied

experimentally, using a ball-on-disc test rig at different operation conditions in the

boundary lubrication regime , and numerically with Molecular Dynamics simulations. .

The reaction layer is thicker and develops faster when the additives are blended with non-

polar base oil. The coefficient of friction increases when ZDDP is present in the

lubricant. Furthermore, the degree of friction increase is higher for the case of non-polar

base oil than that of polar base oil. 

Classical molecular dynamics results show that factors like shear rate, contact pressure,

temperature and the nature of the base oil strongly influence the behaviour of the EP/AW
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additive molecules close to the surface. This is due to the Coulomb forces between the

additives and the base oil which influence the capability of the additives to reach the

surface.

The experimental and simulation studies support each other. The results show that base

oil-additives interaction is one of the critical parameters in predicting tribological

performance. The intensity of the tribological contacts accelerates the formation of

tribological reaction layers. Furthermore, it is shown that applied shear stress in

tribological contacts affects the way additives adsorb onto the rubbed surfaces. Finally, it

is discussed how to utilize the results on to model the performance of boundary

lubrication taking into account lubricant parameters.

KEYWORDS: base oil polarity, molecular dynamics simulation, boundary lubrication

List of symbols

r12: Distance between particle 1 and 2 
r12

0 : Equilibrium distance between particle 1 and 2
V: Potential energy
k: Spring constant (bond bonds, angle and dihedrals)
�: Angle formed by three atoms
��: Equilibrium angle formed by three atoms
n : Integer
����Dihedral angle
����Equilibrium dihedral angle
q: Coulomb charge on each atom
D: Diffusion coefficient
t : Time
r(t): Position of the particle at time t 

1. INTRODUCTION

Lubricants are formulated products composed of a base oil (or base stock), and various

specialty additives designed for specific performance needs. The base oil functions as a

solvent for the additives, which control the bulk and surface properties. Additive levels in

lubricant range from 1 to 25 wt.% depending on the application [1].

The base oil must be viscous enough to maintain a sufficient lubricant film under

operating conditions but should be as fluid as possible to remove heat and to avoid power
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loss due to viscous drag. It should also be stable under thermal and oxidative stresses,

have low volatility and posses some ability to control friction and wear by itself [2].

Functional additives in formulated oils will compete for active sites in tribological

surfaces. The lubricating performance of the oil in the mixed and boundary lubrication

regimes is controlled by the extreme pressure (EP) and antiwear (AW) additives,

therefore the performance enhancing properties of these additives are very important

since, if oil lacks lubricating ability, excessive wear and friction can occur [1]. The main

elements, which are responsible for the extreme-pressure and antiwear action, are sulfur

and phosphorus respectively [3]. The solubility of additives is a major issue in additive

technology, because having these additives in a solution in the lubricant is essential to

transport them close to the rubbing steel surfaces.

The structure of additives can be described as a functional core, or polar moiety,

including the main elements, e.g. sulfur and/or phosphorus and a tail (non-polar moiety),

e.g. alkyl chains, which provides solubility in the base oil. 

The functional core of the additives is generally composed of elements of different

electronegativity. This leads to an unequal charge distribution that leads to polarity. The

ability of the additives to adsorb and subsequently react, following tribochemical

reactions, to form protective layers on the surface depends on the polarity [4]. The alkyl

chain length and the degree of branching influence how the molecules cover the surface

and the resulting packing density. If the tails are widely branched the near surface

concentration and ordering of the molecules may be much lower than when unbranched

additives are present [5].

The additives’ molecules aggregate to form micelles in solution with base oil (reverse

micelle, i.e., polar groups inside and the hydrocarbon tails on the outside). There is a

critical micelle concentration (CMC) below which the molecules exist in an individually

solvated state. The CMC depends on the molecular structure, molecular weight, and

molecular configuration.

Nascent surfaces, resulting from shear deformation, have high surface energy and high

reactivity. They would react with the nearby lubricant additives through tribochemical

reactions to lubricate the rubbing surfaces by the formation of a protective layer with

nearby molecules. Effective layers have strong adhesive and cohesive strength, are thick
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enough in relation to the composite surface roughness of both surfaces in contact, and are

easily shared by mechanical shearing forces, providing sacrificial wear protection.

Dialkyl dithiophosphate compounds (MDTPs) have been used in lubricating oils due to

their multifunctional performance as antiwear, extreme-pressure, friction modifying,

antioxidant and corrosion resistant additives. Dialkyl dithiophosphates of different metals

such as molybdenum [6], cadmium [7], copper [8], titanium, gadolinium [9], iron,

antimony and other metals have been introduced in lubricants, being zinc dialkyl

dithiophosphates (ZDDP) being the most widely used [10-14].

ZDDP reacts with the surface in contact to form protective reaction layers. A variety of

mechanisms have been proposed [15] for the formation of the ZDDP derived reaction

layers, involving oxidative (by reaction with hydroperoxides or peroxy radicals) [16],

catalytic (chemisorption on metal, hydrolytic [13]), and thermal [17] decomposition of

the ZDDP. The resulting reaction layers have a heterogeneous composition with the

chemical structure of the starting materials dictating their chemical composition and

mechanical properties [18].

However, several studies have shown ZDDP to have detrimental effects on wear under

certain operation conditions [19], and to enhance friction when the system is operating in

mixed and boundary lubrication regimes [20-22].

Wan et al. [23] conducted a series of experiments using a four-ball test rig and bearing

life test machine. The reduction of bearing life is primarily attributed to the high chemical

reactivity of the EP/AW additives in blended oil. Rolling-bearing fatigue tests showed

that under marginal film lubrication conditions, lambda = 1.2 (ratio of lubricant film

thickness and composite surface roughness) the EP/AW additive package blended

lubricating oil reduced the bearing fatigue life by a factor of 4.5 compared with the base

oil alone. Reduction of bearing life was attributed to high chemical reactivity of the EP

additives in the base oil.

To identify the plausible mechanisms that govern the detrimental effect of those additives

on bearing performance it is necessary to identify the parameters affecting the additive-

derived layer formation and the tribological properties of this layer, as it is directly

related to the additive reactivity towards the surface. The friction and wear behaviour of

tribological systems lubricated with oils containing ZDDP have been mainly studied as a
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function of the additive structure, concentration, interaction with other additives or

operation conditions, but the effect of the base oil in the ZDDP tribological performance

has been hardly addressed [24-26]. When considering an additive molecule approaching

the steel surface in a lubricating oil, it must be considered that the steel surface is already

completely covered with oil molecules. Hence, it can be stated that the additive molecule

has to compete with the oil for a place on the steel surface. The polarity of a molecule can

be used to measure its affinity towards the steel surface. When the polarity of the

molecule is low, its affinity towards the surface is low, while when the polarity of the

molecule is high, its affinity for the steel surface is also high. Parameters, like polarity,

that describe the base oil-additive interactions are needed in order to have a good running

in, friction and wear model of lubricated contacts. The nature and properties of the

derived reaction layers, as a function of base oil-additive interaction and operating

conditions, in terms of thickness, morphology and chemical composition, were studied

using a series of surface analysis techniques, showing how base oil polarity influences

the transport of additives to the surface thereby controlling the properties of the derived

reaction layer [27, 28].

Molecular simulation is an important process in predicting the properties of molecules

interacting in solution. In order to have a deeper understanding of the role of the

lubricant polarity and the lubricant-additive molecular interaction into the oil blend

experimental performances, classic Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations were

performed. MD simulations were already employed successfully to address tribological

problems. One of the main contributions of MD to the modern tribological problems is

the prediction of the lubricant slip at high shear rate [29]. Thin lubricating films are

becoming more and more common in modern tribology and MD simulations have shown

to be able to give hints about friction behaviour and thermal phenomena happening at the

lubricant/surface interface [30-32] nanotribological properties of SAM [33] and few

works open the possibility to couple atomistic simulations with macroscopic EHL

simulations [30, 34]. In the present work the aim is to utilise MD towards modelling the

interaction between base oil and additives. Since the experiments where performed with a

fully-formulated lubricant (the concentration and the chemical nature of the additive are
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known), it can be possible to use the simulation as a tool to explain the experimental

results. Due to the computational cost of MD simulations, only a small part of the

rubbing surfaces can be modelled; this is at the moment a great limitation when

comparing simulation results to experiments; for this reason the authors suggest that at

this stage, a comparison between the simulation results for a fully formulated MD

lubricant and the experiments are only possible from a qualitative point of view.

The current paper presents a dual approach to the understanding of the effect of base oil

polarity on tribological behaviour, combining experimental work, related to friction and

wear performance as a function of ZDDP-derived reaction layer thickness, and Molecular

Dynamic simulations.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

2.1. Lubricants

In order to study the influence of base oil polarity on tribological performance two low

viscosity model base oils were selected: a polar base oil, diethylen glycol diethyl ether

(DGDE) and a non-polar oil, n-hexadecane (HeD).

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 1. Molecular structure of (a) diethylen glycol diethyl ether, (b) n-hexadecane

and (c) primary zinc dialkyldithiophosphate
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Iso-butyl-zinc dithiophosphate, with 99% purity, is employed in simple solution in both

base oils without other additives present.

The physical properties of the base oils and the additive are summarized in Table 1 and

the molecular structures of the base oils and additive molecules are presented in Figure 1 

Table 1. Properties of the tested base oils and additive

Code Description

Viscosity at

40°C

[mm/s2]

Density

[kg/l]

Dipole

moment

[D]

 DGDE  Diethylen glycol diethyl ether 1.936 0.883 1.12

 HeD  Hexadecane 2.982 0.773 0

 ZDDP  Zinc dialkyl dithiophosphate - - - - - - 2.91

Dipole moments are calculated optimizing the geometry using a Semi-Empirical

approach (AM1 hamiltonian) and the simulation software Hyperchem.

A primary zinc dialkyl dithiophosphate (ZDDP), with 99% purity, is employed in simple

solution in both base oils without other additives present. 2 wt% ZDDP solutions were

prepared using an ultrasonic bath to dissolve the additives in the base oils. The

temperature of the lubricant solution remained below 40°C during the dissolving

procedure. It is assumed that the addition of the additives does not change significantly

the viscosity of the bulk solution.

2.2. Test samples

The Ø20 mm steel balls were of ASI 52100 steel with hardness 59-66 HRC and an

average roughness (Ra) of 10 nm. The rings were washers (WS 81212) from SKF

Cylindrical Thrust Roller Bearings (CRTB) of ASI 52100 steel with hardness 59-66 HRC

and Ra=100 nm. The specimens were cleaned prior to testing by successive immersion

first in an ultrasonic bath of petroleum ether for 10 min and then acetone for 10 min.
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2.3. Tribological tests

SKF-WAM5 ball-on-disc test rig (Wedeven Associates, Inc., Edgmont, PA, USA) is able

to perform a variety of tests to evaluate the tribological performance of additive/base oil

blends under controlled contact conditions. The ball and the disc are independently

driven giving the possibility to simulate pure rolling and various slide-roll ratios. The

slide-roll ratio (SRR), or slip ratio, is defined as the sliding speed US=UB-UR divided by

the entrainment speed, or rolling speed, U=(UB+UR)/2 where UB and UR are the ball and

ring surface speed in contact, respectively.

The effect of base oil polarity on the behaviour of additives is studied in a mixed

rolling/sliding contact, with wear evenly distributed in the tracks of both specimens. The

tribotests were carried out at an applied load of 300 N which resulted in a maximum

Hertz contact pressure of 1.9 GPa (contact diameter 540 �m). The tests are performed at a

constant slide-roll ratio of 5%. The temperature was set constant at 90°C for all the tests.

The specific film thickness or lambda ratio (the ratio of the central film thickness to the

composite surface roughness of the two surfaces is contact) was set constant at 0.4 and

the entrainment speed is set accordingly, 0.5 m/s for the DGDE solutions and 0.32 m/s

for the HeD solutions. The system is operating in the boundary lubrication regime.

2.4. Reaction layer formation: Spacer Layer Interferometry

Spacer layer interferometry imaging principle [35] is used as an in-situ (inside the

tribometers, out of the contact) and post-mortem (after friction) method [36] to monitor

reaction layer formation [37]. Tests are carried out by rolling/sliding a steel ball on a

lubricated steel disc, to produce a reaction layer on both ball and ring. Motion is then

halted and a spacer layer and chromium-coated glass disc are loaded against the reaction

layer on the steel ball, squeezing out the lubricant from the contact. The interference

images produced are a map of the reaction layer present in the contact. The glass disc in

then removed and the sliding/rolling of the steel ball on the steel disc continuous.

2.5. X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy

The X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy measurements were conducted in a PHI 5000

VersaProbe TM X-ray photoelectron spectrometer (Ulvac-PHI Inc, Chanhassen, MN, US)
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with a monochromatized Al K� X-ray (1486.6eV) source, run at 25W. The diameter of

the analysed area was 100 �m. The analyser was operated in the fixed-analyser-

transmission mode.

Two set of parameters were used for the XPS analysis. The first set was required for

survey spectra, using a pass energy of 187.5 eV and energy step of 1 eV. In the survey

spectra only the elements carbon, oxygen, iron, phosphorus, sulfur, zinc and calcium,

attributed to contamination, were found. 

Detailed spectra of C1s, O1s, Fe2p, P2p together with Zn3s, S2p and Zn2p were

measured. The detailed spectra were acquired using a pass energy of 46.5 eV and an

energy step of 0.05 eV.

Data were processed with CASA XPS software (Casasoftware Ltd., UK). The detailed

spectra were fitted with a combination of Gaussian and Lorentzian peak and the

background was removed by using the Shirley method.

The signals of phosphorus, sulfur, iron and zinc of the 2p orbital exhibit two peaks: 2p3/2

and 2p1/2. This split arises from the coupling of the spin and orbital angular momentum.

The model curves used for fitting the experimental peaks were linked to each other: the

ratio of 2p1/2/2p3/2 contributions was fixed at 0.5 and the difference in energy was

maintained equal to 1.25 eV for sulfur and 0.85 eV for phosphorus. For quantification the

signal arising from Zn3s is used.

3. MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATION

Classical Molecular Dynamics (MD) [38] was utilized to simulate the physical

interactions in the system formed by the base oil, additives and rubbing steel surfaces.

Molecular Dynamics allows to access in-situ and in real time the contact and takes

explicitly into account molecular structures and molecules interactions.

3.1. Computational details

The GROMACS package suite was used to perform the Molecular Dynamics simulations.

The parameters for the bonded and non-bonded interactions were taken from the amber

force field set. The simulations were also performed taking the parameters obtained using

the Dreiding force field, and the qualitative results were in agreement with those
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generated using the amber force field. Therefore, the properties observed in the

Molecualr Dynamics simulations were parameters independent.

The potentials of interaction used in Molecular Dynamics simulation are divided into 2

categories: bonded (or intra-molecular) interactions and non-bonded (or extra-molecular)

interactions.

The long range electrostatic interactions have to be taken in account to correctly simulate

strongly polar molecules, since the polarity is a key parameter for the additives to adsorb

on the steel surface.

The NOSE thermostat was applied to the lubricant and the dynamic equations integrated

using a Leap-frog algorithm with a time step of 0.5 fs. The use of this time-step is

justified as during the shearing conditions the molecules of lubricant hit the surface at

high speed which creates higher local temperatures, making the simulations unstable.

Decreasing the time-step compensates the instability. The polar nature of the additive

molecules involved requires the use of computational costly coulomb interactions, which

are computed using the Ewald algorithm. The tribological simulation cell is constructed

by putting the surfaces parallel to the XY plane, and periodic boundary conditions are

applied in both directions. The shear is applied on the x axis, keeping the cell at constant

volume (NVT).

The bonded interactions take into account and model the chemical bonds inside each

molecule (Figure 1). Bond and angle stretching can be referred to the covalent/ionic

bonds.

20
1212121212 )(

2
1)( rrkrV ��

where V12(r12) is the bond potential energy, k12 the bond spring constant, r12 the distance

between atom 1 and atom 2, and 0
12r  the equilibrium distance between atom 1 and atom 2. 

20
123123123123 )(

2
1 θθ �� kV

where V123 is the angle stretching potential energy, k123 the angle spring constant, θ123 is

the angle formed by atom 1, atom 2 and atom 3, and 0
123θ  is the equilibrium angle formed

by atom 1, atom 2 and atom 3. 
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The dihedral potential indicates the trans/cis status of the molecule

� �)cos(1
2
1

012341234 φφ ��� nkV

where V1234 is the dihedral potential energy, k1234 the dihedral spring constant, n is the

integer, φ��is the dihedral angle, and φ��is the equilibrium dihedral angle.

The non-bonded interactions take into account the Van der Waals and the electrostatic

forces. The Van der Waals forces are treated with a Lennard-Jones potential while the

electrostatic interactions via the coulomb formula:

2
12

21
12 )(

r
qqrV �

where V(r12) is the bond potential energy, q1 is the Coulomb charge on atom 1, q2 is the

Coulomb charge on atom 2, and r12 the distance between atom 1 and atom 2. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.1. Friction and wear

Initially, a friction force curve was determined for both base oil blends, as shown in

Figure 2, to monitor the friction behaviour as a function of base oil polarity and slide-roll

ratio.
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Figure 2. Friction curves
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The friction curves presented in Figure 2 show how even at very low slide-roll ratios the

friction coefficient for the DGDE+ZDDP solutions is remarkably lower than for the

HeD+ZDDP solutions. 

The average friction coefficient was calculated from the friction values recorded during

the rubbing tests performed for both base oils solutions. The antiwear properties of the

reaction layers derived from the base oil/ZDDP solutions were investigated at the end of

the rubbing tests. The wear track width (WTW) was measured from the balls using a

calibrated optical microscope. The results for average friction coefficient and wear track

width are show in Table 2.

The addition of ZDDP causes an increase in the friction coefficient in both base

oil/ZDDP solutions with respect to the base oil alone [27]. The results displayed in

Figure 2 and Table 2 show how the addition of ZDDP to the non polar base oil causes a

higher increase in friction and wear.

Table 2.Average friction coefficient and wear track width

Diethylen glycol diethyl ether n-Hexadecane

Additive

concentration

[wt %] 

Average friction

coefficient, �

Wear track

width

(�m)

Average friction

coefficient, �

Wear track

width

(�m)

2% ZDDP 0.077 542.96 0.097 660.36

4.2. Reaction layer characterization

4.2.1. Thickness

A series of interference images of the centre of the wear track derived from the base

oil/ZDDP solutions from the rubbing tests were taken. From the interference images,

reaction layer thickness values were determined at each position across a horizontal

profile of the contact. From those values the mean reaction layer thickness at the centre of

the contact was calculated.
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The series of interference images of the centre of the wear track derived from the DGDE

solutions (polar base oil) from the rubbing tests are shown in Figure 3. In all the images

the sliding direction is from bottom to top. It can be seen that a reaction layer, as

evidenced by the colour scale in the images, develops differently when ZDDP is added to

the base oil.

DGDE

DGDE+ZDDP

0 min 5 min 10 min 15 min 30 min 60 min 120 min 180 min

Figure 3. Series of interference images from wear track for DGDE+ZDDP with

rubbing time

Figure 4 presents the results for the mean reaction layer thickness. It can be observed

how, for the selected operating conditions, the reaction layer rapidly grows and stabilizes

at approximately 50 nm when only the base oil, diethylen glycol diethyl ether, is present.

When ZDDP additive is added to the base oil, the resulting layer is thinner, stabilizing at

~ 30nm.
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Figure 5 shows series of interference images of the centre of the wear track derived from

the HeD solutions (non polar base oil) at different rubbing times.

Figure 5. Series of interference images from wear track for DGDE+ZDDP with

rubbing time

Figure 6 presents the results for the mean reaction layer thickness. It can be observed how 

no reaction layer develops when the non polar base oil, n-hexadecane, is used. When

ZDDP is added to the base oil, a reaction layer rapidly develops and stabilizes at an

average thickness of approximately 120 nm.
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The same additive blended in base oils with different polarities, showed different

behaviour in terms of friction and wear. Also the formation of a ZDDP-derived reaction

layer is affected by the polarity of the base oil. The high affinity of the polar base oil

molecules for the steel surface, may limit the access of the additive molecules to the

surface. Therefore the ability of the additives to attach and subsequently react with the

rubbing steel surfaces is also limited, resulting in thinner reaction layers.

4.2.2. Chemical composition

Survey and detailed high-resolution spectra were measured on the reaction layer formed

on the ball using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. Survey spectra were used for peak

identification and to check the presence of contaminants. Detailed spectra of phosphorus

2p, together with zinc 3s, sulphur 2p, carbon 1s, oxygen 1s, iron 2p and zinc 2p3/2 were

recorded to identify the different chemical states of the species.

The detailed spectra acquired on the reaction layer produced from DGDE+ZDDP are

shown in Figure 7. 

The C 1s peak at 285.3 eV was referred to 285 eV from aliphatic carbon (C-C, C -H),

thus shifting all peak values. The second contribution was found at 286.7eV. A third

contribution was found at 289.0 eV and can be assigned to C -S bond. The O 1s consist of 

three peaks, all fitted with a fixed FWHM of 1.70 eV. An initial very small peak was

detected at 530.1 eV that can be assigned to iron or zinc oxide. Two main contributions

were found: a peak at 532.0 eV, non-bridging oxygen (NBO), that can be assigned to

phosphorus bound in an (poly)phosphate [39], and a peak at 533.8 eV [39, 40], bridging

oxygen (BO), that can be assigned to P-O-C or P-O-P bonding environment. The S 2p

peaks were fitted with a doublet with a fixed area ratio and a delta between the 2p3/2 and

the 2p1/2 of 1.25 eV. The first peak was detected at 162.6 eV, corresponding to oxidation

state -2, S(II), can be assigned to sulfides [39, 41, 42]. The peak found at 168.9 eV

corresponds with values reported for an oxidation state of -6, S(VI) that can be assigned

to sulfate groups [43]. The P 2p peak was fitted with a doublet with fixed area ratio a

delta of 0.85 eV. The peak position was found at 134.2 eV, value corresponding to
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phosphates [39, 44]. The Zn 3s peak is found at 140.4 eV, while the peak maximum of

the Zn 2p3/2 was found at 1022.8 eV.
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Figure 7. XPS detailed spectra of C1s, O1s, P2p with Zn3s, S2p, Fe2p and Zn2p of the

reaction layer derived from the DGDE+ZDDP solution

The XPS analysis of layer present when the experiment was run in pure DGDE showed

that it is mainly composed of iron oxide and iron hydroxides, as shown by the O 1s

spectrum. An initial peak was detected at 530.1 eV that can be assigned to iron oxide,

while the peak present at 532.2 can be assigned to iron hydroxides.
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The results obtained for the layer derived from HeD+ZDDP (Figure 8) are very similar to

the obtained for the layer derived from DGDE+ZDDP, indicating that the base polarity

may not have a great influence on the reaction layer chemical composition.
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Figure 8. XPS detailed spectra of C1s, O1s, S2p, P2p with Zn3s, Fe2p and Zn2p of

the reaction layer derived from the HeD+ZDDP solution

C 1s main peak was found at 285.2 eV and referred to 285 eV from aliphatic carbon (C-

C, C -H), thus shifting all peak values. The O 1s consist of two peaks. They were all

fitted with a fixed FWHM of 1.8 eV. The peak at 532.0 eV was assigned to non-bridging

oxygen (NBO), and a peak at 533.5 eV to bridging oxygen (BO). The values calculated

according to the recorded signal indicate the presence of polyphosphates. The S 2p peak
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was detected at 162.4 eV, can be assigned to sulfides. The P 2p peak was found at 134.4

eV, indicating a phosphate bonding. The Zn 3s peak is found at 140.6 eV, while the peak

maximum of the Zn 2p3/2 was found at 1023.2 eV.

5. MOLECULAR DYNAMICS RESULTS

5.1. Diffusion coefficients studies: Oil bulk

The first objective was to investigate if the polar/non polar nature of the base oil could

also change the diffusion properties of the ZDDP additive in solution. ZDDP is a surface-

active additive, changing its diffusion coefficient will affect its capability to reach the

surface and therefore could also affect its tribological properties. The simulation cell was

formed by 36000 atoms for the HeD and by 40000 atoms for the DGDE is first energy

minimized and than equilibrated at the required temperature and pressure. For this

simulation the cell volume is allowed to change and thus the density can vary (NPT

simulations). A ZDDP concentration of 2 wt.%  was simulated, to match the experimental

conditions. The simulation cell is shown in Figure 9. Periodic boundary conditions are

applied in the three directions.

Figure 9. Simulation cell of the HeD base oil with 2% of C4ZDDP

The diffusion coefficients were calculated using the Einstein equation:
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where )(tri  is the position of the molecule (i) at time t, D is the diffusion coefficient and

t is the time.

The results of the simulations are presented in Table 3. The diffusion coefficients

calculated when the additive is blended in the non-polar base oil are in the same order of

magnitude as the coefficients calculated for the polar base oil. This is due to the fact that

the ZDDP molecular conformation is rather the same in the two base oils. The ZDDP

molecule used in this work is a primary type, with a short alkyl chain of four carbons and

thus the same behaviour cannot be expected for larger molecules. Longer alkyl chains

could fold or unfold when the molecule is blended in different oil and thus affect the

diffusion of the molecule itself.

Table 3. Diffusion coefficients for the ZDDP molecule, calculated in the two

different base oils 

Diffusion coeff. (D)
Simulation conditions

ZDDP/DGDE ZDDP/HeD

300K (1atm) 0.0120 0.0104

400K(1atm) 0.1075 0.3573

400K(3Gpa) 0.0090 0.0107

The results in Table 3 also show that increasing the temperature at a constant pressure

increases the diffusion coefficient (the viscosity effect). However higher pressures freeze

the oil, to a glass-like state. To complete this investigation the radial distribution function

was computed at different pressures. The redial distribution function is defined as:
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where <�B(r)> is the particle density of type B at distance r around particle A, and

<�B>local is the particle density of type B averaged over all spheres around particle A with

radius rmax. g(r) provides information about the spatial arrangement of an atom (or
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molecule) with respect to another atom (or molecule). If this quantity in space presents a

smooth trend, it means that there is no order, as in liquids. However, for perfect crystals

this function presents peaks representing the atomic position in the crystalline position.

As shown in Figure 10 the external pressure gives origin to several RDF peaks at smaller

distances, meaning that the oil rearranges to a more ordered structure (glassy-state).

Comparing the two curves we notice that the ZDDP-lubricant radial distribution function

at 400K has a very smooth aspect, meaning that the molecules of the lubricant do not

have any particular order around the ZDDP, i.e. there is not a high degree of ordering.

When the pressure is increased to 1GPa, few peaks appear meaning that the system is

becoming more ordered, as in the lubricant is having a glass-like structure around the

ZDDP.

Figure 10. Radial distribution function to see the effect of the pressure on the

molecular re-organization of the oil 

To conclude, according to the results of the Molecular Dynamics simulations, the

behaviour of ZDDP in the bulk oil was not significantly altered with the base oil polarity.

Thus, the origin of the experimentally observed differences in tribological performance of
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the molecule has to be found at the oil/additive/steel interface. Therefore, a steel surface

model as third element is introduced in the next section.

5.2. Diffusion coefficients studies: Lubricant between two iron oxide

slabs(T,P)

The steel surface in operative conditions is always oxidized and hence is modelled here

as an iron oxide surface. There are several types of iron oxide, initially the hematite

Fe2O3, was chosen as it is commonly formed on steel surfaces and its geometrical

structure was available. No surface roughness has been considered for this study and

surface defects, relaxation and reconstruction have not been regarded either. To create the

surface super-cell the elementary Fe2O3 unit cell is multiplied in the three space

directions for a number of times until the desired surface size was reached. The surface is

placed parallel to the (xy) plane. The oil containing the ZDDP molecules and the surface

are put together to constitute the new simulation cell as shown in Figure 11. The

periodicity was applied only in the (x,y) directions, making the z component of the

simulation cell three times larger than the film thickness size.

Figure 11. The simulation cell used to simulate the behaviour of the additive inside

the base oil (in this case the HeD is shown) close to the steel surface

When applying temperature and pressure to the confined system, the ZDDP molecules do

not adsorb onto the surface. However, ZDDP shows a higher affinity for the surface when

blended in polar base oil (DGDE) as shown in Figure 12. The ZDDP in DGDE solution
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tends to stay closer to the surface. For both base oil solutions, the surface is covered by a

single lubricant layer), and it is more stable; while with the HeD solution the ZDDP tends

to stay farther away from the surface and the distance shows much stronger variation.

The ZDDP molecules have a higher affinity towards the surface when blended in the non-

polar base oil (DGDE) than much more in the DGDE environment than in the HeD case.

This, according to the author, is due to the fact that the DGDE molecules are polar and

the ZDDP is feeling the effect of its dipoles, which keeps them confined close to the

surface, while for the HeD oil this effect of confinement close to the first lubricant layer

is not present. To have a more quantitative comparison between the different behaviour

of the ZDDP in the two base oils without any shear applied, the diffusion coefficients

were calculated as before, but now separated in the diffusion in two directions: thus the

(xy) component of the displacement parallel to the surface (obtaining the so-called Dxy)

as well as z component perpendicular to the surface (Dz) are calculated. The results are

summarized in Table 4 and show that if the ZDDP is within the HeD environment it has a

great mobility in the direction perpendicular to the surface, while if the ZDDP is in the

DGDE solution it tends mostly to diffuse in the direction parallel to the steel. The results

showed in Figure 12 and in Table 4 complement each other and allow us to have a clear

picture of the behaviour of the ZDDP molecule in different polarity oil considering the

temperature and the load effect.

Figure 12. Behaviour of the ZDDP molecule close to the steel surface, at 400K and

without any shear applied
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Table 4. Diffusion constant [1E-5 cm2/sec] calculated for the ZDDP in different base

oil and the Fe2O3 surface, at 400K, with a pressure of 2 GPa

Diffusion Constant ZDDP/HED ZDDP/DGDE

D 0.0015 0.0001

Dz 0.0011 0.0000

Dxy 0.0007 0.0001

5.3. Adsorption studies: lubricant and additives between two iron oxide

slabs (no shear)

The following step was to include shear to the confined system. The option to include

shear in the GROMACS software is present within the non-equilibrium Molecular

Dynamics tools. From a computational point of view including shear in a simulation is a

non-trivial point, because it means that we are giving energy to the system, and thus the

energy conservation principle is no longer valid. The temperature was always kept fixed

at 400K, because it is a realistic temperature when simulating the contact region. Also,

the simulations in the bulk oil showed that the diffusion coefficients of the ZDDP

increase greatly at this temperature, so for CPU time saving purposes it is convenient to

only consider this temperature. Each simulation was 5 ns long. For each simulation the

time was monitored that was needed for the ZDDP to reach the iron oxide surface.

Introducing shear in the confined system changes the behaviour of the molecules towards

the surface. Without shear, the molecules are not able to touch the surface while, when

shear is applied they do adsorb. We believe that the reason is that the external shear

provides the molecules with kinetic energy which allows them to overcome the energetic

barrier represented by the Van der Waal forces at short distances. The differences

between the two oils are quite clear as shown in Table 5. When ZDDP is blended in

DGDE (polar base oil) the additive molecule never attaches to the surface, it only touches

the surface and then it is re-dissolved into the lubricant film. When ZDDP is blended in
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HeD (non-polar base oil), the ZDDP molecules showed a much greater affinity to the iron 

oxide surface, since it tends to attach to it at the higher pressures (> 1 GPa). For both oils,

the simulation results showed how increasing shear and load helps the molecule to reach

the surface.

Table 5. The different behaviour observed by the ZDDP molecule into different

polarity oil when pressure, temperature and shear are together included

Pressure (GPa) 0.1 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.0

Sliding speed (nm/ps) 0.01 0.10 0.01 0.10 0.01 0.10DGDE/ ZDDP/ Fe2O3

Adsorption time (ns) N.O. N.O. N.O. N.O. N.O. N.O.

Pressure (GPa) 0.1 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.0

Sliding speed (nm/ps) 0.01 0.10 0.01 0.10 0.01 0.10HeD/ ZDDP/ Fe2O3

Adsorption time (ns) N.O. N.O. N.O. 0.9 0.4 0.6

6. CONCLUSIONS

This work presents a dual approach to understand how base oil polarity influences the

molecular behaviour of ZDDP additives and their tribological performance. The use of a

fully formulated lubricants allow to study/follow the system formed by base oil, additive

and steel surfaces, at a molecular level using MD simulations, The investigation at

molecular level gave an insight on the behaviour of ZDDP additives when blended in

base oils with different polarities, providing a molecular explanation for the different

behaviour observed in the tribological tests.

The results of the experimental work showed how the same additive blended in base oils

with different polarities, have different tribological performance. When ZDDP is blended

in a non polar base oil (n-hexadecane), friction coefficient and wear, measured as wear

track width, are higher than when the ZDDP is blended in a polar base oil (diethylen

glycol diethyl ether). The formation of a ZDDP-derived reaction layer was monitored

using an in-situ interferometry technique. The results showed how the layer is formed and

is affected by the polarity of the base oil. When ZDDP is blended in a non-polar base oil

the derived-layer develops faster and it is thinker than when the additive is blended in the

polar base oil.
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Molecular Dynamics simulations were performed to give a molecular explanation to the

behaviour of the ZDDP molecule when blended in base oils with different polarities. If

only temperature and pressure are taken into account in the simulation, the ZDDP does

not take place on the surface, but the ZDDP molecule has a larger surface affinity if

blended in the polar base oil (DGDE) probably because the first lubricant layer has non

zero dipole moments which attracts the ZDDP.

However, when shear is applied, under the same conditions of temperature and pressure,

the ZDDP molecules demonstrate a higher surface affinity for the steel if they are

dissolved in non-polar oil and can adsorb on the surface. This indicates that shear is a key

parameter for the tribological activation of the additives. . The high affinity of the polar

base oil molecules for the steel surface, limits the access of the additive molecules to the

surface. Therefore the ability of the additives to attach and subsequently react with the

rubbing steel surfaces is also limited, resulting in thinner reaction layers, as observe in the

experimental results.

Molecular Dynamics is a promising technique in the tribology/tribochemistry area since

it allows one to follow the dynamics of the molecules in close contact with the steel

surface.
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ABSTRACT

Functional additives, particularly extreme-pressure and antiwear additives, in formulated oil

will compete to adsorb and function in tribological contacts. In this paper we study how the

interactions between additives and base oil molecules and operation conditions influence

friction and wear. A one non-polar (poly-�-olefin) commercial base oil blended with zinc

dialkyl dithiophosphates was used to study the effect of the interaction between steel and

stainless steel on the formation of ZDDP-derived reaction layers. The tribological

performance was evaluated using a ball-on-disc test rig under mixed rolling-sliding

conditions in the boundary lubrication regime. An adapted in-situ interferometry technique

was used to monitor the additive derived reaction layer formation. The properties of the

additive-derived reaction layers were studied using surface analysis techniques, scanning

electron microscopy. The results show how different metallic materials lead to the

formation of layers that, despite having a similar thickness, have very different

morphologies.

The presence of extensive cracks in the layers formed on the stainless steel surface indicates

that the nature of the layers formed on such a surface differs from those formed on a steel

surface. The oxides present on the stainless steel surface may influence the adhesion
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properties of the reaction layer. A weaker adhesion of the layer to the surface could be the

reason for the faster degradation observed for those layers

KEYWORDS

ZDDP, slide-roll ratio, stainless steel, reaction layer formation

1. INTRODUCTION

Extreme-pressure (EP) and antiwear additives (AW) control the lubricating performance of

the oil in the mixed and boundary lubrication regimes. Performance enhancing properties of

these additives are very important since, if oil lacks lubricating ability, excessive wear and

friction can occur [1]. The main elements, which are responsible for the extreme-pressure

and antiwear action, are sulfur and phosphorus, respectively [2]. The solubility of additives

is a major issue in additive technology, because having these additives in a solution in the

lubricant is essential to transport them close to the rubbing steel surfaces.

The structure of additives can be described as a functional core, or polar moiety, including

the main elements, e.g. sulfur and/or phosphorus and a tail (non-polar moiety), e.g. alkyl

chains, which make the additive soluble in the base oil. 

The functional core of the additives is generally composed of elements of different

electronegativity. This leads to an unequal charge distribution that leads to polarity. The

polarity of an additive is responsible for the ability to recognize the surface and attach to it.

The ability to attach and build layers on the surface depends therefore on the polarity, but

also the required space for the tails plays an important role. If the tails are widely branched

the near surface concentration and ordering of the molecules may be much lower than when

unbranched additives are present [1].

Metal dialkyl dithiophosphate compounds (MDTPs) have been used in lubricating oils due

to their multifunctional performance as antiwear, extreme-pressure, friction modifying,

antioxidant and corrosion inhibiting additives. Dialkyl dithiophosphates of different metals

such as molybdenum [3], cadmium [4], copper [5], titanium, gadolinium [6], iron, antimony

and other metals have been introduced in lubricants, albeit zinc dialkyl dithiophosphates

(ZDDP) are the most widely used [7-11].
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ZDDP reacts with the surface in contact to form protective reaction layers. A variety of

mechanisms have been proposed [12] for the formation of the ZDDP derived reaction

layers, involving oxidative (by reaction with hydroperoxides or peroxy radicals) [13],

catalytic (chemisorption on metal, hydrolytic [10]), and thermal [14] decomposition of the

ZDDP. The resulting reaction layers have a heterogeneous composition with the chemical

structure of the starting materials dictating their chemical composition [15, 16] and

mechanical properties [17].

However, several studies have observed ZDDP to have detrimental effects on wear under

certain operating conditions [18], and to enhance friction when the system is operating in

mixed and boundary lubrication regimes [19-21].

Several operating conditions (in terms of lambda ratio, temperature and additive

concentration) have been previously studied [20, 21, 26], showing that low lambda ratios,

meaning high metal to metal contact, high temperature and high additive concentration lead

to a high reactivity of the additives and therefore to thicker reaction layers. The effect of

different materials has also been studied. Certain metals accelerate the rate of hydrocarbon

oxidation. Atomic absorption spectroscopy showed the presence of oil-soluble metals in the

oil after thin film oxidation tests on various metals (copper, brass, lead stainless steel, and

low carbon steel) [3]. Low carbon steel has the highest reaction rate and copper has the

lowest reaction rate, with brass, aluminum and lead in between. The results suggest that

some metals directly react with organic lubricants at elevated temperatures to form metal

salts and accelerate the oxidation rate of lubricants. When metal surfaces are sheared,

deformed and/or abraded, fresh nascent surfaces are exposed inside the contacts. Fresh

metal surfaces have high surface energy and high reactivity towards oxygen, moisture and

organic molecules present in the surface.

This study focuses on the effect of the interaction between steel and stainless steel on the

formation of ZDDP-derived reaction layers. The nature and properties of the derived

reaction layers, as a function of operating conditions and base oil-additive interaction, in

terms of thickness and morphology, were studied.
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Test samples

The steel balls used for the tribological and static immersion tests were of AISI 52100 steel

with a hardness 59-66 HRC, elastic modulus of 220 GPa and an average roughness (Ra) of

10 nm. The rings were washers (WS 81212) from SKF Cylindrical Thrust Roller Bearings

(CTRB) of ASI 52100 steel and Ra=100 nm.

The stainless steel balls used for the tribological and static immersion tests were of AISI

440C with a hardness 57-60 HRC, elastic modulus of 220 GPa and an average roughness

(Ra) of 10 nm. The rings were made of the same material with an average roughness of 100

nm.

The elemental composition of the steel and stainless steel specimens is summarized in .

Usual tolerances for the composition are ± 0.1% and both phosphorus and sulfur have to be

lower than 0.025% (EN ISO 683-17).

Table 1. Elemental composition (wt%) of steel AISI 52100 and stainless steel AISI
440C specimens

Cr Ni Mn Mo Si C S Cu
AISI 52100 1.350 0.250 0.450 0.100 0.350 1.050 0.015 0.030
AISI 440C 16.330 0.370 0.340 0.430 0.350 1.070 0.008 0.070

Four different pairings of steel and stainless steel were tested (Table 2):

Table 2. Pairs of materials

Materials
Ball Ring

Steel Steel

Steel Stainless steel

Stainless steel Steel

Stainless steel Stainless steel
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2.2. Lubricants

A fully synthetic oils, low polarity base oil, poly-�-olefin (PAO), was used. PAO is chosen

due to its purity instead of mineral oil because it has a relatively high concentration of sulfur

which might interfere with the additives. Their physical properties and sulfur and phosphor

content, obtained by X-ray fluorescence (XRF) analysis of base oil samples before testing,

are summarized in Table 3. 

It is assumed that the addition of the additives does not change significantly the viscosity of

the bulk solution.

A primary zinc dialkyl dithiophosphate (ZDDP), with 99% purity, is employed in simple

solution in both base oils without other additives present. 2 wt% ZDDP solutions were

prepared using an ultrasonic bath to dissolve the additives in the base oils.

The temperature of the lubricant solution remained below 40°C during the dissolving

procedure.

Table 3 Base oil properties

Code Kinematic

viscosity at 

40°C

[mm2/s]

Kinematic

viscosity at 

100°C

[mm2/s]

Sulfur

content

[wt%]

Phosphorus

content

[wt%]

PAO 24.6 5.1 0.00055 <0.00030

2.3. Tribological tests

SKF-WAM5 ball-on-disc test rig (Wedeven Associates, Inc., Edgmont, PA, USA) enables

to perform a variety of tests to evaluate the tribological performance of additive/base oil
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blends under controlled contact conditions. The ball and the disc are independently driven

giving the possibility to simulate pure rolling and various slide-roll ratios. The slide-roll

ratio (SRR), or slip ratio, is defined as the sliding speed US=UB-UR divided by the

entrainment speed, or rolling speed, U=(UB+UR)/2 where UB and UR are the ball and ring

surface speed in contact, respectively.

Friction force curves were obtained to monitor the frictional behaviour as a function of

slide-roll ratio.

The effect of the different metallic materiald on the behaviour of additives is studied in a

mixed rolling/sliding contact, with wear evenly distributed in the tracks of both specimens.

The tribotests were carried out at an applied load of 300 N which resulted in a maximum

Hertz contact pressure of 1.9 GPa (contact diameter 540 �m). The investigated slide-roll

ratio was -10%. The temperature was set constant at 90°C for all the tests. The specific film

thickness or lambda ratio (the ratio of the central film thickness to the composite surface

roughness of the two surfaces is contact) was set constant at 0.4 and the entrainment speed

is accordingly set to 0.25 m/s. The system is operating in the boundary lubrication regime.

2.4. Reaction layer characterization

2.4.1. Spacer Layer Interferometry

Spacer layer interferometry imaging principle [27] is used as an in-situ (inside the

tribometer, out of the contact) method [28] to monitor reaction layer formation [26]. Tests

are carried out by rolling/sliding a steel ball on a lubricated steel disc, to produce a wear

track on both ball and disc. Motion is halted and a spacer layer and chromium-coated glass

disc are loaded against the wear track on the steel ball. The lubricant is squeezed out from

the contact, but any solid-like reaction layer remains. The interference images produced are

a map of the reaction layer present in the contact. The glass disc in then removed and the

sliding/rolling of the steel ball on the steel disc continuous.

2.4.2. Scanning Electron Microscopy

Morphology and elemental chemical composition of the ZDDP-derived reaction layers were

characterised with a Zeiss Supra 55 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) with a 15kV

electron beam voltage in the secondary electron mode.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Friction and wear

A series of ball-on-disc tests using PAO, with and without ZDDP, were carried out to study

the influence on the friction and wear performance of ZDDP additives in oil as a function of

the contacting metallic materials.

Friction force curves were obtained to monitor the frictional behaviour as a function of

slide-roll ratio with the PAO, both with pure base oils and oils containing 2 wt% ZDDP.
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Figure 1. Friction curves for PAO and PAO+2 wt % ZDDP solutions, at 0.25 m/s, 90°C

and 1.9 GPa

The friction curve for a steel ball on a steel ring, displayed in Figure 1(a), shows a

significant increase in friction when ZDDP is added to the pure base oil, due to the

formation of an additive-derived reaction layer [67, 118]. When a stainless steel counterpart

replaces either one, or both, of the steel surfaces, friction increases for the pure base oil
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tests. However, the effect of the addition of ZDDP is clearly minimized, due to the passive

layers present on the stainless steel surfaces.

In the initial region of rapid friction increase, close to pure rolling conditions, the friction

behaviour of both solutions, base oil with and without ZDDP, were very similar. This

indicates that in the absence of shear, the base oil molecules that initially attach to the steel

surface are primarily responsible for the lubrication of the surface as the additive molecules

have not yet been activated.

The friction coefficient was monitored during the 3, 6 and 12 hour rubbing tests. The

average friction values when the system reaches steady-state are calculated. The antiwear

properties of the reaction layers derived from the base oil + ZDDP solutions were also

investigated. The results for friction are summarized in Table 4..

Table 4. Steady state coefficient of friction after 3, 6 and 12 h rubbing time for PAO+2 wt

% ZDDP solutions

Average friction coefficient, �PAO + 2 wt % ZDDP

3h 6h 12h

Steel ball/Steel ring 0.110±0.001 0.104±0.003 0.104±0.003

Stainless steel ball/Steel
ring

0.088±0.002 0.078±0.002 0.076±0.001

Steel ball/Stainless steel
ring

0.089±0.003 0.094±0.003 0.096±0.009

Stainless steel
ball/Stainless steel ring

0.087±0.006 0.088±0.009 0.083±0.009

The wear track width (WTW) was measured on the balls using a calibrated optical

microscope and is summarized in Table 5.

Table 5. Wear track width after 3, 6 and 12 h rubbing time for PAO+2 wt % ZDDP

solutions
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Wear track width
[�m]PAO + 2 wt % ZDDP

3h 6h 12h

Steel ball/Steel ring 566.8±2.1 557.9±2.1 576.7±2.1

Stainless steel ball/Steel
ring

569.9±1.8 597.7±2.1 594.7±2.1

Steel ball/Stainless steel
ring

571.3±2.3 584.3±2.1 588.8±2.1

Stainless steel
ball/Stainless steel ring

563.8±1.5 551.8±2.1 572.4±2.1

As previously observed in the friction curves, the absolute friction coefficient is remarkably

higher for the steel/steel pair. For mixed steel/stainless steel or stainless steel/stainless steel

pairs, the absolute friction coefficients are very similar and significantly lower.

No significant differences are observed in the wear track width for all the different material

pairs.

3.2. Reaction layer formation

A series of interference images of the centre of the reaction layer derived from the PAO +

ZDDP solutions were taken at different sliding distances. From the interference images,

reaction layer thickness values were determined at each position across a horizontal profile

of the contact. From these values the mean reaction layer thickness at the centre of the

contact was calculated.

The evolution of an average reaction layer derived from the PAO+ZDDP solution as a

function of the contacting materials is shown in . 
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Figure 2. Mean PAO+ZDDP-derived reaction layer thickness with rubbing distance and
contacting materials

Figure 2 presents the results for the mean reaction layer thickness for the different pairs of

materials. For the steel/steel pair, as described in Section 4.1, the reaction layer develops

initially very rapidly, indicating a fast reaction, then subsequently slows down to reach a

stable thickness value (“limiting thickness”) after 3 hours rubbing. The limiting thickness is

determined by a balance between the rate of growth, dependent on the additive

concentration in the base oil, contact temperature, and the rate of removal, determined by

wear [61]. Initially, an activation stage can be identified, with a rate of layer formation

higher than the removal rate.

The reaction layer formed on the stainless steel/stainless steel pair reaches a similar

thickness value to the steel/steel pair after 3 hours rubbing. However, the initial overshot

observed for the steel/steel pair does not occur. Instead the rate of formation at the early

stages of rubbing is low, which must indicate the need for an ‘induction period’ necessary

for the removal of the passive chromium oxide layers present on the stainless steel surface.

After the passive layers have been reduced or removed, the mechanism of layer formation

proceeds as for the steel/steel pair. The thickness increases slightly up to 6 hours rubbing

and then stabilizes at ~ 70 nm when running from 6 up to 12 hours. 

For the mixed materials pairs, the layers formed on the surface of the balls reached very

similar values (~ 60-70 nm) of limiting thickness after 12 hours rubbing. 
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3.3. Reaction layer characterization

The properties of the additive-derived reaction layer were studied using several surface

analysis techniques to address their influence on tribological performance.

High resolution scanning electron microscopy images of the reaction layers formed on the

rubbing surfaces were taken to investigate their topography and its possible effect on

friction and wear performance of these layers.

Figure 3 shows the morphology for the steel ball/steel ring pair. The surface is uniformly

covered by a patchy reaction layer, composed of pads (load-carrying capacity features)

elongated in the rolling-sliding direction. Few cracks can be detected in the layer, indicating

it is strong enough to withstand the load.

Figure 4. SEM micrograph of the reaction layer formed on the wear track for the steel ball
on steel ring pair, after 3 hours rubbing time.

Figure 5 shows the morphology for the stainless steel ball/steel ring pair. A thin reaction

layer, of approximately 20 nm, is formed on the stainless steel ball. Two different areas can

be identified on the layer, seen as stripes in the rolling sliding direction. The stripes are

composed of larger pads and smaller streaks, this morphology has been previously observed

in flat on flat contacts and attributed to a non-uniform contact.
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Large pads area

Small streaks area
Wear debris

Figure5. SEM micrograph of the reaction layer formed on the wear track for the stainless

steel ball on steel ring pair, after 3 hours rubbing time.

Figure 6 shows the surface of the steel ball after 3 hours rubbing against a stainless steel

ring. Localized reactions occur on the surface, probably at asperity tips that have been

plastically deformed during contact.

Reaction layer

Steel substrate

Figure 6. SEM micrograph of the reaction layer formed on the wear track for the steel ball
on stainless steel ring pair, after 3 hours rubbing time.

Figure 7 shows the clear evolution of the reaction layer formed on the steel ball when in

contact with the stainless steel ring when the rubbing tests last 6 hours. The initial localized
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thin patches of reaction layer, approximately 20 nm, formed after 3 hours, evolved to a

thicker layer (~65 nm) that covered the majority of the wear track.

Figure 7. SEM micrograph of the reaction layer formed on the wear track for the steel ball

on stainless steel ring pair, after 6 hours rubbing time.

The reaction layer formed on the stainless steel ball when in contact with a stainless steel

ring reaches a thickness similar to the layer formed on the steel/steel contact, approximately

70 nm, after 3 hours rubbing. The surface appears to be homogeneously covered by the

reaction layer, as can be observed in Figure 8.

Figure 8. SEM micrograph of the reaction layer formed on the wear track for the stainless

steel ball on stainless steel ring pair, after 3 hours rubbing time.
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However, cracks ranging from one to several micrometers are present across the whole

layer. Examples of the layer’s cracks are displayed in Figure 9. The presence of these cracks

suggests that the layer is not strong enough to withstand the contact conditions (flash

temperature, contact pressure) and starts to break, generating wear debris.

Figure 9. Examples of delamination of the layer formed on the stainless steel ball, for

stainless steel ball on stainless steel ring pair, after 3 hours rubbing time

4. CONCLUSIONS

The influence of different metallic materials was studied using different steel/stainless steel

pairs. The formation mechanisms were found to differ for the different metallic materials.

The presence of a stainless steel specimen has an important effect on the initial stage of

formation of the layer. In a steel/steel contact there is an initial fast reaction that leads to the

coverage of the steel surface and the layer reaching its maximum thickness. In a

steel/stainless steel or stainless steel/stainless steel contact, the rate of formation of the layer

on the surface at the initial stage is lower, what may indicate that the interaction of the

additives with the steel surface is delayed, or affected, by the passive chromium oxide

present on the stainless steel surface.

The results show how different metallic materials lead to the formation of layers that,

despite having a similar thickness, have very different topographies.

The presence of extensive cracks in the layers formed on the stainless steel surface indicates

that the nature of the layers formed on such a surface differs from those formed on a steel

surface. The oxides present on the stainless steel surface may influence the adhesion

properties of the reaction layer. A weaker adhesion of the layer to the surface could be the

reason for the faster degradation observed for those layers.
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